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General Background

Chalmers’ Center of Excellence in internal combustion engines, called the
Combustion Engine Research Center (CERC), was formally established
on November 1, 1995 and inaugurated on March 26, 1996. At that time,
the Center was based on an agreement between the Swedish Board for
Technical and Industrial Development (NUTEK), Chalmers, and a group
of five Swedish companies. The agreement defined each party’s responsibilities with respect to financial commitments, scientific goals and use of
research results. In 1997 the governmental coordination responsibilities
were transferred to the Swedish National Energy Administration, which
later changed its name to the Swedish Energy Agency (Energimyndigheten).
The initial 10-year commitment ended at the close of 2005.
The Swedish Energy Agency and the industrial partners made early commitments to continue supporting CERC beyond the initial 10 year period.
The formal application for continuation was thus approved for a new four
year phase (2006 - 2009), which could be extended for another four years
subject to satisfactory international evaluation in 2009. CERC received a
very positive review and a decision to continue to support the center was
made (4+4 years). A new international evaluation was carried out in the
spring of 2013. CERC again received a very positive review. A proposal
for continuation was submitted to Energimyndigheten and it was approved
and we are now in the second four year phase which will last until the end
of the reporting year (2017).
During 2016, the following companies were full members of the Center:
• Scania CV AB
• Volvo Car Corporation AB
• Volvo Group Truck Technologies AB
In addition, ANSYS Reaction Design, Dantec Dynamics, Loge and
Winterthur Gas and Diesel are members of CERC with single projects.
The program advisory board consists of the chairman (a voting member),
two voting members from the academic community (with an additional
two nonvoting members), three voting members from participating companies (Scania, Volvo Car, and Volvo GTT), and a voting member from
the Swedish Energy Agency. The board chairmanship has been held by
Sören Udd (retired from AB Volvo), who served as a common board chair
for the three engine-related centers of competence in Sweden (CERC,
CCGEx at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, and KCFP at
the University of Lund). The three centers together are called the Swedish
Internal Combustion Engine Consortium (SICEC), and Sören Udd has
been the director of SICEC.
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Streamlines and liquid volume fraction snapshots at different locations in a marine diesel injector nozzle under
cavitation conditions (Ca~=10, Re~=100000) computed
from an Eulerian Stochastic Field (ESF) cavitation model
using OpenFOAM. The color scale on the left represents
liquid volume fraction, with blue representing the highest level of cavitation. The scale on the right delimits the
local velocity value as seen on the streamlines. The complex behavior of streamlines as observed in cavitation
zones indicates a complex local flow structure.
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Preface
CERC has just completed the third year of the 4 year program period. The activities are changing
rapidly and several projects have recently started.
During 2016 there were just one PhD defense by a CERC student, Gunnar Latz defended his thesis
“Waste Heat Recovery from Combustion Engines based on the Rankine Cycle” on March 11.
CERC researchers visited AB Volvo on November 11, Volvo Car Corp on November 25, and
Scania on January 16, 2017. In all three cases they presented findings at seminars that were well
attended and followed by interesting and valuable discussions
The annual CERC Seminar was held on May 31st, and the meeting of CERC’s International
Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB) was held on the June 1st. CERC’s ISAB includes Prof. André
Boehman from the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Michigan (an
experimentalist from University of Michigan’s Department of Mechanical Engineering, who
mostly works on heavy duty engines and alternative fuels) and Prof. Dr. Eva Gutheil (a theoretician from University of Heidelberg’s Interdisciplinary Center for Scientific Computing, who
models spray development and combustion, combustion in general, and many other reacting
flows). Based on their reading of reports and papers and attendance at the Seminar, the ISAB
members gave their opinions and suggestions for improvement to the program board the day
after the Seminar. On balance their opinions were positive, and they gave good suggestions for
further enhancing CERC activities.

Ingemar Denbratt, Director,
Combustion Engine Research Center

CERC continued to collaborate fruitfully with its partners in the Swedish Internal Combustion
Engine Consortium (SICEC): the other two Swedish competence centers engaged in research
on combustion engines (CCGEx, based at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, and
KCFP, based at the University of Lund) and industrial associates. A strategy and coordination
group (SoS, based on the Swedish name) with representatives of these organizations meets 3 - 4
times per year in face-to-face meetings, and via the web at other times, to coordinate the three
centers’ research and organize efforts to secure new funding and new industrial members.
The three centers had a nearly-common program advisory board within SICEC, with a common
chair (Sören Udd). The 2016 CERC board has been made up of the following voting members:
Sören Udd				SICEC Chair
Lucien Koopmans Volvo Car Corporation
Per Lange				Scania CV
Johan Wallesten		 AB Volvo
Anders Johansson Energimyndigheten
Tomas McKelvey Chalmers
Maria Grahn			 Chalmers, (with Karin Munch Chalmers deputizing)
Nonvoting members are:
Stina Hemdal			 Chalmers CERC
Louise Olsson		 Chalmers KCK
The industrial members of the board represent companies that provide substantial support (e.g.
at least 600 000 SEK per year in cash and a similar amount in-kind). Our program manager from
the Swedish Energy Agency is Anders Johansson.
In 2016 twelve PhD students and eleven senior researchers were involved in fourteen projects
(including Waste Heat Recovery and Future Fuels for Transport). Two new PhD students will
take up their positions in already approved projects during spring 2017.
In 2016 it was decided that Delphi will become an industrial partner in CERC.
In addition to the normal meetings held annually, the Swedish Energy Agency organized a strategy
meeting during autumn 2016 for a possible new program period 2018-2021.
We thank our industrial partners and the Swedish Energy Agency, who have been highly supportive and actively engaged in the Center’s activities throughout 2016
Ingemar Denbratt
Director, Combustion Engine Research Center
denbratt@chalmers.se
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CERC Strategy and Organization
Vision and Mission
CERC Vision
Achieving sustainable powertrain technology through excellence in research and education.
CERC Mission
• To conduct groundbreaking engine and fuel related research with a focus on turbulent combustion of transient sprays, engine efficiency, and emissions.
• Experiment and simulation will be strongly coupled; with the goal to develop successively
more predictive engine models.
• To educate top level engineers and scientists who will be able to secure rapid technological
development for the Swedish motor industry.
• To serve as a forum where industrialists and academics can meet to exchange knowledge and
information productively.

Internal Combustion Engine Powered Vehicles in the Future
Transportation plays crucial roles in any society because it is essential for mobility, food production
and distribution, and the manufacture and delivery of diverse goods. Currently the energy needed
for road transport comes almost exclusively from crude oil. Consequently, transport accounts
for 20-25% of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in industrialized countries. Moreover, the
demand for transport is expected to increase, leading to rises in the sector’s absolute and proportional contributions to GHG emissions if no action is taken.

The growing demand for transport, the finite nature of fossil energy resources, and the expected
climate change driven by GHG emissions are widely recognized as major challenges facing
modern societies. Consequently, there is an urgent need for more efficient vehicle propulsion
systems and a transition to renewable fuels to power them.
The Paris Agreement of December 2015, which took effect from November 2016, specifies four
key goals:
• To limit the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2 °C above pre-industrial
levels.
• To preferably limit the global temperature increase to 1.5 °C, as this would significantly reduce
the risks and consequences of climate change
• To urgently reduce global emissions so they peak as soon as possible, (which will take longer
for developing countries).
• To rapidly reduce emissions thereafter in accordance with the best available science.
The European Commission has developed a roadmap to lower carbon dioxide emissions in
Europe, with the following objectives:
• By 2050, the EU should have reduced its GHG emissions by 80% compared to 1990
• To support the above goal, the EU should hit two milestones: a 40% reduction in emissions
by 2030, and a 60% reduction by 2040
• Contributions should come from all sectors
The transport sector is required to achieve a 60% reduction in emissions relative to 1990.
The Nordic countries have adopted a more ambitious program called the carbon neutral scenario
(CNS). In this scenario, the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions are reduced by 85%
(international carbon credits will be used to offset the remaining 15%).
Sweden’s long-term target (2050) is to achieve zero net emissions of greenhouse gases. For the
transport sector, this will mean a reduction of 60% - 80% by 2030 compared to 2010.
Another important requirement (target) was set out in a white paper published in 20111, which
stated that no fossil-fueled vehicles should be permitted to enter cities in 2050, that the number
of fossil fueled vehicles in cities should be cut in half by 2030, and that transport should be
essentially CO2-free in city centers.
The Swedish government has made it a long-term priority for the country’s vehicle fleet to be
independent of fossil fuels by 2030, and envisages creating a sustainable and resource-efficient
energy supply with no net GHG emissions to the atmosphere by 2050 (Govt. Bill 2008/09: 162).
CERC – Annual Report 2016
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Non-CO2 exhaust emissions from vehicles are also a major problem, especially in big cities, so new
laws on these emissions will also affect the internal combustion engine’s future. For example, in
2017 Europe will introduce the “Real Driving Emissions” (RDE) test for measuring vehicles’ emissions, which is required to last between 90 and 120 minutes and to involve at least 16 km of each of
urban, rural and motorway driving. To be certified, a vehicle must achieve a “conformity factor”
of less than 2.1 for NOx emissions by 2017 (and 1.5 from 2020 for new models), and 1.5 for particle
number emissions. In addition, the new Worldwide Harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC),
which features higher loads than current test cycles, will be introduced between 2017 and 2019.
Similarly, the US EPA and the CARB plan to introduce a new NOx limit (0.02 g/bhp-hr) for
heavy duty vehicles from 2024, which is around 10 times lower than the current limit, and will
start phasing in Phase 2 of their new CO2 standard, which is designed to reduce CO2 emissions
by 15-27% between 2017 and 2027. For light duty vehicles, the EPA’s Tier 3 regulations require
“fleet average” NMOG + NOx emissions to be reduced from 86 to 30 mg/mile between 2017 and
2025. There is also an ongoing phase-in of new regulations that will reduce the permitted CO2
emissions from light duty vehicles to 143 g CO2/mile (equivalent to 89 g/km) by 2025. California
is currently discussing the LEV IV regulations, which would impose a limit of 30 mg/mile NMOG
+ NOx (SULEV) and require a 5 % reduction of CO2 emissions per year from 2025.
There is great scope for reducing the fuel consumption of vehicles with internal combustion
engines by using relatively cost-effective technologies such as reduced swept volume, variable
compression, cylinder cut-off, e-turbocharging and advanced combustion systems, all of which
may be combined with electrification and waste heat recovery. The use of renewable fuels will
be important for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, although their availability and supply will
vary from region to region. In the short to medium term, it is important for renewable fuels
to be compatible with existing engines and amenable to mixing with fossil fuels to enable a
gradual transition to exclusively renewable fuel. One renewable fuel whose importance is likely
to increase in the future is biogas.
Creating engines with very low exhaust emissions (“zero emission”) and low fuel consumption
will be a monumental challenge, and it is not obvious that the Diesel engine will be the winning
candidate, especially for smaller vehicles. There is probably more scope for improving Spark
Ignition engines than Diesel engines in this respect – a Spark Ignition engine with a maximum
efficiency of 45% has already been demonstrated by Toyota. However, there is no alternative to
the Diesel engine for heavy duty vehicles.
Vehicles that combine internal combustion engines with electrification (HEV, PHEV and BEV
with range extenders) will use internal combustion engines that are optimized for this purpose. An
internal combustion engine that is to be used with an electrified powertrain may have to satisfy
very different requirements to one installed in a conventional vehicle. A major challenge will be
to find optimized ways of integrating the internal combustion engine with electric drivetrains
while maximizing efficiency and maintaining reasonable costs. CERC will help overcome this
challenge by contributing to the development of hybrid adapted combustion engines and systems
for controlling the complete drive train.
The key objectives of CERC are to conduct high quality research on new fuels and ways to reduce
fuel consumption and minimize exhaust emissions, thereby contributing to efforts to achieve the
national and international goals outlined above. This requires the application of several strategies.
Increasing engine efficiency is clearly essential, but developing alternative and renewable fuels,
and efficient combustion systems for them, is also increasingly important. Hence, CERC aims
to become the main Swedish engine research center working with alternative fuels, in collaboration with Chalmers’ Division of Physical Resource Theory (PRT) and the national Fossil Free
Fuels (f3) center. Hybrid vehicles will also be increasingly important, so CERC will continue to
conduct research on hybrid powertrains in conjunction with the Centre for Catalysis (KCK) and
the Swedish Hybrid Centre (SHC), exploiting the hybrid test facilities at Chalmers.
The current research programs at CERC are supported by six core scientific competencies at
Chalmers, with contributions from the departments of Applied Mechanics, Signals and Systems,
and Chemical and Biological Engineering. The scientific foci have been on:
• Spray modeling and measurements
• Advanced studies of gasoline direct injection (DI) systems
• Combustion modes in compression ignition (CI) engines
• Hybrids and control
• Alternative fuels
• Advanced measurement techniques
5
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CERC organizes those competencies via SICEC and the center’s program board into six interdisciplinary research areas, each led by one or two project leaders:
• Petter Dahlander and Ingemar Denbratt, SI (spark-ignition) engines
• Ingemar Denbratt and Jonas Sjöblom, CI (compression ignition) engines
• Ingemar Denbratt and Karin Munch, alternative and renewable fuels
• Michael Oevermann and Andrei Lipatnikov, engine modeling
• Mats Andersson and David Sedarsky, sprays and optical diagnostics
• Tomas McKelvey, engine and hybrid control
For each of these six research areas there is a working group consisting of representatives from
the interested CERC partners. These groups meet roughly three times per year for in-depth
discussions about research results and plans for the next phase. Each group’s remit may cover
several projects, and the Modeling and Diagnostics groups work on enabling sciences, so they
collaborate with all the other groups to maximize their impact. The working groups play key
roles in developing CERC’s project portfolio because projects are initiated, discussed, and then
recommended to the SoS group through the working groups, before finally being submitted to
the Board for approval.
Figure 1. Organisation of CERC’s
research efforts.

Figure 1 show the organization of CERC, its current projects, and the students assigned to those
projects. The color coding in the right-hand column indicates the individual research areas, and
hence working groups, associated with each project. For example, the “Heat Transfer” project
involves contributions from both the CI engines and modeling working groups. Several of these
projects are ongoing, some are new, and some have recently been approved by the Board and a
PhD student is currently being recruited. During this period our industrial partners are committed to sending more industrial PhD students to CERC – the center currently hosts four industrial
PhD students from Volvo Car Corp., AB Volvo, Scania, and WGD.
CERC’s research in the areas covered by each working group is summarized below.

Research: SI-engines

The efficiency of spark-ignition (SI) engines can potentially be improved to near-Diesel levels using
direct injection and lean combustion. Future SI engines are expected to feature direct injection,
downsizing, and supercharging, with stoichiometric and/or lean burn combustion systems. The
main goals of SI engine research at CERC are therefore to assess future combustion systems with
a view to improving on the efficiency and emissions output of existing engines, and exploring the
potential of renewable fuels. Both numerical simulations (described below under “Modeling”)
and experimental approaches are used. An issue of particular interest is particle formation and
oxidation in direct injected SI-engines.
CERC – Annual Report 2016
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CERC Projects
• Spray-guided Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI):
• Studies of particulate (PM) emissions from direct injection engines:
• particle formation and oxidation
• influence of various parameters, and optimization of parameters
• load transients and warm-up
• system for lean combustion (burning with excess air):
• stratified combustion
• homogeneous combustion
• micro-stratification
• ignition
• injector location
• turbulence generation
• Fuel injection and mixing processes (mixing, fuel distribution, spray-wall interactions,
injection strategies, injector configuration etc.).
• Combustion and sprays in downsized engines (small swept volume) with high Brake Mean
Effective Pressure (BMEP); focal issues include knock, wall wetting, injector dynamics &
short injections.
• Particle formation in homogeneous lean burn SI engines
Associated or Future CERC Projects
• High-efficiency Otto Engine with Diluted Combustion
• UPGRADE - a highly efficient and clean engine platform, funded through the Horizon 2020
program
• High efficient hybrid powertrain, high efficient engine for hybrid drivetrains
• Alternative engines (opposed-piston)
• Thermodynamic cycles, including the effects of flexible valve-trains, variable compression,
Miller/Atkinson-cycles, and increased cooling water temperatures
• Supercritical sprays/extreme conditions
• Advanced ignition systems

Research: CI-Engines

This research focuses on technologies that can improve the efficiency of CI engines, especially
in conjunction with the use of alternative fuels, and reduce emissions, especially those of nitric
oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM). The projects will emphasize improvements in existing
CI engines, together with studies on new combustion concepts. The significance of downsizing/
downspeeding will continue to grow in the coming years because of the availability of new charging systems with higher boost pressures, flexible valve trains, and improved transient control.
CERC Projects
• Heat Transfer Reduction in Internal Combustion Engines. This project is mainly computational,
supported by engine experiments. Its objective is to understand how the interaction between
gas and walls in a combustion chamber can be tuned to reduce heat loss and heat loads on the
exposed components. The project is being undertaken by an industrial PhD student from Volvo
Car Corporation.
• Dual-fuel Combustion of biogas and Diesel fuel using RCCI (Reactivity Controlled Compression
Ignition). The RCCI concept is a promising method for achieving efficient and clean combustion. This project is investigating the use of LIVC to control combustion over a wide range of
loads and engine speeds, and comparing its performance to conventional Diesel combustion.
Indicated thermal efficiencies above 50% have been achieved for most gas-Diesel RCCI combustion cases at various IVC timings, together with ultra-low NOx and soot emissions. RCCI
combustion also achieved much better fuel economy than conventional Diesel combustion,
reducing fuel consumption by almost 11 %. The project combines experiments in a HD Diesel
engine with modelling using the ANSYS Forté code.
• Heavy Duty Fuel Injection - spray/wall/flow interactions. This is a new project that will start
during spring 2017. Literature reports and recent research at Chalmers have shown that flameflame interactions are very important for effective late soot oxidation, and that flame flow
patterns are coupled to the fuel injection equipment by the momentum and behavior of the
spray. The effects of multiple injections and fuel parameters are also important. This project
is mainly experimental and will be performed using spray chambers and a single cylinder
engine.
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Associated or Future CERC Projects
• Dual-fuel Combustion strategies using gaseous and liquid fuels are being addressed in an
ongoing project focusing on flexible fuel engines, financed by the FFI (the Swedish Energy
Agency). Three PhD students (including an industrial PhD student from Loge) are involved
in the flexible fuel project.
• Advanced combustion concepts with flexible valve trains, flexible injection systems and heat
insulation, and low temperature combustion with high exhaust temperatures.
• Sprays and combustion in extremely downsized and down-speeded engines with high BMEP
(using the ICE in the most favorable efficiency regimes, including engines for hybrid applications) while meeting future emissions (especially NOx and PM) standards via:
• high pressure injection, variable nozzles, injection strategies, rate-shaping, air utilization
• spray-piston interactions
• fuel dependencies
• Thermodynamic studies of new engine architectures (VCR or Variable Displacement)
• 2-stroke, Variable Compression Ratio (VCR), and opposed piston
• Exhaust gas after-treatment
• Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR & UREA sprays)
• particle filtration/soot oxidation

Research: Alternative Fuels

This research focuses on possible alternative and renewable fuels, and their impacts on efficiency
and emissions. To meet future decarbonization goals for road transport, higher proportions of
low-carbon alternative gaseous and/or renewable fuels must be used. Several such fuels are
available. Fuel flexibility must also be accounted for when considering changes in infrastructure
to accommodate renewable and synthetic fuels such as natural gas (NG)/shale gas, bio-gas, gasto-liquid (GTL) and biomass-to-liquid (BTL) fuels, alcohols or hydrogen.
Heavier alcohols are of interest because they can be mixed with both gasoline and Diesel fuel
without using an emulsifier. When used in a CI engine, such mixtures can be used with an ignition improver to maintain the cetane number, or without an ignition improver to increase the
degree of premixing.
CERC Projects
Future Fuels for Transportation. This is a new nationwide project, initiated by CERC, but involving contributions from all three of the SICEC research centers (CERC, CCGEx and KCFP), the
Physical Resources Theory and Industrial Energy Systems and Technology divisions of Chalmers’
Energy and Environment Department, and the Fossil Free Fuels center. Three PhD students and
two post-doctoral researchers are involved in the project, which officially started on December 1,
2015. The research (financed by the Swedish Energy Agency) will address key aspects of future
fuels, including optimal feedstocks and production methods, fuel parameters, and combustion of
the fuels in CI- and SI-engines. The project involves ten industrial partners. CERC’s contribution
involves studying blends of long-chain alcohols with HVO and Diesel or RME to evaluate the
suitability of such mixtures as transportation fuels. The scope for incrementally reducing the
fossil fuel content of these blends is particularly important. Four alcohols are being tested: the
C8-alcohols n-octanol and 2-ethylhexanol, and the C10 -alcohols n-decanol and 2-propylheptanol.
n-decanol has been tested in neat form, while the other three are being tested in various blends.
Associated or Future CERC Projects
• Combustion of Butanol/Diesel mixtures (engaging one PhD student). This project is financed
by the FFI and involves five industrial partners.
• Injection and Combustion Systems for Fischer-Tropsch (FT) fuels, compressed natural gas
(CNG)/liquefied natural gas (LNG), biogas, dimethyl ether (DME), alcohols and emulsions
(MeOH/EtOH).
• Fuel Flexible After-treatment (in collaboration with the catalysis center, KCK).

Research: Diagnostics and Sprays

The goals of research in this area include improving direct injected engines by developing new combustion modes based on better understanding of spray breakup, mixing and combustion enabled
by advanced diagnostics methods. The properties of alternative fuels will play an important role.
Specific goals are to develop abilities to:
• Predictively model the behavior of injectors, sprays, and combustion processes
• Design and build new injector tips tailored for specific applications and fuels, together with
customized engine geometries if necessary.
CERC – Annual Report 2016
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These goals will be achieved by combining basic and applied science, over near and long terms,
and in tight coordination with model development and engine research. We will use diagnostic
technologies to examine the entire process of spray development, including studies on internal
flows in transparent nozzles, ballistic imaging of primary breakup, and studies of the spray region
using phase Doppler interferometry and planar Mie/PLIF/LII/PIV as well as other technologies
such as Schlieren imaging and two-wavelength pyrometry.
CERC Projects
• Spray Fundamentals – this is a project to improve our understanding of the effects of very
high injection pressures using a Scania XPI Diesel injector. An array of diagnostic techniques
will be applied and various internal orifice geometries will be tested.
• Spray Formation Dynamics – the objective of this project is to elucidate the formation of Diesel
fuel sprays by monitoring the near-field behavior of sprays from a single-orifice Scania XPI
injector that can function at unusually high injection pressures, allowing investigation of a
real production geometry over a wide range of conditions. The project is being undertaken by
an industrial PhD student from Scania.
• Marine engine fuel injection – The purpose of this project is to develop a detailed understanding of the internal flows of the interior nozzle and their effect on fuel spray formation (primary
breakup) in order to improve CFD tools for the design of 2-stroke marine engines. The project
uses advanced imaging diagnostics to study optically accessible nozzle geometries that are
relevant to large scale marine engines. The project is being undertaken by an industrial PhD
student from Winterthur Gas & Diesel.
• Advanced Diagnostics – this project plays an important role in supporting CERC activities
by acquiring, developing and providing competence in relevant diagnostic techniques for the
other CERC projects. Key activities include developing techniques for performing:
• Measurements in the high pressure and temperature spray vessel, e.g. in the Spray
Fundamentals project.
• sGDI experiments with the optical engine.
• LIEF (Laser Induced Exciplex Fluorescence) studies of gasoline sprays (in collaboration
with Dantec).
Associated or Future CERC Projects
• High-EGR Combustion System and LOEMEATS. This research focuses primarily on soot
formation and oxidation processes in direct injection, spray-controlled diesel combustion, via
a systems approach, using a combination of several research methods and facilities at Chalmers
and Volvo ATR. An industrial PhD student from AB Volvo, financed through FFI, is engaged
in the work.
• Holistic Approach to Spray Injection through a generalized multi-phase framework. The aim
of this program is to develop, improve and validate new state-of-the-art models for multi-phase
in-nozzle flow and atomization (primary and secondary), using both existing and new experimental data. The project is supported by the EU and involves partners from the EU, USA and
Australia. At Chalmers, two PhD students will be engaged in the project, one focusing on
experimental aspects and one on modelling.
• Ballistic Imaging, involving one post doc financed through the Swedish Energy Agency.
• Studies of Basic Sprays to support the development of more predictive models.
• Development of More Advanced Diagnostics.

Research: Modelling

The stringent fuel, efficiency, and emissions targets for next generation IC engines can only be
met through collaborative research efforts combining sophisticated experiments with predictive
models and simulation tools. Future fuel and engine concepts will probably feature higher pressures, lower temperatures, and stratified conditions. Furthermore, fuel will generally be directly
injected. To facilitate the development of systems that function under these conditions, we are
applying state of the art computational methods to improve our fundamental understanding of
turbulent combustion in IC engines and support engine development in the following projects.
CERC Projects
• Spray/Turbulence Interactions – The main goal of this project is to improve the VSB2 spray
model, previously developed and implemented at Chalmers, to handle multicomponent fuels,
including differential evaporation of blends of fuels.
• Modeling sGDI Combustion – To develop combustion models and methods that can be used for
simulations of DI-SI engines that burn various fuels such as gasoline, ethanol, and their blends.
• Development of the Representative, Interactive Linear Eddy Model (RILEM) for mode- and
regime-independent sub-grid modeling of engine combustion.
9
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Associated or Future CERC Projects
• Fundamental studies of transient sprays, engaging two students financed by KAW.
• Large-eddy Simulation of Spray Flames in Reciprocating Engines, engaging one student
financed by VR (Swedish Research Council).
• Development of an efficient solver for detailed kinetics in reactive flows, engaging an industrial
PhD student from Loge.
• Models for premixed and partially premixed turbulent combustion.
• Modeling interior flows, including cavitation.
• Alternative fuels’ chemistry during spray combustion.

Research: Controls

Systems & control related research at CERC has two fundamental objectives:
• To develop control design methodology and solutions for new advanced combustion, engine
and powertrain concepts.
• To help reduce the time and effort spent on developing new engine control systems, thereby
reducing turn-around cycles in product development.
More emphasis will be placed on model-based control design, using dynamic models of combustion systems and appropriate sensors for online operation. Priorities in the coming years include
development of methodologies to adapt such models to specific engine families, to cope with new
and varying fuels, and to use these models effectively to develop an engine controller.
The development of new hybrid powertrain concepts (including range extenders) presents new
challenges and opportunities for engine design and operation. Engine control systems will need
to interact much more synergistically with the overall powertrain control system. Thus, we see a
need to collaborate with researchers at SHC to improve understanding of the requisite adaptations
of engine control systems. Similarly, powertrain energy management systems should incorporate
more information from model-based engine control systems. The following projects are intended
to grasp these opportunities and address the corresponding challenges.
CERC Projects
• Emission-Aware Energy Management of Hybrid Vehicles. The goals of this project are to:
• Assess the potential of an energy management system that is aware of the (full) state of the
combustion and after-treatment system.
• Design an energy management control architecture that can utilize state-information from
the combustion system (including the after-treatment system) and provide near-optimal
control of the subsystems involved for a range of vehicle use cases.
• Demonstrate the benefit of the developed control structures through vehicle tests conducted
in Chalmers’ hybrid test rig for a limited set of drive scenarios.

The project is co-financed by funds assigned to Chalmers’ Transport area of advance.
Associated or Future CERC Projects
• Energy Management for Hybrid Electric/Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV/PHEV) and
Optimization of Range Extender vehicles (VCloud I). The overall objective of this project is
to reduce CO2 emissions from future and existing powertrains, through concept studies and
the development and implementation of a completely new type of control strategy.
• Adaptation of Control Systems and Applications for Hybrid Powertrains for Autonomous
Vehicles (AVs), focusing on the environment (VCloud II). The goal is to develop control algorithms and software that will reduce the fuel consumption and emissions of conventional
hybrid vehicles operating autonomously in Charge Sustain mode such that they meet the 75g
CO2 per km limit for ultra-low emission vehicles by 2025. The project is financed by Vinnova
and is being undertaken by an industrial PhD student from Volvo Car Corporation.
• Control strategies for an electrified dual-clutch transmission. The project’s overall objective
is to reduce the CO2 emissions from future generations of hybrid powertrains to 68-78 g CO2/
km (the expected limit) by 2025, without providing external electrical energy (i.e. in charge
sustain mode). The project, financed by FFI, is a collaborative effort with CEVT, and work is
being undertaken by a PhD student.
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CERC Research Projects – 2016
Spray Guided Gasoline Direct-Injection
Objectives

Lean burn combustion systems have the potential to reduce CO2 emissions. This project seeks
to develop them further, focusing on stratified
combustion.
The objectives of the project are to:
• Quantify emissions, especially particulates,
under various engine operating conditions
and understand how they can be minimized
during normal use.
• Quantify factors affecting combustion stability in stratified combustion systems.
• Compare stratified operation to homogeneous operation with respect to emissions
and fuel consumption under various operating conditions.

Background – Stratified Operation

Direct injected stratified combustion in a spark
ignited engine offers very low fuel consumption (and hence low CO2 emissions) for several
reasons. First, the fuel efficiency of normal
port-injected engines is reduced by the intake
air throttle used to control load and speed. In a
direct injected engine, the load and speed can be
varied by adjusting the quantity of fuel injected
(as is done in Diesel engines), so the throttle can
be removed. Second, the cooling caused by fuel
vaporization in the combustion chamber allows
direct-injected engines to use higher compression ratios than port-injected engines, improving cycle efficiency. Third, spray guiding can
be used to localize the flame in the center of
the chamber and thus reduce heat losses to the
wall. Spray guiding also allows the engine to be
operated under leaner conditions than a homogeneous charge engine can tolerate because a
homogeneous charge mixture must be ignitable
at the spark plug. In principle, spray guiding
can be used to maintain an ignitable air-fuel
mixture near the plug while operating under
very lean conditions overall.
The basic challenges that must be overcome to
create a viable lean-burn stratified combustion
system relate to:
1. Combustion robustness and stability
2. Particulate number/mass emissions
3. NOx emissions under lean conditions
4. Slow combustion late in the cycle
In a spray-guided combustion system (SGDI),
the fuel injector and the spark plug are mounted
close to each other. The idea is that the spray
itself should guide fuel/air mixture preparation,
and that gas and piston motion should have little
influence on the spray. A precise spray with

good atomization, low liquid fuel penetration,
and low cycle-to-cycle variation is needed for
reliable ignition. Two types of fuel injectors are
well suited for such systems: outward-opening
piezo-actuated injectors and multi-hole solenoid actuated injectors. Outward-opening piezo
injectors are used in the few spray-guided stratified combustion systems that are in production.
Multi-hole injectors are less expensive and have
improved substantially over the last few years,
but there are currently no spray-guided lean
burn GDI engines using multihole injectors in
production.

Project leader

Assoc. Prof. Petter Dahlander

Researchers

Anders Johansson (PhD student)
Stina Hemdal (Assist. Prof.)

New combustion systems require robust combustion and stable ignition. It is not clear how
this can be achieved, especially with inexpensive multi-hole injectors. Ignition in sprayguided systems depends strongly on the interaction between the spray event and the spark.
For stratified combustion, the local air-fuel ratio
and flow velocity close to the spark at the time
of ignition are both important for stable combustion and misfire-free operation [260, 261].
One of the drawbacks of lean burn is that it
tends to produce high levels of NOx. However,
NOx aftertreatment systems are complicated
and expensive, so it is preferable to minimize
engine-out NOx levels. EGR has been successfully used to reduce NOx emissions and risk of
knock, and can also reduce particle emissions
from GDI engines [269, 270].
In previous projects we have studied the effects
of parameters that affect the sprays formed by
various types of injectors [262]. Parameters that
have been evaluated include the fuel pressure,
type of fuel, fuel distribution (liquid/vapor),
atomization, hole length/diameter ratio, liquid
fuel penetration, injector type, and cold start
conditions [263]. It has also been demonstrated
in an optical engine that an outward-opening
piezo actuated injector can achieve stable stratified combustion with very low fuel consumption [262]. However, this has only been demonstrated with a fully open throttle and no EGR.
Soot formation and oxidation during stratified
combustion have also been studied in the optical
engine using an outward-opening injector [264].
Because lean-burn stratified combustion systems are complex and relatively new, there is
still much to be learned about their behavior. A
major question is whether they can comply with
future particulate number emissions standards
without relying on a particulate filter.
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There have been few reported studies on operating conditions that can be problematic in terms
of particulate number emissions or methods of
minimizing particulate formation. Additionally,
there are no published studies on the effects of
different injector types on particulate number
emissions during stratified operation.

Anders Johansson, PhD student,
Division of Combustion,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.

All combustion engines can produce problematic particulate emissions, especially during
stratified operation. This has prompted the
introduction of new regulations governing
particulate number and mass emissions from
SI engines in 2009 and 2014, respectively.
Particulate number emissions are generally
harder to reduce than particulate mass emissions [265], and it may prove necessary for SI
engines using stratified combustion to be fitted
with particulate filters to comply with future
standards. However, this solution should be
avoided if possible.
Particulate formation in direct injection gasoline engines has several causes. One is fuel
rich combustion owing to slow vaporization
of fuel droplets, insufficient mixing time, and
long liquid fuel penetration lengths. Under such
conditions, liquid fuel may hit the piston and/
or the cylinder walls before it has vaporized,
potentially leading to soot-forming pool fires.
It can also cause oil film dilution, especially
during cold start and warm-up conditions, when
in-cylinder surface temperatures are low. This
reduces vaporization rates and so promotes soot
formation. Higher fuel pressures increase air
entrainment and mixing, which reduces the
extent of fuel-rich areas and particulate emissions [266]. On the other hand, enhanced fuel
penetration increases the risk of liquid fuel
hitting the cylinder walls, the piston top, or
the spark plug, which may again lead to pool
fires and increased soot emissions [267,268].
The type of fuel used is also important. For
example, oxygenated fuels such as alcohols
(ethanol, methanol, and butanol) yield lower
soot emissions than gasoline, but little is known
about their performance in stratified combustion. Aromatics in the fuel are known to be
precursors of soot, so the fuel’s aromatic content
is also important.
There are several challenges associated with
sampling particulates from exhaust gases. The
number and size distributions of particles in the
exhaust are not frozen when the gas leaves the
combustion chamber; both may change as the
exhaust flows towards the exhaust pipe outlet or
through a sampling system. These transformations occur mainly due to agglomeration and
adsorption. When sampling exhaust gases,
highly volatile unburned hydrocarbons must
be removed to prevent adsorption onto particles.
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Moreover, after the hydrocarbons have been
removed, the process of agglomeration must be
halted by cooling the sample to room temperature. A method for doing this is described in the
PMP (Particulate Measurement Programme)
standard, which specifies procedures for sampling exhaust gases. The PMP standard is used
during emissions certification of new vehicles.

Project Hypothesis

It should be possible to retain the low fuel
consumption of stratified combustion while
minimizing PM emissions by using injector/
air motion control to:
• Guarantee stable ignition and combustion
• Avoid piston wetting by using suitable injection timings and/or split injections
• Enhance mixing to reduce particulate formation, e.g. by using higher injection pressures
and/or split injections
• Enhance particulate oxidation, e.g. by implementing measures to increase turbulence and
soot oxidation after injection

Addressed Research Questions

The following research questions were formulated and addressed within the project:
• What are the main characteristics of particulate emissions from engines operated in
stratified mode?
• How can these particulate emissions be accurately measured?
• What are the main differences between particulate emissions from engines operating in
the homogenous and stratified modes?
• How are soot emissions and combustion
characteristics affected by changing the following engine components or operating
parameters:
• Ignition systems
• Forced induction
• Exhaust gas recirculation
• Fuel injection pressures
• Turbulence levels
• Engine load and speed
To answer these questions, a series of experiments were conducted in metal and optical
engines using various measurement techniques.

Project Results Summary

2016 was the last year of this project; the final
measurements were performed in the summer
of 2016. Having acquired these measurements,
a paper (the fifth resulting from this project) and
a PhD thesis were written. A report to be completed this year will summarize the project’s
main findings and provide answers to the overarching research questions. The most important
results and conclusions from the 5 published
papers are outlined below.

Measurement of particulate emissions
from a stratified metal engine
The first problem was to find a good way of
measuring particulates. After some experimentation, we developed a reliable way to measure
particulates in stratified mode using a preconditioning process involving a thermodenuder
to remove volatiles, dilution, heating and cooling. The particle distribution is then determined
using a Cambustion DMS500 mkII classifier.
This method was used to characterize the particulate emissions from a close-spaced stratified combustion system with a multihole injector. Measurements were conducted at a range
of fuel pressures, engine loads, and speeds,
revealing that most of the particulates generated during stratified combustion are much
larger (with diameters of around 100 nm) than
those generated during homogeneous operation. Additionally, the particle number emissions during stratified combustion were orders
of magnitude higher than for homogeneous
operation, which is problematic because particle
number emissions are subject to increasingly
strict legal limits. Some illustrative results from
these studies are shown in Figure 2.

Other tested parameters such as load and speed
also affected the particulate content, as reported
in [134].
One strength of this project as compared to
earlier stratified combustion projects was that
we measured the particulates in a metal engine
rather than an optical engine. Optical engines
cannot achieve stable combustion conditions,
especially in terms of temperatures, which is a
problem because soot formation and oxidation
are strongly temperature-dependent processes.
It is therefore much better to measure particulate emissions using metal engines. But why
were the particulate emissions so high during
stratified combustion even under stationary
operating conditions? A key process that drives
soot formation is liquid contact with metal surfaces such as cylinder walls and valves leading
to pool fires, which have diffusion-like, slow
burning flames with poor oxidation, resulting in
high engine-out soot. This can to some extent be
avoided by appropriate spray targeting and careful engine calibration. If this is done, the bulk
flame becomes the main source of soot. The
short mixing time when fuel is injected very
late in the compression stroke inevitably leads
to the formation of overly rich air-fuel mixtures
around the spark plug. This results in combustion with both blue and yellow diffusion flames;
the latter owe their color to black body radiation
emitted by hot soot. Some of the soot in these
yellow flames is only partially oxidized, leading to high engine-out soot emissions. Physical
limitations make it impossible to completely
eliminate yellow flames, so some soot formation
during stratified combustion under stationary

operating conditions is unavoidable. However, it
can be minimized. Knowing that the fuel pressure has a large effect on particle numbers and
that soot formation cannot be wholly avoided,
we started thinking about other parameters that
could be manipulated to reduce soot formation.
Influence of boost on emissions, particulates
and combustion in metal engines
Our next experimental investigation focused
on the effects of boost on particulate emissions.
Almost all modern engines are downsized
and boosted. However, boosting is impractical during low load operation in stratified
mode because of the exhaust’s low enthalpy.
Consequently, the charging system may be
limited to operation in the engine’s upper load
range. Boosting a GDI engine will have several
effects on the formation of the air-fuel mixture;
one of the most important relates to the back
pressure dependency of fuel sprays. In principle, back pressure acts as a brake on the spray:
higher back pressures (i.e. cylinder pressures)
yield shorter liquid penetration, which should
reduce the likelihood of liquid fuel impinging
on the piston. Indeed, this was observed in the
first measurement campaign and could not be
wholly compensated for. Boosting could thus
reduce the spray’s liquid penetration and so
reduce particulate formation.

Figure 2. Typical particulate size and
number distributions for a stratified
combustion system, showing the effect of varying the system’s fuel pressure. A thermodenuder was used to
remove volatiles from the sampled
exhaust gas. Higher fuel pressures
lead to improved atomization (and
hence smaller droplets), improved
air entrainment and increased turbulence, all of which reduce the exhaust’s particulate content.

Measurements were carried out in a single cylinder metal engine to investigate the effects of
boosting on particulate formation, emissions,
and combustion during stratified operation. An
illustrative set of results is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The effects of increased
boost pressure on particulate formation. Higher boost levels reduce
the abundance of agglomerates with
diameters of around 100 nm but
dramatically increase that of nucleation mode particulates. Note that
the nucleation mode particulates are
less than 23 nm in diameter. While
current laws do not restrict emissions
of such small particles, future regulations probably will.
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Figure 4. Effects of boost pressure on NOx emissions. NOx emissions are approximately halved at
an over-pressure of 0.8 bar because of air dilution. The effect of boosting on NOx emissions thus
resembles that of exhaust gas recirculation, because exhaust temperatures decline as the level of
boosting increases.

Kneifel et al.
[369, 370]
Combustion Type SGDI
NOx

Maintained

Wirth et al.
[315]
WGDI

Johansson
(This study)
SGDI

Increase

Decrease

THC

Decrease

Increase

Increase

Particulate
Agglomerates

Decrease
(FSN)

Decrease
(FSN)

Decrease
(PSD)

Stability

Increase

Maintained

Maintained

Exhaust Temp

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Table 1. Effect of boosting are compared to previously reported results.

The reduced level of agglomerates is due to a
lower incidence of pool fires because of reduced
liquid contact with the piston at higher boost
pressures. However, the quantity of agglomerates is still an order of magnitude higher than
under homogeneous mode operation. The level
of nucleation mode particulates increases with
the boost pressure, and a similar trend was
observed for unburned hydrocarbon emissions.
This was attributed to overmixing or dilution
at higher boost pressures, which would push
some fraction of the air-fuel mixture outside the
ignitibility limit. The nucleation mode particles
are smaller than 23 nm, and are therefore below
the size limit to which current particle emissions
regulations apply. Boosting acts like dilution,
so increased boost reduces NOx emissions as
shown in Figure 4.
Our findings on the effect of boosting are compared to previously reported results in Table 1.
The variation in the results presented in this table
suggests that the effects of boosting depend on
the combustion system under consideration and
especially the stability of combustion. However,
in general, increased boosting reduces particulate emissions, exhaust temperature, and NOx
emissions.

Figure 5. Images of various stages in a stratified combustion cycle: (1) fuel injection; (2) ignition; (3) early flame development with a mainly well-mixed blue flame;
(4) a later stage of flame development featuring both well-mixed (blue flame) and mixing-controlled (yellow flame) combustion; (5) an even later stage - mixing-controlled combustion dominates and there is a lot of soot formation; (6) very late-stage combustion, when only mixing-controlled flames are visible.
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Influence of combustion and boost on
particulate emissions from metal and
optical engines
To better explain the results obtained in the previous studies, another investigation was performed using both metal and optical engines. The
optical engine enabled us to visualize flames,
soot formation and the occurrence of pool fires
at different boost pressures. Combustion in the
optical engine was recorded with a high-speed
camera and the resulting images were analyzed
in Matlab. Representative images of fuel injection, ignition, and flame development are shown
in Figure 5.

Both yellow and blue flames are visible in most
of the images; yellow flames are the source of
soot. The objective is thus to minimize the
occurrence of yellow flames. To quantify the
effects of boost in yellow flame occurrence and
the probability of pool fires, the RGB images
captured with the high speed camera were analyzed to distinguish between the yellow and
blue flames and compute the relative area covered by each. Figure 6 shows some results from
this analysis; the curves represent the relative
abundance of yellow pixels in images acquired
over the combustion cycle for a variety of boost
pressures.
Further analysis revealed that there was no consistent relationship between the fuel pressure
and the incidence of pool fires. The reduction
in soot emissions observed in the metal engine
at higher injection pressures is thus largely due
to reduced soot formation in the bulk flame.
Reduction of soot formation using high fuel
pressure with dual-coil and high frequency
ignition systems - optical engine experiments
Several earlier studies on various types of combustion systems have indicated that increasing
the fuel injection pressures can reduce particulate emissions. Fuel pressures of 2500 bar are not
uncommon in diesel engines, whereas gasoline
engines frequently use more moderate pressures
of 100-200 bar. However, it is becoming increasingly common for new gasoline engines to use
higher injection pressures. We therefore used
a prototype injector to investigate the effect of
a 350 bar fuel injection pressure on particulate
emissions from a gasoline engine operated in
stratified mode. Higher fuel injection pressures
affect fuel spray formation and combustion in
many ways. They generally improve atomization while also increasing droplet velocity and
turbulence, but make it difficult to achieve consistent mass injections no matter what mass of
fuel is supposed to be injected.

Another important part of a stratified combustion system is the ignition system. It has
been shown that stable ignition is essential for

successful and stable combustion. Conventional
ignition systems worked poorly for us during
this project, so we investigated how the use of
more advanced ignition systems such as Dual
Coil and High Frequency ignition systems
(Corona) affected soot formation. The ignition
systems were tested at two injection pressures
and two tumble levels.

Figure 6. Proportion of yellow flames
at different boost pressures, showing
that higher boost pressures strongly
reduce soot formation. Boost thus
has strong effects on soot formation
in the bulk flame as well as reducing
the occurrence of pool fires.

Videos of combustion under each set of conditions were captured using high-speed video
cameras with and without filters to enable detection of radiation from OH radicals and soot.
The experiments revealed that the corona ignition system drastically improved the combustion process during stratified operation but
still left room for further improvement. The
corona system has a spark plug with five electrodes; sparks from 2-3 electrodes were generally sufficient to achieve flame formation, and
increasing the number of active electrodes in a
cycle resulted in faster combustion. The corona
system could also partly compensate for the
slow initial flame front development observed
when low fuel injection pressures were used.
The dual-coil system similarly improved combustion stability and speed relative to a conventional injector, but to a lesser extent than
the corona system. Two fuel injection pressures
were studied: 175 and 350 bar. The higher injection pressure substantially reduced the amount
of soot illumination seen when filming through
a filter that permits the passage of black body
radiation.
Increasing the tumble level reduced soot radiation at the lower fuel injection pressure but the
effect was less pronounced at the higher injection pressure. This is probably a consequence
of the improved mixing achieved by increasing
the fuel injection pressure. It was also found that
OH illumination appeared before soot illumination. This indicates that stratified combustion
starts with pre-mixed combustion, which contradicts some previous reports. Figure 7 shows
the intensity of soot illumination as a function of
time for different injectors, injection pressures,
and tumble levels.
15
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Figure 7. Average soot illumination
(seen from beneath the cylinder) as
a function of time for various injection systems, injection pressures,
and tumble levels. The advantages
of the high frequency injector and
high injection pressures are readily
apparent in that both greatly reduce
soot formation.

Figure 8. Average images of the vaporized fuel distribution, obtained by
laser planar Rayleigh scattering, at
the time of ignition (-16 CAD aTDC)
for single (top row) and split (bottom
row) injections.

Figure 9. Probability presence of the
flame at selected time steps in CAD
aTDC. The top row shows results
for a single injection and the lower
row shows results for a split injection. Blue and red areas represent
regions of low and high probability,
respectively.
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Four papers presenting results from this project
have been published and one is being submitted.
The PhD thesis has been finalized and will be
defended on the 29th of March 2017.
Project conclusions
• Most of the research questions have been
answered.
• A practical sampling system for measuring
particulate emissions from a stratified combustion system was developed.
• Stratified combustion was found to generate
large quantities of particulates - orders of
magnitude more than for homogeneous
combustion.
• Most of these particulates were around 100
nm in size, and so are much larger than those
typically generated during homogeneous
combustion.
• Physical limitations on the mixing time
available in stratified mode mean that the
occurrence of soot-forming yellow flames is
unavoidable.
• This soot formation can be reduced using:
• Increased fuel pressures
• Advanced ignition systems
• Boost

An assistant professor worked on the project in
parallel to the PhD student, studying the effect
of using an outward-opening piezo-actuated
injector in a stratified combustion system.
Experimental and computational studies
on stratified fuel distribution and mixing
processes
Stratified combustion is associated with challenges such as decreased combustion stability and increased engine out emissions. Issues
with ignition and cycle-to-cycle variation are
believed to occur due to uneven fuel distributions that lead to irregular flame propagation.
These inhomogeneous fuel distributions also
lead to high particulate emissions because they
contain locally rich zones that favor soot formation. While there have been studies (in both
spray vessels and engines) on fuel distribution
and mixing in revolving engines, much remains
unknown about these processes, especially in
spray-guided systems using outward opening
injectors. In-cylinder imaging of the fuel distribution in firing engines should give valuable
data for model validation and facilitate engine
design and optimization.

Therefore, within the SGDI project, a set of
experiments was performed during 2016 using
laser scattering imaging techniques and an
optically accessible single cylinder engine to
capture the injection event and resulting fuel
distribution. The liquid fuel distribution was
visualized through the optical piston (Bowditch
design) by means of Mie scattering, and the
vaporized fuel distribution was visualized by

Rayleigh scattering. The fuel (isooctane) was
injected either as a single injection or a split
injection with a short dwell between the injection pulses. The acquired images of the fuel
distribution and early flame development were
analyzed to characterize the differences in mixing between the single and split injection strategies. Split injection provided better mixing
with a more even fuel distribution at the time
of ignition, leading to more evenly distributed
and faster early flame development.

Figure 10. Average flame area (# pixels) as a function of CAD aTDC.

Experimental Results

Figure 8 shows average images of the vaporized
fuel distribution obtained by applying laser planar
Rayleigh scattering at and around the moment of
ignition (which occurred at 16 CAD aTDC). The
upper row and lower rows show results obtained
using the single and split injection strategies,
respectively. The split injection clearly produces
a smoother fuel distribution with fewer areas of
high intensity, indicating better mixing.
Figure 9 shows probability presence images of
early flame development for the single and split
injection strategies, and the graph in Figure 10
shows the average flamed area (# of pixels) as
a function of time in CAD aTDC. There is a
clear discrepancy in flame spread between the
single and double injections. From around -13
CAD aTDC, the flame grows more rapidly in the
split injection case (Figure 10). Additionally, the
probability presence images presented in Figure
9 show that the flame covers a larger area and is
more symmetric in the split injection case. For
example, at -10 CAD aTDC, the split injection
flame is far more circular than the single injection flame. There is also less variation in the
flame’s distribution in the split injection case,
as demonstrated by the comparatively small
regions of low probability (below 30%) in the
17
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flame periphery. This indicates that the lower
degree of stratification (i.e. better mixing) in the
split injection case allows the flame to spread
more evenly and quickly.

Modeling

To verify the improved mixing in the double
injection case and to better understand the reasons for the improved mixing, the experimental system was modeled. Unsteady 3D RANS
simulations of the in-cylinder fuel injection,
evaporation, and turbulent mixing for the single
and split injection strategies were performed
by Andrei Lipatnikov in the CERC project
“Modeling of Gasoline Direct Injection Spark
Ignition Engines”. The goal of the simulations
was to determine whether the effect results from
a higher mixing rate (e.g. due to turbulence

generated during the first injection) or a longer mixing time. Details of the modelling work
and the results of the numerical simulations of
the in-cylinder injection and mixing event are
presented in the section describing the project
“Modeling of Gasoline Direct Injection Spark
Ignition Engines”. The model was validated
against the experimental fuel distribution data
and then used to study the mixing process in
more detail.

Conclusions

The optical engine experiments and numerical simulations indicated that a split injection
strategy achieves better mixing than a single
injection strategy. The modeling also suggested
that the improved mixing in the split injection
case is primarily due to a longer mixing time.

Spray Fundamentals
Objectives
Project leader

Prof. Sven Andersson

Project co-leader

Assoc. Prof. Mats Andersson

Researcher

Chengjun Du (PhD student)

The goal of this project is to use a range of
optical diagnostic methods to determine the
properties of combusting and non-combusting
diesel sprays under various conditions in the
Chalmers high pressure/high temperature (HP/
HT) spray rig. Tests will encompass very high
injection pressures (above 2000 bar), multiple
injection strategies, and various nozzle hole
sizes/geometries.

Introduction

The quality of combustion in diesel engines
depends strongly on the management of fuel-air
mixing inside the combustion chamber. Engine
operating parameters therefore have significant
effects on the spray and combustion characteristics. Phenomena observed during optical
experiments in spray chambers can be useful
for understanding how injector geometry, fuel
properties, and injection pressure affect important spray and combustion variables such as the
liquid- and vapor-phase fuel distribution, the air
motion near the injector nozzle, droplet size and
gas velocity around the spray periphery, ignition
delay, lift-off length, flame temperature, and soot
formation and oxidation. The spray behavior
observed in this project will provide important
input data for CERC spray modeling projects
and enable validation of the developed models.
In addition, the project will complement previous CERC studies on soot in combusting sprays
that explored the effects of using alternative fuels
and multiple injection strategies on spray development and soot formation [34,271], and the
impingement of the liquid and vapor phases on
chamber walls with different geometries [272].
In 2013, the effects of using alternative fuels on
spray properties were investigated by performing
CERC – Annual Report 2016
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experiments in the HP/HT spray chamber using
ethanol-diesel blends with ethanol contents of
020% under combusting and non-combusting conditions [273]. These studies revealed
that soot formation decreased and the lift-off
length increased as the blend’s ethanol content
increased.
Since 2014, standard/top-feed Scania XPI injector bodies with various nozzle geometries and
a Scania XPI high pressure pump have been
used in this project. In 2014, the effect of nozzle
geometry on the liquid and vapor spray was
investigated using two convergent nozzles with
outlet diameters of 140 μm and 136 μm, and a
cylindrical nozzle of outlet diameter 140 μm.
The main objective of these experiments was
to explore the effects of nozzle conicity and
the associated cavitation on spray properties,
because several research groups have reported
that cavitation inside the nozzle can enhance
the liquid jet’s primary break-up and subsequent
atomization. It was found that the effects of
nozzle conicity on spray properties are mainly
due to differences in the mass flow rate, spray
momentum, and spreading angle [241].
In 2015, the effect of injection pressure on the
non-combusting/combusting spray was investigated. Although it is well known that engine-out
soot emissions can be reduced by increasing
the injection pressure, there are still some open
questions. In a spray study, Pickett and Siebers
[274] from Sandia found that the relative rates of
soot formation and oxidation along the axis of
the fuel jet were largely independent of changes
in the injection pressure. However, these
authors’ soot volume fraction measurements
were only conducted along a single dimension

Figure 11. Set-up for performing impingement measurements.

(the flame axis), so the resulting picture of the
soot volume fraction was incomplete. Our study
was designed to provide new insights into soot
formation and oxidation in diesel flames from
a two-dimensional point of view. The optical
set-up used in this work was described in detail
in the 2015 CERC report; here we present the
main results obtained in these studies.
In 2016, a new lower element of the spray
chamber was designed to accommodate the topfeed Scania XPI injector. Nozzles with outlet
diameters of 190 μm and 100 μm were used
to investigate the effect of injection pressure
and nozzle geometry on the characteristics of
combusting and non-combusting sprays. These
nozzle diameters were chosen because heavy
duty truck engines typically use nozzles with
outlet diameters of ~190 μm, while nozzles with
smaller outlet diameters (e.g. 100 μm) could
potentially achieve soot-free combustion under
diesel engine-like conditions if paired with high
injection pressures. We will not discuss these
results in detail here, but we can report that
soot-free combustion was achieved in these
spray experiments.
In 2016, the effect of nozzle geometry on
the injection rate was investigated using the
impingement method. This study was primarily
motivated by the work of Ganippa et al. [275]
at Chalmers, who developed an injection rate
measurement method based on the discharge
=
Cd
M / ( 2 ⋅ Ao ⋅ ∆P ) , where
coefficient equation

A
M , o and ∆P represent the momentum flux,
the area of the orifice outlet, and the difference between the injection pressure and ambient pressure, respectively. The validity of this
approach had not previously been tested using
strongly cavitating nozzles. Because cavitating nozzles exhibit area contraction, their Ao
values are not equal to the area of the orifice
exit hole. Consequently, Cd values determined

for cavitating nozzles (e.g. cylindrical nozzles)
using the above equation may be questionable.
We therefore performed injection rate measurements using the impingement method for a
cylindrical nozzle (cavitating) and a convergent
nozzle (little or no cavitation). The results of
these investigations are included in this report.
It should be noted that the ‘Spray Fundamentals’
project was conducted in close cooperation with
another CERC project, ‘Optical Methods for
Spray and Combustion Diagnostics’. A timeresolved light scattering and absorption technique for determining the liquid/vapor phase
distribution and a two-dimensional laser extinction technique for soot concentration measurement were developed in the latter project and
applied in this work.

Methods
Impingement measurement set-up
The experimental set-up for impingement measurement consists of a Scania XPI high pressure common rail system, a top-feed Scania
XPI injector, a force sensor, a pressure sensor,
a NI cDAQ chassis with a NI module and a
pulse generator, and a laptop. A schematic of
the system is presented in Figure 11. The pulse
generator sent the injection pulse and the trigger
signal at 0.1 Hz to the injector driver and the
NI chassis, respectively.

To ensure the entire liquid jet impinged on the
targeted force sensor, the target was placed
~1.5 mm away from the nozzle tip. Figure 12
shows the impingement of a liquid jet on a
force sensor shortly after the start of injection
(ASOI). This image series was captured using
a Phantom V1210 camera at a frame rate of
190,000 Hz. The images clearly show that the
central axes of the liquid jet and the force sensor
are well aligned, and the width of the liquid jet
immediately before impinging is smaller than
19
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the target area of the force sensor. The experimental conditions used in these investigations
are presented in Table 1.
Solenoid injectors with the nozzle geometries
listed in Table 2 were used in this work. The
outlet diameters of their nozzle orifices were
precisely measured by electron microscopy
(see Figure 13), and their inner structures were
determined by X-ray scanning (see Figure 14).
The X-ray images (which are useful for showing the nozzles’ structure but not for accurate
size measurement) indicated that the relative
K-factors of the K0 and K2 nozzles were 0 and
2, respectively, in keeping with the specifications shown in Table 2.
Figure 12. Impingement of a liquid
jet on the force sensor at an injection
pressure of 2000 bar. The green line
represents the boundaries of the jet.

Results

This section is divided into two parts. The first
part presents results from the first study conducted in this project, which investigated the
effect of nozzle conicity on injection rate measurements using the impingement method. Two
key results from this study are highlighted. The
first is a comparison of the reference (weighted)
masses of single injections to the masses mea=
Cd
M / ( 2 ⋅ Ao ⋅ ∆P ) .
sured using the equation
This comparison provides useful insights into
the effect of nozzle conicity on injected mass
measurements using the impingement method.
In addition, the widths of the liquid jets near the
nozzle exit for the K0 and K2 nozzles were compared to clarify the influence of nozzle conicity
on the area contraction effect.
The second part presents results from studies on combusting sprays at various injection
pressures.

Injection rate measurement using the
impingement method
As discussed in the ‘Introduction’ section,
the area contraction that occurs in cavitating nozzles means that their Ao values are not
equal to the area of their orifice exit holes. In
other words, the area contraction coefficient is
Ca ≠ 1 . However, assuming Ca ≈ 1, the equation
=
Cd
M / ( 2 ⋅ Ao ⋅ ∆P ) can be used to calculate the
discharge coefficient Cd and hence the actual
 act . Then, by integrating m act ,
mass flow rate m
the mass of a single injection can be obtained.
In this section, Ca ≈ 1 is assumed for nozzles K0
and K2, allowing us to analyze the effect of orifice conicity on the impingement measurement.

Table 1. Experimental conditions.

Injection pressure [bar]

800-2500

Ambient pressure [bar]

1.0

Injection pulse [ms]

3.0

The amount of injection

60 (impingement), 100 (mass weight)

Sample rate [Hz]

100 k

Table 2. The specification of nozzle geometry.

Nozzle 1 (K0)

Nozzle 2 (K2)

190±0.7

190±0.7

K-factor

0

2

Hydro-grounding [%]

30

30

Nominal orifice length [mm]

1.1

1.1

Mass flow at 137.9 bar [mg/ms]

3.52

3.86

Outlet diameter [µm]
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Figure 15 compares the masses measured using
the impingement method and the corresponding (reference) weighted masses. Surprisingly,
the difference ξ is less than 2.0% at all injection pressures for nozzle K2, but for nozzle K0
it is above 8.0%. This implies that Cd values
calculated using the above equation are accept act for nozzle K2,
ably accurate for measuring m
which has a K-factor of 2. However, this method
is not appropriate for the K0 nozzle. It also
implies that the area contraction coefficient Ca
for nozzle K2 is almost equal to one, whereas
the coefficient for nozzle K0 is less than one. The
measured masses for nozzle K0 were around 9%
higher than the corresponding weighted masses.
As shown in Figure 15, the double standard deviation (2σ) of the calculated mass mc was below
0.8 mg for all injection pressures. Therefore,
the uncertainty of the mean calculated mass
was less than 2.5% for all measurements. This
deviation is mainly due to fluctuations in the
injection pressure.
The observed differences between the measured
and weighted masses for nozzles K0 and K2

Figure 13. Electron microscopy images used to measure the diameters
of the nozzle orifices.

Figure 14. X-ray scanning images of
the inner structures of the nozzle orifices [Sara Alfredsson, Scania CV AB].

Figure 15. Comparison of masses
measured by impingement and the
corresponding weighted masses
for nozzles K0 and K2. The double
standard deviation (2σ) for the measured mass and the difference ξ are
also shown.

were primarily due to their area contraction
coefficients (Ca ). To more accurately determine
this coefficient for each nozzle, images of liquid jets near the K0 and K2 nozzle exits were
captured using a long-distance microscope and
a high-speed video camera during the steady
period of injection, 1.5 - 3.0 ms after the start
of energizing (ASOE) the injector. It can safely
be assumed that the injector needle is fully open
during this period, so any observed differences
in jet structure can be attributed to differences
in the nozzle orifices. Figure 16 shows instantaneous shadow images of the spray just outside
the exit of the nozzle orifice at 2.0 ms ASOE.
Black lines indicate the boundaries of the liquid
jets, determined using the same thresholds for
both nozzles.

Figure 16. Near field liquid jet images
for nozzles K0 (top) and K2 (bottom).
Conditions: injection pressure 2000
bar, 2.0 ms ASOE.
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Figure 17. Spray width near the
orifice exit for injection pressures of
2000 bar (left) and 2500 bar (right).
The double standard deviation (±2σ)
is also shown for nozzle K0.

Figure 17 shows the mean spray width at various distances from the nozzle tip. The plotted
values were obtained by averaging the spray
width during the steady period, 1.5 - 3.0 ms
ASOE, over five injections. For both nozzles,
the first measurement point is nominally 50 µm
away from the nozzle tip. At both tested injection pressures (2000 and 2500 bar), the K0 nozzle yields a wider spray than the K2 nozzle. This
is consistent with the observations of Blessing et
al. [276], who reported that a cylindrical nozzle
had a larger micro cone angle than a convergent nozzle for a given orifice diameter. This
is also consistent with our finding [241] that a
spray from a cylindrical nozzle had a larger
liquid/vapor local cone angle in the upstream
part of the spray than one from a convergent
nozzle. This difference between the K0 and
K2 nozzles is mainly due to the higher radial
(normal to the orifice axis) velocity of the spray
from the K0 nozzle, which is a consequence
of cavitation. Simulations performed by Liu et
al. [277] showed that non-hydro-grinding (i.e.
cavitating) nozzles produce a higher radial flow
velocity at the boundary of the nozzle orifice
than do hydro-grinding nozzles (which tend
not to induce cavitation at the nozzle orifice).
Consequently, cavitating nozzles cause the
spray to spread out more strongly in the radial
direction. In brief, the K0 nozzle has a stronger cavitating tendency than the K2 nozzle and
therefore restricts mass flow more strongly.
Examination of soot formation based on
the variable mixture profile
The following section discusses the effect of
the injection pressure on soot formation in the
combusting spray. Soot formation and oxidation in diesel flames were studied by simultaneously capturing time-resolved two-dimensional laser extinction (for soot concentration
measurement), natural flame luminosity, and
OH* chemiluminescence images. During these
experiments, the gas density and temperature
were maintained at 25.8 kg/m3 (corresponding
to a chamber pressure of 60 bar) and 823 K,
respectively. A single-hole nozzle with an outlet
diameter of 140 μm was used, and the injection
pressure was varied between 800 and 2000 bar.
Only the most important results obtained are
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discussed here; a detailed description of the
optical set-up can be found in the 2015 CERC
project report.
The graphs on the left-hand side of each image
pair in Figure 18 show the predicted local equivalence ratio in the cross-section of a diesel jet
at four different injection pressures based on
Musculus and Kattke’s variable mixture profile
model [278], which has been validated by Pickett
et al. [279] for predicting the cross-sectional
local equivalence ratio in diesel jets. In this
model, the equivalence ratio is independent
of the injection pressure because the increase
in injection pressure (which corresponds to
an increased fuel mass flow rate) increases
the air entrainment rate linearly. The mixture
profile is shown for each injection pressure to
clearly highlight the location of lift-off (indicated by the dashed violet lines) on the mixture profile. The reported lift-off lengths are
averages for the period between 2.0 and 4.0
ms ASOI, i.e. the period of quiescent steady
combustion. In addition to the lift-off length,
the soot lift-off length (indicated by dashed
black lines) is shown. Note that the term ‘liftoff length’ means the distance from the nozzle
to the flame, and was determined by analyzing
the OH* images. Conversely, the ‘soot lift-off
length’ was determined by averaging the soot
shadowgraph images acquired between 2.0 and
4.0 ms ASOI. The graphs on the right hand
side of Figure 18 show the cross-sectional soot
volume fraction, which was calculated based on
the averaged soot shadowgraph images using a
Fourier analysis-based Abel inversion method.
This analysis was performed for soot volume
fraction images acquired at 3.7 ms ASOI, corresponding to a point when the flame would be
fully developed and within the steady period.
As shown in Figure 18, as the injection pressure increases, the lift-off length moves further
downstream of the jet. Therefore, the equivalence ratio at the lift-off point decreases as the
injection pressure increases. Soot formation
depends strongly on the equivalence ratio (φ
), and simulations conducted by Pickett et al.
[280] using the two-stage Lagrangian (TSL)
model predicted that reducing the value of φ in

the core reactor should reduce the abundance
of a four-ring polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) that is a key soot precursor. Therefore,
less soot is formed at higher injection pressures,
and vice-versa.
Figure 18 also shows that the distance between
the lift-off length and the soot lift-off length
increases with the injection pressure. This is
because lower injection pressures reduce the
time available for reaction in the fuel-rich (higher
φ ) region, as shown by Pickett et al. [279], so
PAH will be formed at an earlier stage than they
would be at higher injection pressures. It should
also be noted that although the mixture profile is
independent of the injection pressure, the fuel-air
mixing rate increases with the injection pressure.
This reduces the time available for soot growth,
so soot is formed closer to the OH lift-off region
at the low injection pressure (800 bar) than at the
high injection pressure (2000 bar).
PAH and soot formation also depend on the
temperature. At the low injection pressure (800
bar), the high temperature reaction occurs closer
to the nozzle tip, where the fuel-air mixture is
comparatively rich, whereas at higher injection

pressures the high temperature reaction occurs
further from the nozzle tip, where the mixture
is leaner. Therefore, soot formation is promoted
at lower injection pressures.
The three factors discussed above (φ , residence
time and temperature) thus have closely connected effects on soot formation. All three favor
a high soot volume fraction upstream of the
flame when the injection pressure is low, as
demonstrated by the results for the injection
pressure of 800 bar shown on the right hand
side of the leftmost panel in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Comparison of the crosssectional soot volume fraction and
the mixture fraction for four injection pressures (from left to right,
800, 1200, 1600 and 2000 bar). In
each panel, the left hand plot shows
the mixture fraction computed using Musculus and Kattke’s model,
with an assumed spreading angle of
22.9°. In these plots, the violet and
black dashed lines indicate the flame
lift-off length and the soot lift-off
length, respectively. The dotted lines
in the mixture profile plots indicate
the spreading angle. The right-hand
plots in each panel show the soot volume fraction, which was computed
from averaged soot shadowgraphs
acquired at 3.7 ms ASOI.

It is also notable that the soot volume fraction in
the flame head decreases gradually as the injection pressure increases; there is almost no soot
in the flame head when the injection pressure
is 2000 bar because under these conditions all
the soot in the flame head is oxidized.
Optical path length during the steady
combustion period
To understand the effect of high-temperature
reactions on soot formation and oxidation,
the boundaries of the soot-containing zone
were superimposed on the corresponding
Figure 19. Comparison of the sootcontaining zone and the high temperature reaction zone. The grayscale
images are reconstructed OH* images, and the green lines represent
the boundary of the sooting zone
based on averaged flame luminosity
images. All images were acquired at
3.7 ms ASOI.
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high-temperature reaction images, as shown in
Figure 19. The boundaries of the soot-containing
zone were defined by analyzing averaged flame
luminosity (OH*) images, which were used
because of their high signal-to-noise ratio. The
images were generated by applying a Fourieranalysis-based Abel inversion method to OH*
images acquired during the steady combustion
period, at 3.7 ms ASOI. The measured optical
path length (which corresponds to the width of
the sooting region in this case) determined from
the averaged flame luminosity images at various injection pressures is shown in Figure 20.
As can be seen in Figure 19, the sooting region
becomes smaller as the injection pressure
increases. However, the boundary of the OH*
(high-temperature reaction) region is almost
independent of the injection pressure within
~70 mm of the nozzle tip (beyond 70 mm from
the nozzle tip, the flame head vortex complicates analysis). Additionally, the thickness of
the OH* zone (in the radial direction) increases
with the injection pressure. This observation is
consistent with the findings of Lee et al. [281],
who observed that the OH radical thickness
in turbulent diffusion flames increased with
the Reynolds number (corresponding to higher
injection pressures in our case). These authors
also reported that the soot volume fraction
was inversely proportional to the abundance
of OH radicals. Because OH* is the excited
Figure 20. Optical path length
at different injection pressures.
The optical path length was determined from averaged flame
luminosity images acquired at
3.7 ms ASOI.

Figure 21. Optical path length in
the soot formation region. Error
bars (±2σ) are plotted for points
between 10 and 21 mm from
the soot lift-off length.
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OH radical, the OH* region can be taken as an
approximation of the region having appreciable
concentrations of the OH radical. It therefore
seems plausible that the increased thickness of
the OH* region at higher injection pressures as
observed in our studies would have reduced the
soot volume fraction. As shown in Figure 20,
higher injection pressures were associated with
shorter optical path lengths. This stands in contrast to the observations of Pickett and Siebers
[274], who found that the optical path length was
independent of the injection pressure. The optical path lengths shown in Figure 20 are based
on the natural flame luminosity (wavelength
>570 nm), which is similar to the approach used
by Pickett and Siebers [279]. It is possible that
the difference in the injection pressure dependence of the optical path length in our study and
that of Pickett and Siebers may be due to the
lower soot volume fraction observed at higher
injection pressures (>1200 bar) in our work.
Optical path length in the soot formation
region
To better understand the observed reduction in
the optical path length, we focused on its variation in the soot formation region. The optical
path lengths plotted in Figure 21 are averages
over the steady combustion period (2.0-4.0 ms
ASOI) and were determined from averaged
flame luminosity images. It should be noted that
the path length is measured from the soot lift-off
length, which was also determined from averaged flame luminosity images. For the sake of
clarity, three ±2σ error bars are shown for each
injection pressure at points within 10-21 mm of
the soot lift-off length. It is readily apparent that
the optical path length is largely independent of
the injection pressure at distances of less than 15
mm for injection pressures of 800-1600 bar, but
decreases as the injection pressure increases at
points further than 15 mm from the soot lift-off
length. For the 2000 bar injection pressure, the
optical path length is close to those observed
for the other injection pressures within a few
mm of the soot lift-off length but is significantly
shorter afterwards. This observation is coincidentally consistent with results obtained for
partially premixed laminar flames [282]. Arana
et al. [282] found that the soot volume fraction
decreased (corresponding to a shorter optical
path length in our case) in the radial direction
as the equivalence ratio ( φ ) decreased. As
shown in Figure 18, the local equivalence ratio
at the lift-off length decreased as the injection
pressure increased in our experiments. This
implies that the fuel and air are better mixed
before the high temperature reaction occurs,
and so the resulting flame would resemble a
partially premixed flame with a lower φ value.
In addition, it was reported [282] that the flame
height (i.e. the sooting flame height in their case)
decreased with the equivalence ratio. This is

also coincidentally consistent with our finding
that the soot volume fraction decreases further
downstream (see Figure 18) and disappears
when the injection pressure is 2000 bar.

Conclusions

The accuracy of injection rate measurements by
the impingement method was studied using two
nozzles with K-factors of 0 and 2. Additionally,
liquid jet images near the nozzle tip were captured using a long-distance microscope. The
key findings were that:
• The equation for the discharge coefficient
=
Cd
M / ( 2 ⋅ Ao ⋅ ∆P ) is not appropriate for
measuring the injection rate for nozzles with
a K-factor of 0 because cavitation inside the
nozzle orifice restricts mass flow, making
the nozzle’s area contraction coefficient Ca
significantly less than 1.
• For nozzles with little or no cavitation (e.g.
nozzle K2), the above equation can reliably
be used to measure the mass flow rate.
• The area contraction coefficient Ca reflects
flow restrictions across the orifice region,
not just at the orifice exit.
In addition, an optically accessible HP/HT
rig fitted with a single-hole nozzle injector
was used to study the effect of the injection

pressure on soot development in diesel flames
at a gas density of 25.8 kg/m3, a temperature
of 823 K, and injection pressures of 800-2000
bar. High-speed video cameras were used to
capture time-resolved two-dimensional soot
shadowgraphs, flame luminosity images, and
OH* chemiluminescence, revealing that:
• The flame lift-off length increased with the
injection pressure, meaning that higher injection pressures caused ignition to occur in
regions with lower equivalence ratio. This
reduced the soot volume fraction formed in
the flame. An injection pressure of 2000 bar
yielded very little soot formation in the flame
when φH , Ave was 2.2, which is close to the
“no sooting condition” (φH =2.0). This is consistent with the Sandia group’s observations.
• The distance between the lift-off length and
the soot lift-off length increased with the
injection pressure.
• The optical path length became shorter in
the soot formation region and downstream
of the f lame as the injection pressure
increased. It was also found that the thickness of the high temperature reaction region
(i.e. the region containing OH radicals)
increased with the injection pressure. This
is consistent with findings for turbulent nonpremixed diffusion flames.

Multi Component Spray-Turbulence Interactions
Objectives

This project has three main objectives. The
first is to modify and improve the VSB2 spray
model to describe differential evaporation, i.e.
the evaporation of blended multicomponent
fuels. VSB2 stands for Volvo Stochastic Blob
and Bubble; it is the spray model that is currently used in the Diesel combustion simulations developed by Karlsson et al. (see reference
[283] for an example). The VSB2 model was
designed to be unconditionally robust, to have
a minimal number of tuning parameters, and to
be feasible to implement in any CFD software
package that supports particle tracking.
The project’s second objective is to utilize the
VSB2 model to investigate the supercritical
phase transitions hypothesized by Dahms et
al. [287], who suggested that at the high pressures and temperatures encountered in diesel
engines, sprays cease to exist and are replaced
by supercritical jets.
The third objective is to perform large eddy
simulations of sprays to obtain deeper insights
into spray formation, and to utilize the results
obtained to modify the terms in standard twoequation turbulence models, making them more
suitable for industrial applications.

Summary

Blended fuels are becoming increasingly important in the automotive industry because their use
can increase fuel efficiency and reduce emissions. In particular, so-called dual fuel combustion involving blends of fuels with very different chemical properties (typically, mixtures
of high- and low-octane fuels) has attracted
considerable research interest. Updated spray
models are needed to simulate the behavior of
these blends because their volatility can vary
substantially, making it necessary to implement
a description of differential evaporation that
maintains thermodynamic equilibrium without
sacrificing the robustness of the solutions that
are obtained.

Project leader

Adj. Prof. Anders Karlsson

Project co-leader

Prof. Michael Oevermann

Researcher

Vignesh Pandian Muthuramalingam
(PhD student)

Background

In a previous project at CERC, Kösters successfully implemented the VSB2 model in
OpenFOAM for a single fuel component [284],
and tested and validated the model against
experimental data on vapor and liquid penetration for Spray A and Spray H. These results were
recently published in the journal Atomization
and Sprays [285]. The model was also tested and
validated against experimental data obtained
using a high pressure/high temperature spray
rig at Chalmers University of Technology [286].
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Figure 24 shows the description of the evaporation process in VSB2 in schematic form.

Figure 22. Difference between parcels and blobs.

The droplets evaporate by receiving heat
energy from the bubble. Consequently, mass
and enthalpy are transferred to the bubble, and
evaporation changes the bubble’s enthalpy,
temperature and mass fractions. Evaporation
stops when the fuel mass fraction reaches
equilibrium.

Methods
Figure 23. Definition of a bubble in
the VSB2 model.

The VSB2 spray model solves the Lagrangian
equations describing droplet position, momentum, mass and energy. It differs from traditional spray models in two important ways.
First, instead of “parcels” of identical droplets,
it simulates irregular “blobs” of liquid containing droplets of various sizes that are specified
by a predefined size distribution (Figure 22).
Second, the interactions between a blob and its
surroundings occur inside a bubble surrounding
the blob rather than the entire computational
cell it occupies (Figure 23).
Mass transfer
The basic difference between VSB2 and standard spray models relates to the description of
mass transfer. Standard models use Fick’s law
to describe one-directional diffusion of fuel into
surrounding air. The mathematical formulation
of this law is:

		
Here, the mass transfer rate is linearly dependent on the droplet’s diameter and a function of
local parameters around the droplet (namely the
diffusivity, Sherwood number, surface density,
and surface mass fraction). Conversely, in VSB2
the mass transfer rate is computed using the
following relaxation equation:

Here, meq is the equilibrium mass, which corresponds to the amount of fuel that can evaporate before the bubble becomes saturated (t
represents the evaporation time). The saturation
point depends on the thermodynamic conditions in the bubble, so the mass transfer rate
depends on the thermodynamic equilibrium of
each blob-bubble pair. This ensures that there
is no unphysical mass transfer or overshoot or
undershoot in temperature.

Implementation of VSB2 in OpenFOAM 3.0.x
In a previous project [284], VSB2 was implemented in OpenFOAM 1.6.x and OpenFOAM
2.0.x. The first step in the current project will
be to migrate VSB2 to OpenFOAM 3.0.x. The
main challenge to overcome here relates to the
structural differences between the codes of
OpenFOAM 3.0.x and OpenFOAM 2.0.x. For
example, the spray code in 3.0x is distributed
over several files whereas in 2.0x it was localized in a single file.

As of the time of writing, the VSB2 mass transfer model has been successfully implemented
in OpenFOAM 3.0x and validated against ECN
data. The ECN Spray A data set was used as a
test case, and the liquid penetration predicted
by the new VSB2 implementation was compared to that predicted by the standard spray
model, yielding the results shown in Figure
25. The standard model erroneously predicts a
sudden spike in liquid penetration after the end
of injection at 1.5 ms because it overestimates
the size of the remaining droplets, and these
large droplets take a long time to evaporate. The
VSB2 model does not suffer from this “stripped
droplets” problem and therefore does not exhibit
the associated erroneous behavior.
The time evolution of the mean grid cell temperature due to evaporation predicted by the
VSB2 model is shown in Figure 26. The mean
grid cell temperature drops during evaporation because heat is being transferred to the
fuel droplets. Once evaporation is completed
(at around the end of injection, which occurs
at 1.5 ms), the temperature starts rising again.
Multicomponent VSB2
The current step of the project involves developing a direct numerical method for describing the
evaporation of multicomponent fuel droplets.
The single component case is easily solved iteratively by alternately computing droplet evaporation and the heating/cooling of the surrounding air. However, iterative solutions are very

Figure 24. Evaporation of a fuel droplet in a bubble.
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The equilibrium fuel mass fraction is a function
of the saturation pressure, which is a thermodynamic property.
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difficult to implement in the multicomponent
case because the evaporation of each component affects the surrounding air temperature,
which in turn affects the evaporation of the
other components. It is therefore necessary to
develop a direct numerical method to solve the
multicomponent evaporation problem.
This method involves searching for and solving a system of non-linear equations that will
return the total fuel mass (i.e. the sum of all
fuel components) that can evaporate before the
surrounding air in the grid cell becomes saturated (also known as the equilibrium mass). The
equilibrium mass for each fuel component is of
the following form:
Here, Pv,i is the vapor pressure of fuel component i, T is the bubble temperature for the current time step, P is the bubble pressure, m is the
mass of the current grid cell, and yi is the mass
fraction of fuel component i in the bubble in the
previous time step. Fuel evaporation changes
the bubble’s temperature and enthalpy.
The saturated mass is solved directly along with
the equations for enthalpy and temperature.
This method is currently under development;
the next step in the development process will be
to integrate the method with the mass transfer
model that solves for evaporation.

experimental data for non-reacting two-phase
flows involving the diffusion of a liquid into a
gas. The model that they used in these studies
was based on thermodynamic equations of state
for real multicomponent fluid mixtures.
In this project the multicomponent VSB2 model
will be used to perform simulations that account
for pressure-dependent thermodynamic flow
properties in order to investigate these hypothesized supercritical phase transitions.
Large-Eddy Simulations of sprays
Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) are used less
commonly than RANS simulations when studying diesel sprays because of their computational cost. However, they can provide deeper
insights into spray behavior. In a collaboration
between Stanford University and the University
of Rouen, S.V. Apte et al. [288] simulated a constant volume chamber under diesel engine-like
conditions, using LES to describe gas phase
behavior and Lagrangian droplet tracking. We
will adopt a similar approach, using LES for
gas-phase calculations together with the VSB2
spray model to solve the Lagrangian equations
and describe the two-way coupling between the
gas and liquid phases. The results of these simulations will then be used to modify the terms of
standard two equation turbulence models such
as the k-Ԑ model to make them more suitable
for industrial applications.

Future work

Vignesh P. Muthuramalingam,
PhD student, Division of Comb.,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.

Figure 25. Liquid penetration lengths
predicted by VSB2 and a standard
spray model. Injection occurs between 0 and 1.5 ms.

Implementing VSB2 as an independent
library
The VSB2 code will be implemented as a parallel library, independent of OpenFOAM versions. This will enable VSB2 to be used with
any version of OpenFOAM.
Implementation of multicomponent VSB2
As mentioned above, the next step of the project
will involve integrating the direct numerical
method for describing multicomponent evaporation with the mass transfer model to account
for differential evaporation. Once this is done,
blends of fuel components will be simulated to
study the effects of differences in volatility and
validate the new method against known data.

Figure 26. Mean grid cell temperature over time in VSB2 simulations.

Supercritical phase transitions
Rainer N. Dahms and Joseph C. Oefelein
[287] from Sandia National Laboratories performed simulations on two-phase flows like
those generated by injection in diesel engines.
They focused on the transition of the gas-liquid
interface at supercritical pressures, and found
evidence that no spray actually exists under
these conditions; instead, there is a supercritical jet, which is a dense diffusion layer with no
droplets. They also compared their results to
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Modeling of Gasoline Direct Injection Spark Ignition Engines
Objectives
Project leader

Assoc. Prof. Andrei Lipatnikov

The goals of this project are to:
1. Develop combustion models and methods
that can be used to simulate direct injection
(DI) spark ignition (SI) engines that burn
various fuels, e.g. gasoline, ethanol, and their
blends.
2. Implement these models into available CFD
codes.
3. Use the extended codes to perform unsteady
3D RANS simulations of fuel injection, turbulent mixing, and combustion in DI SI
engines, and compare the computed results
to experimental data obtained within the
framework of the CERC project “SprayGuided Gasoline Direct Injection”.

Background

Direct injection of fuel into the combustion
chamber of a SI engine is a promising way
of reducing fuel consumption and hydrocarbon emissions, increasing fuel economy, and
improving efficiency. These improvements
result from several factors, including (i) the
ability to sustain globally lean burning while
operating in a stratified mode if injection is performed late in the compression stroke, (ii) the
reduction of pumping losses by removing the
throttle in the case of late injection, (iii) charge
cooling due to evaporation of the fuel spray, and
(iv) the ability to use high compression ratios
due to a reduced knock propensity [289]. Of the
known DI technologies for SI engines, sprayguided (SG) direct-injection is currently considered to have the greatest potential to improve
fuel economy because it can accelerate burning
while reducing cyclic variability and unburned
hydrocarbon emissions by promoting the formation of a compact fluid cloud around the spark.
The fuel economy of SG DI engines on the New
European Driving Cycle was around 20 % better than that of a throttled port-fuel-injection
engine [290].
To realize the high potential of SG DI SI technology, there is a need for advanced CFD tools
that can numerically describe fuel injection and
evaporation, turbulent mixing, turbulent burning of the stratified charge, and pollutant formation in the combustion chamber of a DI SI
engine. Both powerful CFD codes and predictive numerical models are required. Our project
currently seeks to address this need by developing and validating advanced models of various
effects associated with turbulent combustion
of stratified mixtures of air and bio- or fossil
fuels at the elevated temperatures and pressures
encountered during burning in the cylinder of
a modern or future SI engine.
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Although multidimensional RANS simulations
of turbulent combustion of stratified mixtures
in SI engines have been performed by various research groups, the vast majority of most
available models (which are reviewed elsewhere
[88,291]) strongly require straightforward quantitative validation against experimental data
obtained in well-defined simple cases. In contrast, capabilities of the so-called Turbulent
Flame Closure (TFC) model and its extension,
known as the Flame Speed Closure (FSC)
model, for quantitatively predicting important
features of premixed turbulent combustion in
a SI engine such as (i) dependence of turbulent burning velocity on mixture composition,
pressure, and temperature, (ii) development of
turbulent flame kernel after spark ignition, etc.
have been thoroughly validated [88,292] against
a wide set of experimental data on confined
expanding flames, which are the best simple and
well-defined experimental models of flames in
SI engines. Both the FSC and TFC models can
quantitatively predict important features of premixed turbulent combustion in SI engines such
as the development of the turbulent flame kernel
after spark ignition and the dependence of the
turbulent burning velocity on mixture composition, pressure, and temperature. The advantages
of the FSC model makes it particularly interesting for simulating stratified combustion in a DI
SI engine. Accordingly, the FSC model was
selected as the basis for the numerical research
into stratified turbulent combustion conducted
within this project.
During the first stage of the project, which concluded with the successful defence of a PhD thesis by Chen Huang [293] at the end of November
2014, the FSC model was:
• Supplemented with an approximation of the
laminar flame speed S L = S L (φ , P, hu ) as a
function of the equivalence ratio φ , pressure
P , and unburned mixture enthalpy hu . The
latter quantity was computed using the
Chalmers semi-detailed chemical mechanism
(111 species and 616 reactions) for combustion of a gasoline surrogate (55 volume % of
iso-octane, 10 % of n-heptane, and 35 % of
toluene [294]), which was developed and
validated [45,212,295] during the first stage.
• Combined with a presumed mixture-fraction
PDF approach to simulate the influence of
turbulent fluctuations in the stratified mixture’s composition on the local burning rate
[90,141,212].
• Implemented together with the aforementioned approximation of S L (φ , P, hu )and the
presumed mixture-fraction PDF approach
in the OpenFOAM® CFD package [170,171,
221,252].

Finally, the so-extended code was used to
perform unsteady multidimensional RANS
simulations of fuel injection, mixing, ignition,
and stratified combustion in the cylinder of a
research Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engine
operated in our laboratory within the framework
of the ongoing CERC research project “SprayGuided Gasoline Direct Injection”. These
numerical simulations accurately reproduced
experimental pressure traces for three different
test cases spanning two different loads, with late
injection times and short time intervals between
the injection and spark ignition, resulting in
highly stratified burning [171, 221, 252].
Despite these advances, the extended FSC
model did not account for some important
effects associated with stratified turbulent burning in SI engines and therefore requires further
extension to describe phenomena including (i)
differences between the enthalpies of unburned
and burned mixtures subject to compression, (ii)
counter-gradient turbulent transport in engine
flames, (iii) complex combustion chemistry and
engine emissions, (iv) the influence of thermal
expansion on turbulent flow, and (v) highly turbulent lean burning associated with distributed
combustion regimes.
Moreover, one important aspect was not
addressed in earlier validation of the TFC
and FSC models. The point is that the former model invokes the following theoretical
expression U t = 0.5u '3/ 4 S L1/ 2 L1/ 4κ −1/ 4 , whereas
certain experimental data yield different scaling exponents q, r , or s for turbulent burning
velocity U t ∝ u 'q S Lr Ls κ − s as a function of
the rms turbulent velocity u ' , integral length
scale L , and laminar flame speed S L , respectively. Here, κ is the molecular heat diffusivity
of the unburned gas. Therefore, consistency
of the model with experimental data that
show q ≠ 3 / 4, r ≠ 1/ 2, and s ≠ 1/ 4 requires
investigating.
The ongoing work in this project aims to fill these
knowledge gaps and to develop and validate a
new research tool for unsteady multi-dimensional RANS simulations of stratified turbulent
combustion in and emissions from the cylinders
of GDI engines, based on the FSC model of premixed turbulent combustion, the Chalmers semidetailed gasoline surrogate chemical mechanism, and newly developed models.
In 2015, the focus of the project was placed on
the aforementioned issues (i) and (ii). First, a
new transport equation was derived and investigated [205] in order to evaluate the difference between the mean enthalpy h , which is
routinely used in simulations of combustion in
SI engines, and enthalpy conditioned to combustion products, hb .

The knowledge of the latter enthalpy is of
importance, e.g. because the rate of nitrogen
oxide formation in the cylinder of a SI engine
is controlled by hb rather than h . The difference in h and hb stems from the fact that the
rate ∂h / ∂t of enthalpy increase is proportional
to ρ −1∂p / ∂t and, therefore, the enthalpy of the
products, which are characterized by a lower
density ρ when compared to unburned reactants, is increased due to mixture compression
stronger when compared to the reactants.
Second, a simple but efficient model of the turbulent scalar flux ρ u " c " of the combustion
progress variable c ( c = 0 and 1 in unburned
gas and equilibrium combustion products,
respectively), which was recently developed
[73,122,123] in close cooperation with ONERA
(France) and thoroughly validated [73,122,123,
220,216] against a wide set of experimental data
for substantially different laboratory premixed
turbulent flames [296-302], was extended to the
lower density ratios associated with combustion in SI engines and validated [214] against
data obtained in Direct Numerical Simulations
(DNS) conducted in Japan and the UK. A predictive model of the flux ρ u " c " is needed because
the major transport equation that describes turbulent combustion, i.e. the transport equation
for the mean combustion progress variable,
contains the flux and the heat release in flames
affects ρ u " c " strongly enough to change the
direction of the flux in certain cases [31].
During 2016, the project focused on issues (iii)
and (iv), i.e. the inclusion of complex combustion chemistry when simulating stratified
turbulent combustion and methods for modelling the influence of thermal expansion on
turbulent flows. In addition, the TFC model’s
consistency with experimental data that yield
q ≠ 3 / 4, r ≠ 1/ 2, and s ≠ 1/ 4 was demonstrated
[248]. Methods developed within the project
were applied in unsteady multidimensional
numerical simulations of fuel injection into and
turbulent mixing in the cylinder of a research
GDI SI engine, which were performed to support analyses of measurements acquired by our
colleagues from CERC during ongoing experimental projects.

Methods

Our work in 2016 was largely based on four different research methods: (i) theoretical work,
(ii) analysis of physical mechanisms and available data, (iii) RANS simulations of laboratory experiments [248], and (iv) processing of
DNS data obtained by other research groups. In
2016, two different DNS databases were analyzed – the Nagoya DNS database [303,304],
which is installed and analyzed at Chalmers
(see [209,210,214,244,246,249] for examples)
and the Newcastle DNS data processed by Prof.
29
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Chakraborty at Newcastle University (UK) and
analyzed jointly by him and our group to test
models developed at CERC [244,245,249,251].
We also made an agreement with Dr. Poludnenko
(Texas A&M University, USA) that gave us access
to a huge NRL DNS database (which was computed by him at the Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC, USA) to test and develop
CERC models of turbulent combustion, and a
diagnostic code was created for these purposes
at CERC. The diagnostic code was debugged
using a few sample DNS snapshots that were
transferred from NRL to Chalmers. The first
results obtained by applying this diagnostic code
to the entire NRL database are expected in 2017.
Additionally, to validate the applicability of
models developed at CERC to combustion with
a low density ratio, as occurs in SI engines, we
proposed a new target-directed experimental
study on the relationship between the density
ratio and the turbulent burning rate. We subsequently performed this study jointly with
National Central University in Taiwan [243].
We have also performed applied research including unsteady multidimensional numerical simulations of fuel injection into and turbulent mixing in the cylinder of a research GDI SI engine
using available CFD software and spray models
to support analyses of measurements performed
by our colleagues from CERC in the center’s
ongoing experimental projects.

Results

To begin with, the following transport equations
for the instantaneous

Here, ρ is the density, u is a velocity vector,
D is the molecular diffusivity of the deficient
reactant, N
= ρ D∇c ⋅ ∇c is the scalar dissipation rate, q is the Reynolds-averaged value
of a quantity q , and q = ρ q / ρ is its Favreaveraged (mass-weighted) value.
Analysis of DNS data obtained under substantially different conditions (large-scale weak
or small-scale intense turbulence) has shown
that the last two terms on the RHS of Eq. (2)
dominate, as shown in Figure 27. Modeling of
a transport equation with two dominant terms
that require closure relations is challenging
because even small errors in evaluating these
terms could yield a significant error when evaluating the sum of the two terms.
Accordingly, based on theoretical and numerical
analyses of the behavior of various terms in Eq.
(1) for stretched laminar flames, a joint closure
relation for the sum of the three terms on the
RHS of Eq. (2) was developed. Substitution of
this closure relation into Eq. (2) yields [244,249]

(

)

∂
ρW + ∇ ⋅ ρ uW = ρW sr (3)
∂t

( )

where
s = ∇ ⋅ u − nn : ∇u + S d ∇ ⋅ n is the stretch rate,
n = −∇c / ∇c is the unit vector locally normal to
the flame, S d = ∇ ⋅ ( ρ D∇c ) + ρW  / ( ρ ∇c ) is
the local displacement speed, and the subscript
r denotes averaging over the reaction zones.
To test the proposed joint closure relation, Eq.
(3) was numerically integrated over a statistically stationary, planar, 1D flame brush, with

(1)
and mean

(2)
reaction rate W in a turbulent flow were rigorously derived [244,249] for the first time.

a)

Figure 27. Various terms in Eq. (2) obtained from flames H (Nagoya DNS database [303,304]) and E (Newcastle DNS database [305,306]) associated with
the flamelet and thin-reaction-zone regimes, respectively, of turbulent combustion.
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the RHS of Eq. (3) being extracted from the
Nagoya DNS data [303,304]. The obtained
model flux ρ uW (see dashed lines in Figure
28) was compared to the flux extracted straightforwardly from the same DNS data (represented by the solid lines), revealing that the
model performed well. In addition, the identity
  ρ uW − ρ u ′′W ′′, was used with the DNS
ρ=
uW
data on the mean velocity u and turbulent flux
ρ u ′′W ′′ , and the model flux ρ uW to evaluate
the model turbulent burning velocity

Ut = ρ

−1
u

∞

∫

 ,
ρWdx

−∞

which was then compared to the DNS data on
U t . Here, q ′′= q − q , and ρu is the density of
unburned gas. For flames H, M, and L, the model
predicted Ut values of 0.97 , 0.89, and 0.77 m/s,
respectively, while the DNS yielded values of
1.15 , 1.02, and 0.75 m/s, respectively. The close
agreement between the model’s predictions and
the DNS results, which was achieved without
any tuning, is very encouraging.
Integration of Eq. (3) along the normal to the
statistically planar 1D mean flame brush yields
the expression

dU t ∞ 
ρu
= ∫ ρW s r dx (4)
dt
−∞
Figure 29 shows that this equation allows us
to capture flame dynamics, further validating
the model.
All in all, the first tests of the new transport
equation for the mean reaction rate in a turbulent flow, Eq. (2), have yielded very promising results. Importantly, this approach seems
to provide new ways of solving problems in
turbulent combustion modeling. For instance,
if used in conjunction with the FSC model,
it will offer new opportunities for modeling
complex chemistry in turbulent combustion
and emissions from flames. As such, further
development and validation of the approach
seems to be fully justified. In particular, for

a)

Figure 28. Comparison of the flux

W extracted from DNS data, see
ρρuuW

solid lines, and yielded by Eq. (3), see
dashed lines.

the approach to be closed, models of the turbulent flux ρ u ′′W ′′ and conditioned stretch rate
s r should be elaborated. Analysis of the NRL
DNS database, which covers a wide range of
conditions, will be an important component of
work towards this objective.
Second, previous studies on the influence of
combustion-induced thermal expansion on turbulence were thoroughly reviewed [247] and
new effects of this kind were identified by analyzing DNS data [245,247,251]. Notably, analyses of the Nagoya DNS data [303,304] revealed
[247] that pressure perturbations caused by the
thermal expansion could substantially change
the basic characteristics of the incoming turbulent flow of an unburned mixture ahead of the
mean flame brush.
For instance, Figure 30a shows that strong thermal expansion ( σ = 7.53 , flame H, represented
by the red lines in the figure) causes the Q
criterion to always be negative when evaluated in the unburned gas in the vicinity of the
instantaneous flame. However, the probability
of finding Q > 0 is substantial in the case of
a weak thermal expansion ( σ = 2.5 , flame L,
represented by the blue lines) and in a constantdensity turbulent flow. Here, σ = ρu / ρb is the
ratio of the densities of unburned and burned
mixtures, Q =⋅
ù ù / 4 − S 2 / 2 , ù = ∇ × u is
vorticity vector, and S 2 = Sij Sij is the square
of the norm of the rate-of-strain tensor
Sij = ∂ui / ∂x j + ∂u j / ∂xi / 2 .

(

)

Figure 29. Comparison of dU t / dt
evaluated by differentiating U t ( t ) extracted directly from DNS and dU t / dt
obtained by integrating Eq. (4) whose
RHS is extracted from the same DNS.
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Figure 30. Results of direct numerical simulations of statistically planar
1D premixed turbulent flames. a)
Probabilities of Q > 0 and Q < 0
in cases H and L associated with a
High density ratio and Low density
ratio, respectively, conditioned to
unburned flamelet edges. b) Q cri2
terion, total strain S , and enstrophy
ù ⋅ ù, averaged in the vicinity of the
leading points x f t , see red and
orange lines, and over leading planes
x = x f t , see blue and violet lines,
in cases H and L.

()

()

Furthermore, Figure 30b shows that in case
H associated with strong thermal expansion
effects), Q criterion, total strain S 2 , and
enstrophy ù ⋅ ù averaged in the unburned gas
in the vicinity of the leading points x f ( t ) , i.e.
elements of the flame that advance the furthest
into the unburned gas, differ significantly from
the counterpart quantities averaged over entire
leading planes x = x f ( t ) , cf. red and blue lines,
respectively. However, such effects are not pronounced in case L associated with weak thermal
expansion effects, cf. orange and violet lines,
with the aforementioned turbulence characteristics averaged over the leading planes being
close to one another in cases H and L, cf. blue
and violet lines, respectively. These recent
DNS data clearly show a significant effect of
the combustion-induced thermal expansion on
the incoming turbulence.
Third, as discussed in detail elsewhere [247],
there are a number of theoretical arguments
and models that imply a significant influence
of the density ratio on turbulent burning rate
due to the thermal expansion effects illustrated
above. Nevertheless, while results of numerous
measurements of turbulent flame speed St are
often reported in a form of a parameterization
of St as a function of the rms turbulent velocity
u ' , an integral length scale L of turbulence, the
laminar flame speed S L and thickness δ L , such
parameterizations do not involve the density
ratio, thus, implying a minor effect of σ on St .
However, in the available parameterizations of
experimental data on St , eventual density-ratio
effects may be hidden in significantly stronger
dependencies of St on S L and δ L , because not
only σ , but also S L and δ L are changed if the
equivalence ratio, fuel, temperature, or pressure is changed, as happens in the vast majority of experiments. Therefore, a target-directed
experimental research into eventual influence
of σ on St is required, with σ being varied
by retaining the same value of S L . To address
this fundamental need, the following idea of a
new target-directed experimental study was put
forward at CERC [243].
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When a combustible mixture is preheated, its
laminar flame speed is increased, but the density
ratio is decreased. When the mixture is diluted
with nitrogen, both S L and σ are decreased.
Accordingly, combination of these two options
allows us (i) to retain S L unchanged by counterbalancing an increase in S L due to preheating
with a decrease in S L due to dilution, but (ii) to
substantially change σ , which is reduced both
by the dilution and preheating. This idea was put
forward at CERC and was implemented in collaboration with National Central University in
Taiwan, where dependencies of St on u ' were
obtained from expanding statistically spherical
turbulent flames using (i) the stoichiometric
methane-air mixture under the room conditions
and (ii) preheated ( T = 423 K) stoichiometric
methane-air mixture diluted with nitrogen. The
two mixtures are characterized by equal S L , but
two substantially different densities ratio, i.e.
σ = 7.52 and 4.95, respectively. Results of the
measurements [243], e.g. cf. red circles and blue
pluses in Figure 31, do not reveal a notable effect
of the density ratio on turbulent flame speed,
thus, justifying application of combustion models that are validated against experimental data
obtained from laboratory flames characterized
by a large density ratio to simulations of turbulent burning under SI engine conditions, i.e. at
substantially lower density ratios.
Fourth, in order to check consistency of the
TFC model with experimental data that yield
q ≠ 3 / 4, r ≠ 1/ 2, and s ≠ 1/ 4 in the scaling of
U t ∝ u 'q S Lr Lsκ − s, the model was applied to
RANS simulations of recent experiments with
V-shaped [307] and Bunsen [308] turbulent
premixed flames, because such flames were
widely used to measure turbulent burning
velocity. The peculiarity of those simulations
consisted in processing the same numerical
data in order to evaluate U t by applying various methods used in different experiments.
Computed results not only further validate
the TFC model quantitatively, e.g. see Figure
32, but also show significant sensitivity of the
power exponents q, r , and s to a method invoked

to determine U t . For instance, the values of s
obtained from the same numerical data vary
from -0.31 to 0.81 in V-shaped flames or from
0.20 to 0.52 in Bunsen flames. These results
not only further support the TFC model by
rebutting the aforementioned apparent inconsistency between the model and the measured
values of q ≠ 3 / 4, r ≠ 1/ 2, and s ≠ 1/ 4 , but also
explain substantial scatter of the values of the
power exponents q, r , and s, reported in different papers.
Fifth, in order to contribute to analysing results
of measurements performed by Dr. S. Hemdal
within the framework of ongoing experimental
projects, unsteady 3D RANS simulations of fuel
injection, evaporation, and turbulent mixing in
the cylinder of a research GDI SI engine were
performed. Figure 33 qualitatively validates the
simulations by showing that the starts and the
ends of the fuel injection and evaporation processes are well predicted, i.e. (i) the total mass
of evaporated fuel begins to increase, see red
dashed line, when a strong Mie scattering signal
from liquid droplets is recorded at the start of
the first or the second injection, but (ii) the mass
levels off when a significantly weaker Rayleigh
scattering signal is recorded, i.e. the injected
fuel is completely evaporated (in the presence

Figure 31. Dependencies of the
measured turbulent flame speed
St on u' .

Figure 32. Results of application
of the TFC model to RANS simulations of V-shaped premixed
turbulent flame G investigated
experimentally by Kheirkhah and
Gülder [307]. Open and filled
symbols show data obtained
from the left and right, respectively, branches of the flame in
the measurements. Line shows
computed results.

of liquid droplets, a Rayleigh scattering signal
cannot be recorded due to a significantly more
intense Mie scattering signal).

Figure 33. Qualitative comparison of experimental data (images)
and numerical results (curves).
Experimental images were kindly
provided by Dr. S. Hemdal.
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As the experiments by Dr. Hemdal showed better
fuel-air mixing in the case of double injection,
the goal of the simulations was to contribute to
better understanding this finding. More specifically, the goal of the simulations was to answer
whether the effect is controlled by a higher mixing rate (e.g. due to turbulence generated during
the first injection) or by a longer mixing time.
Figure 34a shows that, at ignition time (-16 CAD),
computed volume-averaged rms magnitude
2
1
Φ =
Φ − Φ ) dV (5)
(
∫∫∫
V
where
1
Φ = ∫∫∫ ΦdV (6)
V
of spatial variations of the equivalence ratio
F is lower in the case of double injection (red
dashed line), thus, indicating better mixing, in
line with the experiments. Figure 34b shows
that the highest mixing rate, i.e. the most negative value of the time-derivative d F ' / dt , is,
however, observed in the case of single injection (black solid line). Therefore, the simulation
results imply that the better mixing obtained in
the case of double injection is mainly controlled
by a longer mixing time.

Conclusions

A new approach to modeling the influence of
turbulence on mean rates of chemical reactions was proposed. The approach is based on
rigorously derived transport equations for the
instantaneous and mean reaction rates. A joint
closure relation for the two dominant terms
in the transport equation for the mean rate
was developed and validated using DNS data
obtained by two independent research groups
under substantially different conditions.

Several effects that stem from the influence
of combustion-induced thermal expansion on
turbulence were analyzed. In particular, substantial changes in the incoming turbulent flow
of unburned gas due to combustion-induced
pressure perturbations upstream of the mean
flame brush were revealed.
Despite the significant influence of combustioninduced thermal expansion on turbulence, specially designed new experiments have shown
that the speeds of expanding statistically spherical turbulent premixed flames, measured at high
and medium density ratios with all other things
being approximately equal, are only weakly
(if at all) sensitive to the density ratio. These
experimental results justify the application of
combustion models validated against experimental data obtained from laboratory flames
with high density ratios in simulations of turbulent burning under SI engine conditions with
substantially lower density ratios.
An apparent inconsistency between the TFC (or
FSC) model and experimental data that yield
different scaling exponents for the turbulent
burning velocity was resolved, with the model
being further validated using recent experimental data.
Finally, unsteady multidimensional numerical
simulations of fuel injection, evaporation, and
turbulent mixing in the cylinder of a research
GDI SI engine using single and double injections agreed closely with experimental results
obtained by Dr. Hemdal and showed that the better mixing observed for with the double injection was due to longer mixing times, although
the single injection yielded a higher peak instantaneous volume-averaged mixing rate.

Figure 34. Evolution of volume-averaged rmsd F ' /ofdtspatial variations of the equivalence ratio (left) and its rate of change d F ' / dt (right).

a)
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A Representative Interactive Linear-Eddy Model (RILEM)
for Low Temperature Combustion (LTC)
Objectives

Many modern combustion concepts for high
efficiency, low emission engines rely on lean
combustion at low temperatures. Combustion
under such conditions cannot necessarily be
classified as premixed or non-premixed, and the
assumption of fast chemistry (which is fundamental in many combustion models) becomes
questionable. In this research project we aim to
develop a model for low temperature combustion. In brief, the project’s objectives are to:
1. Develop a regime-independent modeling
approach for turbulent non-premixed combustion that can be used in RANS- and LESbased models.
2. Build a base for further extension of the
model to describe premixed and partially
premixed combustion.
3. Evaluate the model’s predictive capabilities
by comparison to existing models and experimental data.

Background

The development and refinement of new or
improved combustion concepts for clean and
highly efficient engines requires predictive
models that accurately describe both standard
combustion regimes (i.e. premixed or nonpremixed combustion with fast chemistry and
flamelet-like flame structures) and non-standard
regimes such as low temperature combustion,
multi-regime and mixed mode combustion, or
combustion with local extinction and re-ignition.
Many combustion models in use today work
reasonably well for traditional diesel (non-premixed) or gasoline (premixed) engines. They
take advantage of the physical characteristics
of different combustion modes (premixed or
non-premixed) and are often based on the
assumption of fast chemistry, leading to scale
separation of the turbulent and chemical time
and length scales. As a result, they are usually
not applicable to combustion modes for which
they were not designed, and their usefulness as
predictive tools for developing future engine
concepts may be limited.
Potentially useful regime- and mode-independent combustion models include transported
PDF models with structure based mixing
models [312] and low-dimensional stochastic
models such as LES-LEM, which uses the linear-eddy model (LEM) of Kerstein [311] as a
sub-grid model in large-eddy simulations (LES)
[309,310,314]. In LES-LEM, a one-dimensional
representation of the turbulent combustion process is solved in each LES cell by resolving
all spatial and temporal scales, as is done in

direct numerical simulations. Compared to
most other modeling strategies, the modeling
aspect of LEM is a spatial reduction resolving
all scales, and not by a model for sub-grid scales.
Due to the direct interaction of turbulent mixing with diffusion and chemical reaction, the
model can predict very unsteady effects such
as extinction and re-ignition without requiring
any modification. However, it suffers from a
high computational cost.

Project leader

Prof. Michael Oevermann

Researcher

Tim Lackmann (PhD student)

In this project we want to develop a LEM-based
modeling approach where we solve only one
LEM, which will represent the combustion process in the whole computational domain, and
couple it locally to a RANS simulation with
a presumed β-PDF approach for the mixture
fraction.
The goal of this approach is to retain the modeand regime-independence of LES-LEM while
achieving far greater computational efficiency
by using RANS instead of LES and having only
one representative LEM.
This approach resembles the representative
interactive flamelet (RIF) concept of Pitsch et al.
[313] but differs by being regime-independent
and by incorporating an intrinsic representation
of scalar dissipation rate fluctuations. That is,
the scalar dissipation rate and its distribution
in mixture fraction space are outcomes of the
simulation rather than inputs to the model.

Methods

As shown in Figure 35, the RILEM model consists of a CFD solver (OpenFOAM in this case)
and a single representative LEM model coupled
to the CFD solver. In the current implementation, the LEM provides only averaged mass
fraction values to the CFD solver (see below).
On the CFD side, the standard set of equations
for global mass, momentum, and enthalpy are
solved together with a standard Lagrangian
spray model including single component fuel
evaporation. Turbulence is modeled using the
standard k-εmodel. The local state of fuel mixing is determined by solving additional transport equations for the Favre-averaged mean
mixture fraction Z and the variance of the
mixture fraction 
Z ''2 :

( ) + ∇· ñuZ
 ì
  ) = ∇· t
(
Sc
∂t

∂ ñZ



t


∇Z  + S evap , (1)


( ) + ∇· ρ uZ  = ∇· µ ∇Z  + 2 µ (∇Z ) − χ. (2)
( )  Sc  Sc
∂t


∂ ρ Z ''2

''2

t

''2

t

t

2

t
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Here, Sevap , µt , and Sct are respectively the
source term due to evaporation, the turbulent
viscosity, and the turbulent Schmidt number
(which takes a constant value of 0.7). The scalar
dissipation rate χ is modeled as

χ = cχ

ε 
Z ''2 (3)
k

with cχ = 2 .

Tim Lackmann, PhD Student,
Division of Combustion,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.

The energy budget in our formulation is solved in
the form of an equation for the total enthalpy h :
∂ρ h
dp
 =
+ ∇· ρ uh
− ∇· j + qevap , (4)
∂t
dt
where j is the heat flux vector and qevap is
the enthalpy source due to droplet evaporation,
which is provided by the spray model. Viscous
heating is neglected here, which is a reasonable
assumption for low Mach-number flow.

(

)

Once the enthalpy equation is solved the temperature can be calculated via the caloric equation of state:
N

( )

h = Y h T .
∑s s
s =1

(5)

Here, hS denotes the mass-specific enthalpy
of species s including its heat of formation and
the temperature-dependent sensible enthalpy.
The Favre-averaged species mass fractions YS
in each cell of the computational domain are
obtained by integrating LEM mass fraction values mapped onto mixture fraction space using
a presumed β-PDF for the mixture fraction:
1

(

)


''2
, Z
YS = ∫P Z , Z
YSLEM ( Z ) dZ .
0

(6)

Here, YsLEM ( Z ) denotes the mass fraction
of species s obtained from the representative
Figure 35. Structure of the RILEM
code.
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LEM, which has been mapped onto mixture
fraction space. This mapping differs from that
in flamelet models in an important way: due to
the stochastic nature of the LEM, an arbitrary
number of different thermodynamic states are
possible for a given mixture fraction value. This
variability of states for a fixed mixture fraction reflects the inherent variability of scalar
dissipation rates in the LEM. The probability
density function of the scalar dissipation rate
is an outcome of the solution and not – as in
flamelet models – an input.

Results

The ability of RILEM to accurately predict
spray combustion in engine applications was
evaluated by comparing simulations of a sector-mesh engine to experimental results for a
standard test case (the so-called ‘Spray B’) that
were obtained at the Sandia national laboratories within the engine combustion network
(ECN). Spray B is characterized by an injection
pressure of 1500 bar and the following initial incylinder conditions: T = 900K, 15% O2 volume,
ρ=22.8 kg/m3. The figures below compare the
experimentally determined liquid and vapor
penetration, flame lift-off, heat release rate, and
pressure development to predictions obtained
with RILEM.
A good description of spray behavior is essential for an accurate description of ignition and
combustion processes. We therefore initially
compared simulated and experimental data for
non-burning sprays. Figure 36 presents such a
comparison for a case with a somewhat lower
gas density (15.2 kg/m 3) than Spray B. Like
the liquid length, the vapor penetration depth
is captured well by the numerical simulations.

Figure 37 compares the simulated and experimental heat release and pressure development.
For both variables, the simulated and experimental pressure traces are in good agreement.
The ignition delay causes the formation of a
premixed zone in the combustion chamber,
leading to a peak in the heat release shortly
after ignition. The simulation does not fully capture this early premixed peak. However, later
in the combustion process, RILEM predicts the
AHRR reasonably well. It may be possible to
accurately model the early premixed peak by
applying a progress variable approach to the
CFD and LEM domains to obtain a refined
RILEM representation and a closer approximation of the true AHRR.
The OH contours computed with RILEM at
6 CAD ATDC (after scaling to the maximum
observed concentration and with a lower threshold of 14% of the maximum) are presented in
Figure 38. The flame lift-off computed with
RILEM is about 12 mm, which is shorter than
the measured value of 15.5 mm.

Conclusions

The performance of the RILEM model was
evaluated by using it to simulate the so-called
Spray B diesel engine combustion conditions
and comparing the resulting predictions to
experimental results obtained from the ECN.
The spray and combustion parameters included
in the comparison were the liquid length, vapor
penetration, in-cylinder pressure, heat release
rate, ignition delay time, and flame lift-off.
Liquid and vapor penetration comparisons
were performed under non-reacting conditions.
The simulations reproduced the experimental
spray measurements quite well. In particular,
the pressure development was predicted accurately, and the AHRR was captured rather well,
albeit with some underprediction of the AHRR
during combustion.
Figure 36. Simulated and experimentally determined vapor penetration depth for the 15.2 kg/m3
density case.

The flame lift-off predicted by RILEM is
mainly determined by the fuel mapping strategy between the LEM and the CFD domain.
The current mapping implementation does not
include a local measure of the mixing time, so
all cells of the LEM having the same mixture
fraction but different mixing times will be
mapped to the same mixture fraction value in
the CFD, ignoring the local accumulated mixing time. When computing the flame lift-off,
this means that LEM cells that have already
ignited will be mapped to locations in the CFD
domain where ignition has not yet occurred, e.g.
those close to the nozzle.

Figure 37. Cylinder pressure and
heat release rate (HRR) curves
generated using RILEM compared
to the corresponding experimental
measurements.

Figure 38. Spatial OH contours computed with RILEM on a plane through
the injection axis and normal to the
cylinder wall. The white dots represent the liquid fuel while the black
line indicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction. OH concentrations are
normalized against the maximum
observed value, YOHmax = 0.00031.
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Optical Methods for Spray and Combustion Diagnostics
Objectives
Project leader

Assoc. Prof. Mats Andersson

The objectives of this project are to develop and
apply optical measurement techniques for spray
and combustion diagnostics. Spray diagnostics
techniques include methods for measuring the
distribution and concentration of fuel in the liquid and vapor phases, air-fuel mixing, and the
temperature. Conversely, combustion diagnostics techniques include methods for detecting
ignition, visualizing flame propagation, and
measuring the levels of combustion intermediates and products. The focus is on collaborative work and developing methods that will be
applicable in other CERC projects.

Background

Optical measurement techniques have many
applications in combustion engine research, and
are widely used in both academic and industrial labs [316-319]. They offer several advantages that make them well suited for measuring properties that are difficult or impossible
to investigate by other means. While optical
diagnostics are non-intrusive, they can only be
performed in engines that permit optical access
to the combustion or spray chambers. If such an
engine is available, the use of advanced optics,
cameras and lasers enables measurements with
high temporal, spatial and spectral resolution.
One particularly powerful concept is planar
laser-sheet imaging. A cross-section of an object
(e.g. a spray, jet, or flame) is illuminated with
a thin sheet of light from a laser that is formed
by expanding the beam in one dimension and
focusing it in the other. A camera oriented perpendicularly to the laser sheet is then used to
capture an image of scattered light, fluorescence
or some other induced emission. Pulsed lasers
with a high peak power are usually used in such
systems, together with intensified CCD cameras that enable signal amplification with short
exposure times. This enables imaging of lowconcentration species in luminescent environments such as flames. A wide range of species
can be selectively probed by using a suitable
combination of laser wavelength and detected
light. Moreover, elastically scattered light from
fuel drops (Mie scattering) can be detected to
visualize the distribution of liquid fuel drops
in sprays, and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)
can be used to image the distribution of vaporphase fuel. In LIF, the fluorescence emitted by
fuel molecules in the liquid and vapor phases is
detected at a longer wavelength than the excitation light. To maximize the accuracy and
selectivity of these measurements, it is best
to use a fuel with well-controlled properties
that contains a specific fluorescent tracer molecule. However, it is also possible to use the
CERC – Annual Report 2016
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fluorescence properties of molecules in commercial fuels. The temperature dependence of
many molecules’ absorption and fluorescence
properties enables temperature determination
by LIF. An important extension of the LIF technique is laser-induced exciplex fluorescence
(LIEF), which is designed to achieve a more distinct separation of fluorescence images of fuel in
the liquid and vapor phases [320]. This method
requires the addition of two tracer molecules to
the fuel; upon excitation with laser light, these
molecules form an excited state complex (an
“exciplex”) whose fluorescence is red-shifted
relative to the separated molecules. Exciplexes
only form efficiently in the liquid phase, giving the liquid and vapor phase different spectral characteristics. Two cameras are used to
detect the resulting fluorescence, one with a
filter transmitting the red-shifted exciplex fluorescence from the liquid phase fuel, and another
with a filter transmitting the normal “monomer”
fluorescence from individual molecules, which
is the dominant fluorescence from the vapor
phase fuel. This enables selective imaging of the
liquid and vapor phases, although there is some
cross-talk between the images because there is
often significant monomer fluorescence from
the liquid phase fuel that must be accounted for.
High-speed video imaging is another powerful tool in spray and combustion research.
Recording video sequences with high frame
rates makes it possible to follow the development in time of an individual spray or combustion event in great detail. For example, the light
emitted by the flame can be imaged directly
to investigate flame propagation or changes
in intensity over time. Additionally, spectral
information can be used to detect species with
characteristic emission spectra such as OH,
CH and soot. This can be done by placing an
appropriate filter in front of the camera to obtain
two-dimensional images of the selected species
[264], or by using a spectrograph connected to
the camera. In the latter case, one dimension
of the camera sensor is used to acquire spectral
information and the other can be used for spatial
information, allowing the acquisition of a time
series of complete emission spectra along a line
through the flame [66]. Spray imaging requires
an external light source; images can be generated by illuminating the spray from behind to
generate a shadow image or by illuminating
from the side to obtain a bright image on a dark
background. Both approaches can be used to
monitor a spray’s length and width over time.
The techniques described above are all well
established and used in many labs, but that does

not mean there is no need for further development. On the contrary, there is ongoing work to
improve existing techniques, invent new ones,
combine techniques in innovative ways, and
exploit new instrument technology. Furthermore,
different measurement objectives and situations
may require the modification or improvement of
existing practices and methods to make them
applicable or to extract as much information
as possible. Based on these considerations, the
role of this project is to enable and assist CERC
researchers to apply advanced optical measurement techniques at an appropriate level of complexity so as to make the best use of the available
instrumentation when performing complex spray
and combustion engine experiments.

Methods

The purpose is to maintain a competence in
various optical methods for spray and combustion diagnostics, and make developments and
adjustments for the particular set-ups where they
will be applied. We have recently introduced
and applied some new concepts for line-of-sight
extinction measurements using high-speed
video cameras, for liquid and vapor spray visualization, and for soot measurement. In 2016,
these methods were developed further and used
to perform measurements of diesel sprays, often
in collaboration with the CERC project “Spray
Fundamentals”. Additionally, LIEF has been
used to characterize liquid and vapor phase fuel
distributions in sprays from a gasoline injector.
Liquid spray penetration and the local spray cone
angle have been characterized using a shadowgraphy set-up, and evaluation procedures
as described in [175,273,321]. Shadow imaging of liquid phase fuel in a spray is relatively
straightforward due to the strong Mie scattering by the fuel drops, which results in strong
light extinction of light of all wavelengths and a
dark shadow where drops are present, whereas
vapor phase fuel normally does not absorb light
of visible wavelengths. However, if ultraviolet
(UV) light is used and the fuel contains molecules, e.g. aromatics, which absorb UV light
a shadow of both liquid and vapor phase fuel is
obtained. When simultaneous shadow images
are recorded using visible and UV light, the contributions from liquid and vapor phase fuel can
be analyzed separately, which is the basis of the
laser absorption and scattering (LAS) technique
[322]. This approach has been applied extensively by Nishida et al. [322] using a pulsed laser
as the light source and intensified CCD cameras.
In our set-up, schematically shown in Figure 39,
we use continuous light sources, halogen lamps
and mercury lamps, high-speed video cameras
for image capture [241,242]. With this set-up we
are able to follow a full injection event at high
recording speed, rather than being limited to
capture one image per injection.

Shadow imaging of strongly luminescent flames
such as combusting diesel sprays is technically
challenging. One viable approach is to use
monochromatic light sources and narrow-band
detection [323-325]. When a laser or a powerful narrowband LED is used for background
illumination and a bandpass is filter placed
in front of the camera, most of the broadband
flame luminescence light can be rejected while
most of the illumination light is transmitted to
the camera, allowing a shadow image of (for
example) the soot particle distribution in the
flame to be obtained. In our set-up for soot
shadow measurements, the green light beam
from a cw Nd:YAG laser was expanded and
directed onto a glass diffuser for background
illumination. Additionally, an image-splitting
device was placed in front of the high-speed
video camera. One branch of the image splitter
was fitted with a narrowband filter that transmitted the laser light, while the other branch
was fitted with a color filter that transmitted
only red light. This allowed detection of the
soot luminescence in parallel with soot shadow
measurement. Alternatively, two cameras can
be used, one to record the shadow image of the
laser light and the other the soot luminescence.
LIEF has been used to detect liquid and vapor
phase fuel in sprays from an outwards-opening pintle-type gasoline injector. In this work,
n-hexane was used as a model gasoline surrogate together with the exciplex-forming tracers
fluorobenzene and diethylmethylamine. Two
different camera set-ups were used to record the
LIEF images. The first featured two intensified
CCD cameras while the second used a single
UV-sensitive CMOS camera with a stereoscope,
supplied by Dantec Dynamics. In both cases the
fourth harmonic light from a pulsed Nd:YAG
laser with a wavelength of 266 nm was used for
excitation. Monomer fluorescence representing
vapor phase fuel was detected using bandpass
filters transmitting light around 295 nm, and
exciplex fluorescence originating from vaporphase fuel was detected with a bandpass filter
transmitting around 355 nm or a longpass filter
with a cut-off at 360 nm.
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Figure 39. Schematic view from
above of the optical setup for recording shadow images of ultraviolet and
visible light. The ultraviolet light is
provided by a mercury arc lamp, and
the visible light by halogen lamps.
The transmitted light is wavelength
separated by a dichroic mirror reflecting UV light. An interference filter transmitting at 254 nm is placed
in front of the camera detecting UV.
The other camera detects broadband
visible light.
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Results

Light absorption and scattering techniques
for imaging liquid and vapor fuel distribution
have been used in several measurement campaigns, including measurements on sprays of
n-dodecane (a model diesel surrogate), commercial diesel fuel, and ethanol. Commercial
diesel fuel contains aromatic compounds and
thus exhibits adequate UV absorption without
additives. To achieve suitable levels of UV
absorption with the other fuels, 1 methylnaphthalene was added to the dodecane, and toluene
to the ethanol in various concentrations. The
technique used to determine the properties of
the liquid (drop) component of the spray in the
combined method is identical to that used in
normal shadowgraphy of liquid fuel sprays,
and spray penetration and cone angles can be
determined from the contour of the shadow. The
UV-light shadow is generated by both liquid
and vapor phase fuel. It can therefore be used
to determine the penetration length and cone
angle of the vapor phase in evaporating sprays
where the vapor extends further than the liquid.
In addition, the darkness of the UV-shadow
depends on the line-of-sight fuel concentration,
which can be calculated using the LambertBeer law. In areas where both drops and vapor
are present, the drop contribution can be determined from the visible shadow and deduced
from the UV-shadow to determine the total
fuel concentration. Representative image pairs
acquired using this method are shown in Figure
40. Visible- and UV-light shadow images were
recorded of n-dodecane sprays containing 2 %
of 1-methylnaphthalene 1.84 ms after start of
injection, at a fuel injection pressure of 80 MPa,
a chamber pressure of 5.8 MPa, and three different temperatures (423, 493 and 603 K) [242].
At 423 K, the UV and visible images are very
similar, indicating that there is little evaporation and that both the UV and visible extinction
are dominated by scattering by fuel drops. The
outer contours of the UV and visible shadows
are similar at 493 K, indicating that the liquid
and vapor spray penetration and spray angle
are identical. However, in the downstream part
of the spray the optical depth (darkness) of the
Figure 40. Simultaneously captured
pairs of visible and UV shadow images recorded 1.84 ms after start
of injection. All images are recorded
with a fuel pressure of 80 MPa and
a chamber air pressure of 5.8 MPa.
The air temperature is 423, 493 and
603 K in the left, middle and right
image pairs, respectively. Images are
taken from reference [242], which
analyzes intensity profiles acquired
along the dashed red lines shown in
the images.
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visible spray is much weaker, indicating that the
drop density has been reduced by evaporation
and that vapor is responsible for a significant
fraction of the observed UV absorption. At the
highest temperature, evaporation is fast and the
liquid penetration is limited, while the extension
of the fuel vapor is readily apparent. Figure 41
shows a sequence of processed images recorded
at various time steps during one injection event,
with the upper row showing the visible optical
depth (representing the liquid fuel distribution),
the middle row showing the UV optical depth
(which is affected by both the liquid and vapor
phases), and the bottom row showing the vaporonly optical depth, determined by subtracting
the visible image from the UV image [242]. It
is clear that a quasi-constant liquid penetration
is established relatively quickly, whereas the
vapor part of the spray continues to expand.
Soot shadow imaging has been performed
on combusting diesel sprays generated with
several different fuel injectors. Soot luminescence images are recorded in parallel with the
shadow images for two reasons. First, the luminescence image helps identify areas where hot
soot is present, since the shadow images may
also contain dark areas due to beam steering.
Second, even though a very narrow band-pass
filter is used when acquiring the shadow image,
it may contain some luminescence. This can
be compensated for by subtracting a fraction
of the luminescence image from the shadow
image. However, under favorable conditions the
amount of luminescence detected in the shadow
images was negligible. An illustrative application of simultaneous soot luminescence, soot
shadow and OH* chemiluminescence imaging is described in the report on the “Spray
Fundamentals” project.
LIEF images were recorded of a hollow-cone
spray from an outwards-opening injector. It
was determined that the monomer fluorescence
from vapor phase fuel was strongly quenched
by oxygen in the air, and that using nitrogen
instead of air as gas in the spray chamber greatly
increased the intensity of the monomer image,

reducing cross-talk from the liquid phase fuel.
The exciplex fluorescence intensity from the
liquid drops is also negatively affected by oxygen quenching in air, but not as much as the
monomer fluorescence.
Images were captured at several time steps during and after the injection, and at various temperatures; some illustrative examples are shown
in Figure 42. The overall spray characteristics are
similar to those previously observed in Mie/LIF
imaging studies using similar injectors [326].
A few centimeters downstream of the injector
the conical liquid sheet breaks up and vortices
are formed. The vortices expand over time, and
drops tend to stay on the outside of the vortices
whereas fuel vapor preferentially accumulates in
their centers. The fuel vapor is generally more
dispersed and tends to move towards the middle
of the spray rather than penetrating further vertically or horizontally. The faster evaporation at the
higher temperature is demonstrated by the more
rapid decrease over time in the intensity of the
exciplex images relative to the monomer images.

Conclusions and ongoing work

Recently introduced methods for performing
high-speed video measurements, UV/visible
imaging, and soot shadow imaging have successfully been applied in several projects and
have proved to be very useful for practical spray
characterization. We will strive to improve these
techniques by working to increasing their robustness, ease of use, accuracy, and ease of adaptation
to different measurement situations and fuels.
In addition, recent LIEF imaging studies on
gasoline sprays have shown that good image
quality can be achieved even with a relatively
simple camera set-up, a single camera, and a
stereoscopic imaging system. This set-up will
be used for further practical imaging of gasoline
sprays using various injectors, and there will be
parallel work to optimize the technique for our
applications by identifying optimal model fuels,

Figure 41. Sequence of processed images showing optical depths calculated from the visible shadow
(top) and UV shadow (middle). The bottom row shows vapor phase images obtained by subtracting
the contribution of liquid drop scattering from the UV shadow images. The images were recorded at
various times after start of injection at a fuel pressure of 80 MPa, chamber air pressure of 5.8 MPa,
and temperature of 563 K [242].

exciplex tracers, optical filters, and so on. Planar
LIF has previously been used successfully to
characterize fuel distributions and combustion
species [13,126,326], and we are now planning
new applications of this technique as well.
Figure 42. Simultaneously recorded
exciplex and monomer image pairs
of a cross section of a hollow cone
spray in a nitrogen atmosphere of 4
bar. The two columns on the left show
exciplex (E) and monomer (M) pairs
recorded at a gas temperature of 39
°C, and the two on the right show a
pair recorded at 56 °C. The images
were recorded 1 ms (upper row), 2
ms (middle row) and 3 ms after start
of injection, and are single-shot images recorded during different injection
events. Red and yellow denote regions of high fuel concentration while
blue indicates low fuel concentration.
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Heat Transfer Reduction in Internal Combustion Engines
Objectives
Project leader

Prof. Michael Oevermann

Researcher

Joop Somhorst (industrial PhD student from Volvo Car Corporation)

The overall aim of this project is to improve
understanding of strategies to regulate heat
transfer between gas and walls in an engine combustion chamber in order to reduce heat losses
and heat loads on the exposed components.
Three main strategies will be addressed. The
first is to reduce heat flows by using a thermal
barrier and/or a reflective coating. Numerous
researchers have already investigated this possibility, but it remains of interest due to the constant development of new materials. The second
strategy is to reduce heat flows by using wall
structures to create boundary layers at the walls
that minimize heat transfer. The third strategy
(which will receive less attention in this project) is to avoid high temperature gas and high
turbulence close to the walls. Reducing heat
losses and heat loads using appropriate surface
structures has been least investigated for applications in internal combustion engines and is
thus particularly interesting.
The results may lead to improved engine efficiency in three ways: higher indicated efficiency
(conversion of chemical energy in the fuel to
work on the piston), increased energy transferred to the turbine and better conversion efficiency of the exhaust gas aftertreatment system
owing to higher exhaust temperatures. Finally,
reducing the heat load on the walls of the combustion chamber enables higher power density
and smaller engines for the same power output.
Indirectly, this also lowers fuel consumption by
reducing friction, weight and the time required
for warm-up to operating temperatures.

Project goals

In addition to the general objectives listed above,
two specific goals will be addressed:
• To reduce CO2 emissions by the reduction
of heat loss from the LD Diesel combustion
process.
• To improve engine durability and enable
increased specific performance by reducing
heat loads on the pistons, cylinder head and
valves.

Background

Joop Somhorst, Indust. PhD student,
Volvo Cars Corporation,
Division of Combustion,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.
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Volvo Car Corporation has been producing its
own diesel engines since 2000, starting with the
5-cylinder ‘new engine diesel’ (NED5). At the
time of introduction, with a common rail fuel
injection system capable of delivering 1600 bar
injection pressure and a specific performance of
50 kW/L, it was considered a very modern and
powerful engine. Since then, the performance
of the company’s engines has increased steadily
but downsizing to reduce fuel consumption has
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accelerated the increase in specific power. For
instance, the specific performance of the current
4-cylinder VED4 is 86 kW/L, an increase of over
70% in 15 years. The power density has reached
a point where the heat load from combustion
on the cylinder head and piston is becoming
critical. It would be difficult to increase cooling
performance further without the development
of advanced (expensive) materials.
As awareness of global warming problems
has increased, increasingly strict legislation
has been introduced regarding both the use of
renewable fuels and CO2 emission limits. The
fleet average limits for CO2 emissions from passenger cars (produced by each manufacturer
supplying the EU market) in the NEDC (New
European Driving Cycle) were set to 130 g/km
by the end of 2015, with the aim of reducing
them to 95 g/km by 2021 and an expected target for 2025 is 75 g/km. Similar legislation has
been passed in Japan, China, the USA, Canada,
India, Mexico, Brazil and South Korea, with
more countries to follow.
One way to reduce (local) CO2 emissions and
meet the legislation requirements is to introduce
electrification of the powertrain, but this is still
very costly. Hence, the number of affordable
hybrid and fully electric vehicles is likely to
be limited in the near future and combustion
engines will be needed for at least a few more
decades. Thus, the car industry is still making
intense efforts to reduce the fuel consumption
of both gasoline and diesel engines in order to
meet the future CO2 emission reduction targets
at affordable costs.
As well as meeting requirements to increase
specific power and reduce CO 2 emissions,
emissions of toxic exhaust gases must be further reduced. Exhaust gas aftertreatment has
become essential to reach emission targets,
and the warm-up time for the catalysts (time
to start of conversion) is becoming critical.
Consequently, there is an urgent need for technology that can help to increase power density,
reduce fuel consumption and reduce tailpipe
emissions at affordable costs for the customer.
Many of the measures that are easy to implement and relatively cheap have already been
adopted, and hence new ways have to be found.
One of the energy conversion losses in internal
combustion engines is heat transfer from the
hot cylinder charge and exhaust gas to the surrounding walls. Figure 43 shows a typical heat
flow distribution in a combustion engine. If this
heat loss to the coolant can be reduced, more
heat can be converted to work and the heat load

Figure 43. Engine energy flow distribution; typical coolant losses are
between 20 to 35% of the total fuel
energy.

on the exposed engine components reduced.
Both fuel economy and engine durability would
be improved and may be possible to increase
specific power. Moreover, the increased temperature of the exhaust gases may provide more
energy to the exhaust turbine and enable faster
catalyst activity for improved emissions conversion. Additionally, when less heat is transferred
to the coolant, the cooling system dimensions
and weight can be reduced.
Reducing heat losses in internal combustion
engines, especially diesel engines, has been a
major research objective for a long time. In the
early days, the target was to create an adiabatic
engine with high efficiency and no need for
cooling. Tested measures to reduce heat losses
included use of stainless steel with low thermal conductivity and air gap insulated pistons
and cylinder heads, as well as the first ceramic
thermal barrier coatings. The results from these
investigations were not as positive as expected;
the thermal efficiency was even reduced in some
cases. Since then, numerous configurations
have been tested and simulated with diverse
outcomes, but no means for reducing heat transfer by insulation were commercially available
at the start of the project.
This background summary raises several questions that this project will seek to address. Why
are no technical solutions for reducing heat
losses implemented in current LD engines?
Are options too costly, insufficiently effective
or durable, and/or inadequately developed?
What do we need to understand better in order
to reduce heat losses?

Methods

This PhD project will focus on the following
three strategies to reduce heat losses from
internal combustion engines and reduce thermal loading of the currently highly stressed
components:

• Application of insulating and reflective surface coatings, also known as thermal barrier
coatings (TBCs). This is the measure that
has been most thoroughly investigated, with
both positive and negative results. Today, a
number of companies provide specialized
coatings for racing engines and HD truck
aftermarkets. New thermal barriers and
reflective coatings have also been developed
in material development centres in recent
years. Thus, a high priority is to evaluate the
thermal insulation capability and, to a certain
extent, durability of these new materials.
• Reducing heat transfer by using surface
structures tailored to influence flows and the
thickness of boundary layers, aiming to
avoid contact between hot gases and solid
surfaces. Inspiration can be found in nature
and other fields of physics that deal with
boundary layers in relation to friction reduction. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
will be the most important tool in these
investigations.
• Fuel spray manipulation to improve air-fuel
mixing and reduce spray penetration, preventing hot gases from reaching the combustion chamber walls. Initial ideas to achieve
these goals have been formulated, but they
require discussion and development.
All strategies and associated measures will be
investigated by a combination of simulations
using a commercial CFD code and experiments
with a single-cylinder engine and possibly spray
chamber. The first experiments with the engine
will focus on overall effects of selected coatings
(at various locations) on the engine’s efficiency,
exhaust temperature, cylinder head temperature
and piston cooling oil temperature.

Results

A literature and patent study on the subject is
currently underway. An interesting finding is
that Toyota has announced the introduction of
a TBC based on aluminium oxide and silica
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oxide in their new 4-cylinder 2.8 litre diesel
engines to reduce fuel consumption. However,
the coating is applied on just a small part of
the piston surface and claims of the effect on
fuel consumption are not backed up by Toyota’s
scientific publications on the topic. It will be an
interesting development to follow up.
The first experimental campaign of the PhD
project was run in March and April 2016 at
Volvo Cars. Four different state-of-the-art thermal barrier surface coatings were investigated.
Two of the coatings were more classical and
have been studied quite extensively, whereas
the other two were coatings developed for the
aftermarket and racing. Figure 44 and Figure
45 show pictures of the coated hardware.
Figure 44. Pistons with thermal barrier coatings. Left: hard anodized aluminium oxide. Right: plasma sprayed
zirconium oxide.

Figure 45. Thermal barrier coated
cylinder head, valves and pistons
by Swaintech. The piston on the left
is an original, uncoated piston. The
Swaintech names for the coating of
the middle piston is ‘Gold’ and of the
right piston ‘TBC’.
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Some researchers have reported that thin coatings, typically with thicknesses around 0.05 mm
perform better than thick coatings. Thick coatings of aluminium oxide and zirconium oxide
usually have a rough surface finish due to the
production process, which may explain their
poor performance. Therefore, experiments were
conducted on polished coatings. Also, both polished and sandblasted uncoated pistons were
included in the measurement campaign. Table
1 shows some typical coating properties. Figure
46 shows a cross-section of the zirconium oxide
TBC with bond coat. The rough surface can be
clearly distinguished.
The experiments were performed on a single
cylinder diesel engine at Volvo Cars with the
combustion system specification of the first

Name in tests Main elements Thickness [mm] Roughness Ra [µm]

Supplier

ZiO

Zr, O, Ni

0.2

7.3 (3.5)

University West

AlO

Al, O, Si

0.2

7.2 (5.5)

Mahle

Gold

Si, O, Al

0.05

1.4

Swaintech

TBC

Al, O, P, Cr

0.04

1.5

Swaintech

Ref

Al (Si)

Uncoated

1.3

Mahle

Table 1. Coating properties. The
values of surface roughness given
in brackets refer to after polishing.

Figure 46. Cross-section of plasma
sprayed zirconium oxide thermal
barrier coating. The dark section top
left is the aluminium substrate, the
lighter gray layer in the middle is the
bond coat, the lightest grey on the
right is the zirconium oxide top coat.

Table 2. Operating points for the single cylinder engine. The fuel injection
was divided into a pilot injection and
main injection phase.

Operating point Speed [rpm] Fuel [mg/str] Pintake [bar]

Pexhaust [bar]

Pfuel [bar]

CO2in [%]

IMEP [bar]

2.8

1500, 2000

0

̴ 20

1

3000

2 + 58

2

1500

2 + 28

1.7

1.9

1000

0, 1.5, 3

̴ 10

3

1500

2 + 13

1.3

1.5

500

0, 1.5, 3, 4

̴5

2.6

generation VED4 engine hardware. For each
operating point, fast pressure data from the
cylinder, intake and exhaust were recorded for
100 cycles, together with injector current and
fuel pressure in the injector body. Data were
recorded during two minutes and comprised
emissions, temperatures and pressures standard
for a single cylinder test bench. Extra sensors
were added to measure piston cooling oil flow
and temperature to investigate the heat load on
the piston with different coatings.
The automated test run for each hardware
specification consisted of 26 operating points, a
combination of the three load points detailed in
Table 2 and corresponding motored points without fuel injection. The highest load point was
run with two fuel pressure levels, whereas the
two lowest load points were run with an increasing amount of EGR (intake CO2) to investigate
the effect of EGR and soot deposits on heat
transfer. The combustion surfaces were cleaned
in between hardware changes in order to start
each test run with unsooted parts. Images were
captured before and after each test run.

The indicated efficiency is a parameter that
shows the amount of work on the piston during
one combustion cycle as a fraction of the energy
input of the fuel. Figure 47 shows this efficiency
for the reference piston (three repetitions), the
zirconium oxide coated piston and the aluminium oxide coated piston. Both coated pistons
were tested with either an original or polished

Figure 47. Indicated efficiency for
the reference piston (3x) and pistons
coated with aluminium oxide or zirconium oxide and either a rough or
polished surface finish. Run points 6
and 7 are high load, 12-14 medium
load and 20-23 low load points.
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surface. On the horizontal axis, the run numbers
are shown. It can be clearly seen that the coated
pistons had a lower efficiency. However, the
polished pistons performed slightly better than
the rough pistons.
Figure 48 shows the apparent heat release calculated from the cylinder pressure data. The
piston with a rough aluminium oxide coating
and the reference piston showed a very similar heat release until 8 degrees before top dead
centre (TDC). From then until 15 degrees after
TDC, the apparent heat release was significantly
lower. This coincides with the phase in the
combustion process where the interaction of
the spray and bowl rim is most intense. After
15 degrees after TDC, the heat release for the
coated piston increased above that of the reference piston and the total accumulated heat
release was almost the same for both pistons.
This indicates slower combustion and/or intensified heat transfer during the peak of the heat
release and faster combustion and/or less heat
transfer in the later part of the combustion cycle
for the coated piston.

First conclusions

The two traditional coatings based on zirconium oxide and aluminium oxide showed a
small reduction in indicated efficiency, mainly
caused by a slower apparent heat release rate.
These results are accordance to earlier findings
in the literature. However, when the surface
roughness was reduced, the negative effects of
the coatings became smaller. The same effect of
surface roughness was seen with a sand blasted
aluminium piston, where efficiency deteriorated
and the heat release rate became slower.

Figure 48. Calculated apparent
rate of heat release (RoHR) and
total apparent heat release (HR)
for the reference piston (blue)
and coated piston with rough
aluminium oxide (red). Load case
1500 rpm, 30 mg/stroke total
fuel quantity.
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The thin, smooth coatings from Swaintech did
not show much difference in efficiency and heat
release. Remarkably, the first run with the Gold
and TBC coatings showed a small increase in
efficiency, but the repetition runs for both pistons showed lower efficiency again.

Outlook, future work

During the spring of 2017, the work will focus
on writing two articles and the Licentiate thesis. In parallel, modelling and simulation of the
experiments will be commenced. This will be
carried with commercial CFD software, calculating the conjugated heat transfer with standard
heat transfer models.
The results from the simulation will be used
to analyse the processes responsible for the
experimental results and increase understanding of how to further reduce heat transfer and
heat load. The output of the CFD model will
be compared with the experimental data and
adjusted where needed. The model could then
be used for prediction of results when investigating new ideas.
Further, an FFI project has been started with
the target to develop and study new advanced
plasma sprayed thermal barrier coatings. This
project is being conducted as a cooperation
between University West, Volvo Cars, Volvo
Trucks and Scania. The plan is to test a first
selection of new coatings in the single cylinder
engine in October-November this year.
Mahle has continued the development of hard
anodized pistons (aluminium oxide) and the
plan is to test these as well during the same
experimental campaign as the plasma sprayed
coatings in the fall.

Spray Formation Dynamics
Objectives

This project aims to measure spray formation
dynamics of diesel fuel injection by means
of a detailed investigation of the near-field
behaviour of a mono-hole Scania XPI injector.
This injector can function at unusually high
injection pressures, allowing investigation of
a real production geometry over a wide range
of conditions.

behaviour. Additional experiments investigating this effect have been conducted in a steady
laboratory spray with carefully controlled inlet
parameters. This work compared the base case
jet (no swirling) and jet with low-level swirl.
As Figure 50 shows, the jet with low-level swirl
exhibit spreading which is qualitatively similar
to the form observed in diesel sprays.

Background

Numerical modelling of the internal f low
[177] has indicated that low levels of swirl are
expected to persist at the orifice as a result of
large-scale vortices that develop in the sac volume. In addition, this rotational flow may be
related to the formation of string cavitation,
which has been observed at the nozzle exit and
inside the nozzle volume.

A thorough understanding of diesel spray formation presents several challenges, especially
in the near field, where the position and motion
of internal fluid structures are obscured by
dense clouds of fuel droplets [125], Figure 49.
The form and content of this near-nozzle region
is a point of contention in current research. At
present, it is not clear exactly when and under
what conditions an intact liquid core exists at
the nozzle exit in the atomization regime [327].
As Figure 49 shows, a continuous liquid column
at the nozzle exit should undergo breakup and
shed mass. Here, one would expect a reduction in the apparent cross-section of the jet as
it progresses downstream.

Project leader

Assoc. Prof. David Sedarsky

Researcher

Domenico Crescenzo (industrial
PhD student from Scania)

Figure 49. Schematic of jet breakup
regimes [125].

However, relatively recent investigations of the
spray inner structure have shown the opposite
trend in the apparent cross-section at high injection pressures. Using a dense-media imaging
approach, known as ballistic imaging [125],
it is possible to visualize the liquid structures
buried in the dense cloud of droplets surrounding a diesel spray.
Preliminary results with this technique have
indicated that under some conditions, the liquid
starts to disperse immediately as it leaves the
injector nozzle (Figure 50). This observation
calls into question the existence of an intact
liquid core in the near-nozzle region and raises
new questions regarding the spray formation
dynamics. Logically, the spreading jet should
entrain substantial amounts of air as it grows
downstream from the orifice. Indeed, X-ray
radiography measurements under milder conditions [329] have shown that the fuel volume
fraction in the core is often less than 100%.

Figure 50. Ballistic image of a diesel
jet issuing into ambient pressure.
Results show that the fuel liquid core
tends to diverge as it leaves the injector nozzle, positioned in the upper
part of the figure [328]. This outcome
questions the presence of an intact
spray liquid core.

One possibility for this spreading could be that
a highly turbulent, wall-bounded interior flow is
suddenly released into a free shear layer. Thus,
the turbulent energy could drive this spreading
behaviour. As an alternative, a recent investigation performed by Sedarsky et al. [177]
identified low-level swirl in the nozzle flow as
a possible contributing factor for the observed
47
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The following hypotheses will be examined
in the project:
Hypothesis 1
Low levels of swirl are significant to the formation dynamics of Diesel sprays. This hypothesis
is supported by early experiments in [329] and
numerical simulations performed in [177].

Domenico Crescenzo,
Industrial PhD student, Scania,
Division of Combustion,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.

Figure 51. Shadowgrams of noncavitating test sprays showing nearnozzleand fully-developed flow for
unperturbed and swirling flows
(Re=100k, We=120k): a) nearnozzle, no swirl; b) near-nozzle, with
swirl; c) developed, no swirl; d) developed, with swirl [177].
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Hypothesis 2
The release of wall-bounded turbulence is a
significant contributing factor leading to the
spreading of the fuel jet in the spray formation
region (near field).

Methods

Several experimental methods will be applied in
this work. To investigate Hypothesis 1, we will
develop a new diagnostic technique based on a
newly available, robust and long-lived phosphorescent fuel tracer (Eu—TTA--TOPO ternary
chelate) [331]. The injector will be mounted in
the small spray chamber and the phosphorescent
tracer will be blended with the fuel. A vertical
stripe of phosphorescence will be generated
in the liquid core just at the nozzle outlet by
irradiating the jet with a line of laser light (exciting phosphorescence in the fuel tracer with a
vertical sheet). The motion and deformation of
this small region of the jet will then be imaged
using a high speed camera. Rotation (if it exists)
and the speed of rotation will be measured by
analysis of motion in the stripe features.

The second hypothesis will be investigated by
resolving spray structure and correlating spray
structure motion using ultrafast shadow imaging (USI) and time-gated ballistic imaging (BI).
The statistical mapping of velocity in the spray
under a range of conditions made possible by
this approach will be used to identify anomalous
spray behaviour and possible cavitation phenomena that significantly impact spray formation and the eventual far-field fuel distribution.

Results

A fluorescence/phosphorescence flow tagging
approach similar to fluorescent tagging used for
velocity determination in gas-phase flows [332]
has been adapted to measure swirl intensity in
the near field of a Scania production fuel injector
for diesel engines. For the work presented here,
a specially constructed long-lived tracer which
can be excited by ultraviolet light and emits
light in the visible range was blended with the
fuel [331]. Pulsed light from a frequency tripled
Nd:YAG laser was focused on the spray, exciting the tracer and generating a phosphorescent
marker, which was imaged and tracked for swirl
characterization in the spray.
Here, the collimated laser sheet, with an energy
pulse of 15 mJ/pulse was tightly focused on
the steady-spray dodecane fuel jet. This produced a broad phosphorescent line feature with
a Gaussian intensity profile on the jet surface
perpendicular to the downstream axis of the jet.

a)

b)

c)

d)
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a)
This line feature was subsequently imaged by
a camera placed near the optical axis defined
by the laser sheet. Figure 52 shows the imaging
arrangement, together with an image of the field
of view with the mounted injector visible and a
preliminary phosphorescence image.
Due to the Gaussian intensity profile of the incident laser beam, it follows that we obtain a bellshaped emission profile was obtained from the
tracer. By searching for the peak emission in a
pair of time-correlated images of the same phosphorescence feature, we estimated the degree
of lateral motion in the spray on the centerline.
Figure 53 shows the intensity shift measured in
a pair of time-correlated images of the tracked
feature, indicating displacement due to radial
motion of the tracer on the jet surface.

b)

c)

The student involved in this work (Domenico
Crescenzo) has left Scania to work at Janssen
Pharmaceutical, and thus will not be able to
continue the work planned in this project. A
new student will be recruited in 2017 to continue with advanced measurements of near-field
dynamics in the Scania high-pressure system.

Figure 52. a) Phosphorescent imaging arrangement. b) Background image showing field-of-view and mounted injector. c) Preliminary phosphorescent image of dodecane spray.

Figure 53. Phosphorescence intensity shift measured in an image-pair,
indicating lateral motion (swirl).

Conclusions and ongoing work

Initial measurements and proof-of-concept
work have been completed for the measurement
of swirl on the centerline. More work needs to
be done refining the analysis to generate reliable
estimates of swirl number and rotational motion.

Marine Engine Fuel Injection
Objectives

This project aims to correlate the fuel flow and
cavitation inside a marine injector with spray
formation, droplet mixing, vaporization and
combustion.

Background

Much of the ongoing marine engine development
is focused on meeting the requirements of the
IMO Tier III legislation, which will first go into
effect in 2016. Tier III dictates an 80% reduction in NOx engine out levels. Hence, engine
manufacturers are investigating engine internal
NOx reduction methods, such as Miller/Atkinson
timing, water in fuel emulsions and EGR. The
development of these methods requires a comprehensive understanding of the internal engine
processes, especially fuel injection behaviour,
which drives mixture preparation in the combustion chamber. A key challenge to computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling of such engines
is to achieve better predictability. A weak link
in that problem has been detailed understanding of the flows in the interior of the nozzle
and their effect on fuel spray formation (primary breakup). Primary breakup is the least
understood part of the spray combustion process
[125,319] and is the topic of this project.

Project leader

Assoc. Prof. David Sedarsky

Project co-leader

Dr. Andreas Schmid (Winterthur
Gas & Diesel Ltd.)

Researcher

Reto Balz (industrial PhD student
from Winterthur Gas & Diesel Ltd.)

It is becoming clear that cavitation plays a large
role in the development of such a spray. It can
occur as “geometric cavitation” (located at the
corner and wall of the nozzle hole and caused
by the sudden reduction of static pressure as the
flow enters the passages) or as “string cavitation” (sometimes called “vortex cavitation”,
appearing transiently within the core of strong
vortices that can build up in these geometries
(see, e.g. Andriotis et al. [330]). It appears
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that both types of cavitation can occur in the
kind of injector under study. It is not clear how
switching from one type of internal flow to
another will affect spray formation, and thus
spray breakup, mixing and combustion in a real
marine engine during one cycle.

Reto Balz, Industrial PhD student,
Winterthur Gas and Diesel,
Division of Combustion,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.

Winterthur Gas&Diesel Ltd. (Win G&D) is a
Swiss company that provides advanced 2-stroke
marine engine designs that are then constructed
by various contractors and installed in ships at
various locations across Asia. Their main products are the designs, which are driven by intellectual capacity within the company, much of it
generated by CFD. One of the greatest impediments to developing next generation designs is
the ability to predict coupled spray formation,
mixing and combustion. Therefore, the goals of
this project are to deliver experimental observations required to develop new models and then
to validate them.
The student will investigate interior flows for
a selection of optically transmissive nozzles
developed in collaboration with Win G&D. The
interior flows will be correlated with spray formation in the spray near field using methods discussed below. After several years at Chalmers,
the student will then study the far field and
combustion in the spray chamber at Win G&D
using metal versions of the same injector tips.

Methods

The Chalmers team has recently developed
optically transmissive injector tips that can
withstand higher fuel pressures than previous designs (see Falgout and Linne [240]). The
nozzle tips are modified to match Win G&D
geometries and used for the in-nozzle flow
investigations. Spray formation in the near
field can be observed using ballistic imaging,
a technique developed by the Chalmers team.
Unfortunately, rebounding fuel jets inside the
chamber tend to produce streams of large drops
that filled the space between the jet and the
window, occluding optical access to the spray
formation region. Ballistic imaging can minimize image corruption by small drops that scatter light off axis. Large drops in the geometric
regime refract light without scattering and,
when present in high number density throughout the volume, they simply attenuate light.
Moreover, the same jets produce significant
window fouling, causing further attenuation.
In this project, we will develop a room temperature, pressurized chamber designed specifically
for marine injectors. It will minimize the fuel jet
rebound problem and improve the quality of the
images. Room temperature will be used here so
that transparent tips can be used in coordination
with ballistic imaging. In the near field, the density ratio and cavitation number matter much
more than temperature, and it will be possible
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to match important density ratios and cavitation
numbers at room temperature.
The far field of the spray under combusting and
non-combusting conditions will be investigated
using the high pressure and temperature spray
chamber in Winterthur [333], see Figure 54.
This chamber has the same inner bore as a small
Win G&D marine two-stroke with the same
volume as the engine. The swirl number of the
engine is also emulated by the jet of hot gas that
enters the chamber from the heater section. In
this device, the gas pressure can peak at 140
bar with peak temperatures around 900 °C.
This device has windows that can be placed at
various locations allowing investigators to view
different regions of the spray. High-speed planar
laser diagnostics are available for Mie scattering from drops, Rayleigh scattering from molecules, and selected laser induced fluorescence.
Injector concepts that have been investigated in
optical layouts at Chalmers will subsequently be
investigated as metal injectors at Win G&D for a
full accounting of spray performance from inside
the injector out to the fully formed fuel spray.

Results

A large spray chamber has been built to deal
with the rebounding fuel jet from the marine
injector nozzles. The spray chamber has been
constructed for ambient temperatures and
pressures up to 30 bar to match engine-like air
densities of 35 kg/m3. The system includes an
auxiliary pressure vessel that allows rapid flushing of the spray chamber volume. The auxiliary
tank is mounted at the bottom as depicted in
Figure 55 and also serves to collect the spent
fuel. The spray chamber is mounted on a rig
and the controls and sensors are collected in an
electrical box, so that the spray chamber can be
operated and moved as a unit. This is of great
importance regarding the use of the ballistic
imaging technique, which involves a sensitive
optical alignment and stationary laser sources.
Line-of-sight optical access is provided by two
fused silica windows with optically usable
diameters of 120 mm. Fused silica materials
are used here, since the common window glass
is thermally pre-stressed and therefore interferes
with the lights polarization. This is important
for time-gated BI, which uses a time-dependent
rotation of polarization as the primary timegating mechanism. Two flanges that are orthogonally arranged with respect to the optical lineof-sight are used for mechanical access (solid
plate) and for the injector mount, respectively.
The chamber flanges are compatible with the
high-pressure, high-temperature spray chamber
at Chalmers. The mounted injector was adapted
from hardware provided by Win G&D; its nozzle
has been modified so that the transparent nozzle
holder can be mounted (see Figure 56 b).

Figure 54. High pressure and temperature spray research chamber
at Win G&D.

Transparent nozzles have been manufactured
for initial measurements and have been successfully tested in the new spray chamber. The
simple nozzle design with an orifice diameter of
0.75 mm is depicted in Figure 56 a) together with
a matching metal nozzle. To cope with the lack
of volume flow for the large nozzle diameters,
a piston accumulator with a total volume of 5 l
has been ordered and commissioned. Here, the
fuel is pressurized by an air-driven fuel pump
and the pre-pressurized nitrogen limits any fuel
pressure drop during the injection period.

Figure 55. New, large spray chamber
at Chalmers.

A pulsed diode-laser which is able to match the
framerate of the high speed imaging system
has been set up to optimize the in-nozzle flow
imaging. This source should improve the image
quality significantly compared to previous work
using continuous light sources, which exhibited
substantial in-frame motion blurring.

Figure 56 (below). a) Transparent
and metal nozzle of first design
matching marine injector dimensions and b) nozzle holder mounted
on Win G&D injector.

Conclusions and ongoing work

The new spray chamber and test rig for the innozzle flow and near nozzle spray investigations
have been completed and successfully tested.
The initial measurements are underway (status:
30.01.2017) and are set to provide results of innozzle flow and ballistic imaging of the primary
breakup of the nozzle geometries depicted in
Figure 56.Additionally, this data will be shared
for validation of CFD cavitation models within
the group of Professor M. Oevermann. After the
end of the experimental block, the results and
experience with the rig will be used to optimize
and prepare the system for upcoming measurements with various nozzle geometries.
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Dual-Fuel RCCI Combustion
Objectives
Project leader

Prof. Ingemar Denbratt

Researcher

Zhiqin Jia (PhD student)

The objectives of this project are threefold:
to conduct experimental investigation of gasdiesel RCCI combustion in a heavy duty engine,
to validate a 3D dual-fuel combustion model
against experimental data, and to explore RCCI
combustion details, such as start of ignition,
flame propagation and emission formation, with
ANSYS FORTE.

Introduction

In recent years, the automotive scientific community and vehicle companies have focused
considerable research effort on maximizing
overall engine efficiency and reducing harmful
emissions from internal combustion engines.
Conventional diesel engines have great advantages in terms of thermal efficiency but generally struggle to achieve low emissions of both
NOx and soot.
Various low temperature combustion (LTC)
concepts such as HCCI, PCCI and RCCI have
attracted attention in recent years because they
offer both high engine efficiency and low emissions of NOx and soot emissions [334-336]. The
RCCI concept, also known as dual-fuel PCCI,
surpasses the other methods because it allows
the combustion process to be controlled by the
fuel’s reactivity. It has been demonstrated to be
viable over a wide range of engine loads and
speeds. RCCI uses both high-octane and highcetane fuels to achieve auto-ignition and tune
the fuel-air mixture’s reactivity. Both fuels can
be direct-injected, or only the high-cetane fuel
can be direct injected while the high-octane fuel
is port-injected. Regarding the RCCI concept,
most previous work has been conducted with
gasoline-diesel [337-339]. In contrast, research
on gas-diesel RCCI combustion is quite limited,
especially for direct gas injection.
Figure 57. Layout of the engine test
cell.
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Methods

Experimental investigations have so far been
conducted using direct-injected diesel together
with either port-injected NG (natural gas) or
methane (mimic of biogas). A schematic layout
of the engine test cell is shown in Figure 57. Two
main RCCI test campaigns were carried out
using NG and diesel. To achieve RCCI combustion, diesel was injected early during the compression stroke. The last test campaign of this
project will use direct-injected diesel and gas.
Numerical investigations have been started
based on a Chalmers developed 3D dual-fuel
model. Agreement between simulation and
experiment were good for conventional gasdiesel combustion (diesel injected near TDC to
control combustion phasing). However, agreement for RCCI was not promising. Therefore, we
switched to using commercial software ANSYS
FORTE for engine simulations. These simulations were performed on a 51.4°/ 72° sector mesh
to capture one spray region of the 7/5-orifice
nozzle. The mechanism was assumed to be a
reduced mechanism (189 species and1539 reactions) generated by the chemkin workbench and
used in IC engine simulations of a diesel piloted
natural gas engine. The surrogate diesel was
represented by n-heptane (nc7h16) as the species and n-tetradecane as the physical properties. NG was specified as CH4.

Experimental results
Effect of Injection duration
Experimental investigations of the influence
of different parameters (diesel injection timing, injection quantity, EGR, compression ratio
and load) on RCCI combustion have been conducted. Figure 58 shows the effect of varying
the amount of fuel injected during second injection. The test was conducted at 9 bar BMEP,
1200 rpm, CR17 and EGR of 42%. NOx and
soot emissions were maintained at relatively

low levels during the second injection sweep.
The indicated thermal efficiency increased with
decreasing second injection duration, reaching
52.89% when the second injection duration was
2.16 degrees.
Effect of combustion phasing at various
IVC timings
The influence of late IVC timing at various
CA50 phasings is shown in Figure 59. With the
retard of IVC timing, NOx and BSFC increased,
whereas the coefficient of variance remained
almost constant. The CoV of all test cases was
below 3%, indicating that the stability of these
tests was good. Overall, CA50=6 ATDC at various IVC timings showed better fuel economy
and emissions than the other CA50 phasings.

could be maintained by using late inlet valve
closing timing. LIVC could be used to extend
load operation range with optimum CA50 phasings. Agreement between the simulation and
experiment was good in terms of pressure and
heat release rate traces. However, the model
failed to capture the slow combustion after low
temperature heat release in the experiment. The
simulation needs to be further tuned.
Zhiqin Jia, PhD Student,
Division of Combustion,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.
Figure 58. Influence of diesel second injection duration on engine emissions and thermal efficiency.

Simulation results

Numerical work with commercial software
ANSYS FORTE is ongoing. Figure 60 shows
a RCCI comparison case between experiment
and simulation for pressure and heat release rate
traces. The RCCI experiment case was conducted at 9 bar BMEP, 1200 rpm, EGR 25% and
SOI 55 BTDC. The overall agreement between
simulation and experiments has so far been
good. From heat release rate traces, the start
of combustion in the simulation has been found
to be retarded by several degrees compared to
experimental case. Moreover, slow combustion
after low temperature heat release in the experiment case was not captured in the simulation.
Therefore, the model needs to be further tuned.

Figure 59. Engine-out NOx, CoV and BSFC at different CA50 and IVC timings (1200 rpm, 9 bar BMEP).

Conclusions

The gas-diesel RCCI experimental results
obtained so far show the potential of reaching very high thermal efficiency (over 50%)
and maintaining low NOx and soot emissions
at the same time. At high compression ratio,
it was difficult to control combustion phasing
even with high EGR levels. The limiting factor preventing the load from being extended
is the peak pressure. Different CA50 phasings
Figure 60. Comparison of pressure and heat release rate traces for experiment and simulation.
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Emission Aware Energy Management of Hybrid Vehicles
Background
Project leader
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Jonathan Lock (PhD student)

In hybrid vehicles, a combustion engine is
complemented with an electric generator, an
electrical machine and a battery. To reduce
exhaust emissions from combustion engines,
after treatment systems are employed. From
a control perspective, the main challenge is
to optimize all subsystems for all possible
scenarios that the vehicle may be used for. In
electric hybrid vehicles, it is common to place
an energy management system on top of the
control hierarchy, which primarily decides
on how the power should be split between the
electric machine and the combustion engine. In
most of today’s energy management systems,
the dynamic effects of the combustion system
and after treatment systems are often neglected.
This project aims to improve the overall propulsion system of hybrid vehicles regarding both
emissions and fuel consumption by a systematic approach based on optimal control.

Project goals

1. Assess the potential of an energy management controller that is aware of the (full)
state of the combustion and after treatment
system.
2. Design an energy management control
architecture that can utilize state information from the combustion system (including
the after treatment system) and provide near
optimal control of the involved subsystems
for a range of vehicle drive cycles.
3. Demonstrate the benefits of the developed
control structures by vehicle testing in a
hybrid test rig for a limited set of drive cycles.

Results (project started May 2016)

Jonathan Lock, PhD student,
Signals and Systems,
Chalmers University of Technology.
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Determining the optimal control to apply to
a vehicle, e.g. combustion engine and electric motor power, in order to minimize fuel
consumption and keep emissions within legal
limits is a computationally complex problem to
solve. This problem is exacerbated if the complexity of the exhaust after treatment dynamics (such as catalyst temperature) is also taken
into account. Current state-of-the-art methods
are poorly suited to this level of complexity;
computational times are unreasonably large
and can take weeks or longer for a 20-minute
drive cycle. In particular, the large range of
time scales among the different components in
the system makes modelling computationally
difficult. For example, whereas the time constant for catalyst temperature changes are typically around 30 seconds, battery discharge can
easily take an hour or more. Traditional methods are limited by the parameter that changes
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most quickly, making the total computational
time very slow.
An adapted method has been developed, implemented in Matlab, tested and verified for several test cases. The method has been shown to
reduce the computational time required by a
factor of the time scale of the dynamics. This
would correspond to an increase in the simulation speed of the order of 60*60/30 = 120 times,
i.e. a simulation taking weeks could now be
carried out in hours. These results are promising as they open up possibility of for using
relatively detailed models that would otherwise
take too long to simulate. The results have been
summarized in a submitted paper.
During 2017, we will continue developing a
suitable after-treatment model. Preferably,
this should be a model that allows execution
on a GPU (graphics processing unit), which
may further increase the calculation speed by
about 10-50 times. With the full vehicle model,
including the after-treatment system, solve the
optimal control problem for a set of driving
cycles and permitted emission levels. This will
provide an upper limit of fuel efficiency for
the system under test. We will then verify the
simulated emission/fuel consumption results in
the Chalmers hybrid vehicle test cell.

Waste Heat Recovery – Phase II
Objectives

The waste heat recovery project (WHR) is
a continuation of a previous WHR project
(WHR-I) started in 2010. In this first phase,
high temperature components (EGR cooler
and exhaust) were selected as heat sources for
the Rankine cycle. The potential reduction of
fuel consumption was shown to be between 4
and 6%. The second phase of the WHR project
(WHR-II) aims to improve this reduction by
evaluating WHR alternatives and including low
temperature heat sources and combinations of
heat sources. Initially, not only the Rankine
cycle will be evaluated but other thermodynamic power cycles as well. More specifically
the project goals are as follows:
• Evaluation of the potential use of selected
thermodynamic power cycles using different
working fluids and heat sources, including
low temperature sources.
• Validation of thermodynamic simulation of
cycle and cycle components with experimental data.

duty Diesel engine was previously developed
and experimentally validated for the stationary points in the European Stationary Cycle.
Inside the engine, several potential waste heat
sources can be identified: the charge air cooler
(CAC), exhaust gas recirculation cooler (EGC),
the exhaust gas flow and the engine cooling
fluid. The results from this model will serve as
a basis for performing an energy and exergy
analysis at each operating point.

Project leader

Prof. Sven Andersson

Project co-leader

Assoc. Prof. Karin Munch

Researcher

Jelmer Johannes Rijpkema
(PhD student)

Figure 61. Experimental setup of engine and power cycle.

Background

To meet market demands and comply with existing and future legislation, vehicle manufacturers need to reduce the fuel consumption of their
vehicles. Therefore, it is increasingly important
to develop highly efficient engines with low
operating costs. A promising way of increasing fuel efficiency is by capturing waste heat
because it represents more than half of the fuel
energy lost. Previous studies have shown that
fitting a heat recovery system to a Diesel engine
can reduce its fuel consumption by up to 10%.
The WHR-II project is a collaboration between
all three Swedish academic competence centres in internal combustion engines (CERC at
Chalmers, KCFP in Lund and CCGEx at KTH)
and Volvo Car Corporation, with Chalmers taking overall responsibility for the project.

Methods

The WHR project includes both simulations and
experiments. By including both modelling and
experimental work, the potential of the selected
thermodynamic power cycle can be investigated
and validated.
Thermodynamic power cycles will be simulated in Modelica coupled to the CoolProp fluid
database. Each cycle alternative will be evaluated for a number of appropriate working fluids
and boundary conditions. To establish the heat
input into the power cycle, operating conditions
from an actual heavy duty Diesel engine are
used as boundary conditions for the cycle heat
source. A GT-Power model of a 12.8L heavy

For the experiments, a heavy duty Diesel engine
will be connected to an experimental setup of
the thermodynamic power cycle. The experiments will be used to validate and improve the
simulations. The final experimental setup has
not yet been decided. However, it will be similar
to the setup used in the previous project, shown
in Figure 61. In the WHR-I project, the setup
consisted of a 12.8L heavy duty EGR engine
connected to the power cycle using the EGR
cooler. The heat rejected from the exhaust gases
was added to the working fluid of the power
cycle.

Results

The GT-Power model was previously validated
for 12 operating points, as shown in Figure 62.
Using the results from the GT-Power model,
energy analysis showed that there is potential
for waste heat recovery for all the selected components, i.e. CAC, engine coolant, EGC and
exhaust gas leaving the engine. This is shown
in Figure 63, where the minimum and maximum
values of the heat loss are plotted as a fraction of
the total heat loss for each selected component.
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Jelmer J. Rijpkema, PhD Student,
Division of Combustion,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.
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Figure 62. Operating points GTPower model.

Based on a literature review, four power cycles
have been identified for further investigation:
• Organic Rankine cycle (ORC)
• Transcritical Rankine cycle (TRC)
• Single flash cycle (SFC)
• Trilateral flash cycle (TFC)
Schematics of these cycles are shown in Figure
64 and Figure 65. Figure 64 shows the ORC,
TRC and TFC. The hot heat exchanger can be
classified as an evaporator in the case of the
ORC and a heater in the other two cases. Figure
65 shows the main components of the SFC.
For each cycle, a steady state model was developed in Modelica. The results of simulations are
shown in the form of a Ts-diagram in Figure 66.

Figure 63. Heat loss contribution
per component.

The input for the heat source (m
 , cp ,Tin ,Tout )
was kept constant in these simulations, leading
to a different working fluid for the TRC. The
thermodynamic cycle is basically the same for
the ORC, TRC and TFC:
• 1 2: Compression
• 2 3: Heat addition
• 3 4: Expansion resulting in power
			 generation
• 4 1: Heat rejection
The SFC has a few more steps because the working fluid is flashed to an intermediate pressure
where the fluid is separated into liquid and
vapour and only the vapour is expanded. The
steps for this cycle are as follows:
• 1 2:		 Compression
• 2 3:		 Heat addition
• 3 4:		 Flash evaporation
• 4 4 ’:		 Separation of vapour
• 4 4 ’’: Separation of liquid
• 4 ’ 5 ’: Expansion of vapour resulting in
				power generation
• 4 ’’ 5 ’’: Pressure reduction
• 5 ’, 5 ’’ 6: Mixing of two streams
• 6 1:		 Heat rejection
For this project, working fluids and boundary
conditions will be varied to obtain an optimum
value for the power generated in the cycles.

Figure 64. Schematic of organic
Rankine cycle / transcritical Rankine
cycle /trilateral flash cycle.

Figure 65. Schematic of single flash
cycle.

Outlook

The next step of the project will be to evaluate
the thermodynamic potential for each of the
cycle alternatives using the different engine
components and operating points. Different
working fluids will be evaluated to find the
optimum power for each boundary condition.
One or several boundary conditions will be
selected and considered when designing the
experimental setup.
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Figure 66.
a) Organic Rankine cycle.
b) Transcritical Rankine cycle.
c) Trilateral flash cycle.
d) Single flash cycle.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Future Alternative Transportation Fuels
Objectives

In order to counteract the global warming trend,
renewable alternatives to fossil fuels have to
be designed. The aim of this project is to identify a drop-in fuel that can be used in standard
compression ignition engines without changing
hardware settings. Potential fuels have to fulfill
certain criteria. Most important are low emissions, high fuel conversion efficiency and an
acceptable engine performance. Furthermore,
the availability of feedstock as well as health
and safety issues need to be considered.

In this study, long-chain alcohols were blended
with HVO and diesel or RME to evaluate the
suitability of such mixtures as a future transportation fuel. Important here is the incremental
reduction of fossil diesel fuel in the blends. Four
different alcohol blends were tested: C8-alcohols
n-octanol and 2-ethylhexanol and C10 -alcohols
n-decanol and 2-propylheptanol. n-decanol was
tested in neat form, whereas the others were
tested in three different blends.

Introduction

Fuel characteristics
Fuel blends are designed to mimic properties
of Diesel for use in standard Diesel engines.
Moreover, individual drawbacks of the neat
components (e.g., low heating value, high
lubricity) can be counteracted in the blends.
The main properties considered here are the
Cetane number, lower heating value, density,
boiling point and oxygen content. Table 1 lists
the neat components used and their most relevant properties.

Increasingly strict emission legislation has
prompted research into alternative fuel solutions to secure future energy supply. Diesel
engines provide an efficient combustion technology. Unfortunately, high nitrogen oxide
(NOx) emissions and soot are emitted due to
the diffusion controlled combustion. Alcohol
based fuels (e.g., ethanol) and vegetable oils
(e.g., FAME, RME, HVO) are commercially
available and they have been shown to offer a
suitable renewable fuel alternative. However,
drawbacks include their lower heating values
(ethanol) and availability of the feedstock. To
satisfy a growing need for mobility, alternative
fuel solutions from different renewable origins
have to be sought. When choosing fuels, the
reproducibility from renewable materials and
their physical properties compared to standard
diesel fuel need to be considered.

Project leader

Prof. Ingemar Denbratt

Project co-leader

Assoc. Prof. Karin Munch

Researcher

Josefine Preuss (PhD student)

Background

The alcohols n-octanol and its isomer 2-ethylhexanol as well as n-decanol and its isomer
2-propylheptanol have Diesel-like densities
and boiling points lying within the range for
Diesel. Compared to Diesel, the CN is lower
for these alcohols but still significantly higher
than for short chain alcohols like methanol and
ethanol. Moreover, their lower heating values
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(LHVs) are considerably higher than that of the
commercially available fuel component ethanol
(26.8 MJ/kg) [344]. However, with increasing
chain length, the molar percentage of oxygen
decreases. Several researchers have shown that
adding alcoholic components to standard Diesel
fuel can reduce NOx and soot emissions. The
reduction in soot emissions can partly be attributed to the oxygen content in the fuel [229],
[345-348] better flash point, better lubricity, better CN (but still lower than Diesel, therefore a
Blend with HVO or DNBE is necessary. The
kinetic viscosity of all four alcohols is elevated
compared to Diesel, which might cause difficulties regarding the fuel injection and spray
formation. For the present study, only fuels
that can be generated from renewable sources
were studied. n-octanol and n-decanol can be
produced from E.coli by metabolic reaction or
biochemically converted from platform chemicals. For n-octanol, a production process on a
lab-scale is available [349-351]. The respective
isomers 2-ethylhexanol and 2-propylheptanol
can be obtained from sustainably produced
ethanol from cellulosic biomass [257].

Josefine Preuss, PhD Student,
Division of Combustion,
Department of Applied Mechanics,
Chalmers University of Technology.

HVO was chosen to be blended with the alcohols
to compensate the low CN of the alcohols. HVO
is an aliphatic paraffinic hydrocarbon. It contains
no aromatic structures and is free of sulfur. A
drawback of HVO is the slightly lower density
compared to Diesel. HVO used in Sweden is
mainly produced from oil from vegetable or animal wastes, raw tall oil or palm oil. Worldwide, it
is commonly produced from soy bean oil [352].
Previous research has indicated a decrease in
specific fuel consumption and soot emissions
when using neat HVO [353-356].
Rapeseedmethylester consists of saturated and
unsaturated fatty acids. RME can be produced by
extraction of the oil from rapeseeds, followed by
a refining and transesterification reaction [127].

Table 1. Fuel properties [229,
340-343].

Unit
Abbreviation

Diesel

n-Octanol

D

Oc

EH

C8H18O

Formula

Table 2 shows the blending strategy of the
components and their density, heating value,
oxygen content and CN. The alcohols n-octanol,
2-ethylhexanol, 2-propylheptanol were blended
with HVO and Diesel as well as RME to obtain
a similar CN was reached to that of diesel. The
share of fossil Diesel was decreased from 20%
to 10% to 0%. Fuel mixtures without Diesel
contained 7% RME. As neat n-decanol has a
similar CN to that of diesel, this alcohol was
not blended.
Engine settings and operating conditions
Experiments were performed on a heavy duty
compression ignition single cylinder research
engine equipped with cylinder head D13 from
Volvo. Standard engine settings were applied
for all fuel blends. As a reference, fossil Diesel
was used. Four load points from the European
Stationary Cycle (ESC) were tested: A25, B50,
B75 and C75. The load point B50 was deployed
as a reference point, which was run at the beginning and end of each test cycle to evaluate
the change in engine performance over time.
Measured attributes for engine performance
included the indicated thermal efficiency, coefficient of variation (COV), brake specific fuel
consumption, cylinder pressure, rate of heat
release (RoHR) and exhaust temperature.
Regarding exhaust emissions, nitrogen oxides
(NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned
hydrocarbons (HC) were monitored. To evaluate soot emissions, the particle mass and particle
size distribution were captured.

Results
Engine performance
The indicated thermal efficiency is depicted in
Figure 67. The first dark bar for each operation
point shows the Diesel reference value. Bars for
the three different alcohol-HVO-diesel blends
are shown in the following order of decreasing
n-Decanol

HVO

RME

PH

Dec

HVO

R

C8H18O

C10H22O

C10H22O

C13,3H28,5

C21H38O2

2-Ethyl-hexanol 2-Propyl-heptanol

kg/m3

830

827

832

832

829

779.9

888.3

-

52

34

23.2

33.3

48.2

87.80

53.4

vol.%

5.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

°C

74

80

75

100

82

94

154

MJ/kg

42.9

38.4

38.4(1)

38.9(2)

38.9

44.1

37.3

Oxygen content (Ox)

%

-

12.3

12.3

10.3

10.3

-

10

Boiling point

°C

180-350

195

184

218

221.5

<330

317-346

mm2/s

3.0

5.5

5.2

17.7 (20°C)

8.5

2-4

4.5

Vapor pressure (25°C)

mbar

<1.2

0.19

~0.266

0.21

0.011

0.087

NA

Latent heat of evaporation

kJ/kg

250

545

389

NA

310

NA

NA

Density
Cetane number (CN)
Aromatic content
Flash point
Lower heating value (LHV)

Viscosity Kin. (40°C)

(1) Value taken from n-octanol. (2) Value taken from n-decanol.
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Diesel content (20%, 10%, 0%). The last bar of
each operation point shows data for pure n-decanol. The blends are named with the abbreviations of the constituents and their volumetric
percentage in the blend.
When comparing the performance of Diesel
and the ten different blends, only small differences were observed. Owing to the lower
heating value of the blends compared to Diesel
(see Table 2), the specific fuel consumption
increased by 6%. The indicated thermal efficiency increased for medium load (B50) for all
blends. However, the standard deviation was
relatively high. Therefore, a definite conclusion
could not be drawn. Blends without Diesel and
with RME show in most cases, the lowest values
of efficiency. Blends containing 2-propylheptanol showed the highest efficiencies.
To evaluate the consistency of the performance of the engine, the COV was analyzed.
The maximum COV reached was 1.5 % at low
load. Hence, the combustion process can be
considered as stable. With higher load and speed
the combustion stability increased.
The cylinder pressure and RoHR are shown
in Figure 68. The cylinder pressure did not
significantly differ for the alcohol blends from
fossil Diesel, most likely because the CN as
well as the injection timing was kept constant
for all experiments. Comparing the RoHR of
Diesel and the fuel blends, the heat release of
the n-octanol fuel blends containing Diesel
was slightly higher for the load pints A25, B50,
B75, leading to faster combustion. All other
blends had a slightly lower RoHR compared to
Diesel. However, such deviations from the reference case were very small. Therefore, further
experiments are required to evaluate whether
n-octanol in the blend was responsible for the
higher rate of heat release or if this discrepancy
was due to the mean errors of the measuring
instruments.
A relation between the oxygen content in the
fuel and the combustion behavior was found.
The oxygen mass fraction varied with the blend
composition (Table 2). With an increasing
amount of oxygen in the fuel, the CA50 value
(crank angle degree at which 50% of the fuel
is burned) decreased for load points A25, B50,
B75. For the highest load, C75, no relation to
the oxygen content was found.
Especially important when designing an after
treatment system is the engine exhaust temperature. The engine blends showed on average
a reduction of 24 K in exhaust temperatures.

Figure 67. Indicated thermal efficiency.

Exhaust gas emissions
The introduction of more stringent emission
legislation has prompted interest in strategies
capable of reducing exhaust gases. Levels
measured for NO x varied only marginally
from those for the Diesel reference case for
all alcohol blends. Also, there was no difference in unburned hydrocarbon between Diesel
and the blends. However, CO emissions were
decreased by on average 15 % for the blends.
This is because the blends higher oxygen content promotes faster combustion and increasing
the amount of CO oxidized.
Table 2. Composition of blends

Fuel

D

HVO

RME

Ox

Density

LHV

CN

vol.%

vol.%

vol.%

vol.%

m%

Kg/m3

MJ/kg

-

Reference

100

-

-

-

830.0

43.16

52

Oc

47

20

33

-

5.8

813.5

41.12

52.0

55

10

35

-

6.8

812.5

40.77

51.2

58

-

35

7

7.8

816.2

40.28

49.0

36

20

44

-

4.4

808.7

41.74

51.9

45

10

45

-

5.5

808.4

41.34

52.3

43

-

50

7

6.0

809.5

41.12

52.1

46

20

34

-

4.6

813.9

41.41

52.4

55

10

35

-

5.6

813.6

41.05

50.9

58

-

35

7

7.8

817.3

40.57

49.3

100

-

-

-

10.3

829.0

38.90

48.2

EH

PH

Dec
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Particle emissions
Particulates cause adverse health effects and
contribute to air pollution, especially in urban
areas. Nowadays, with advanced after treatment
systems and improvements in engine technology, reductions in particle mass can be achieved.
Figure 69 shows that there was a significant
reduction in soot particle mass for the alcohol
blends compared to Diesel. However, it was not
possible to identify a specific trend among the
blends. Fuel mixtures without Diesel showed
the lowest specific particle mass. Without
Diesel, the fuel did not contain any aromatic
structures, which are known precursors for soot
formation [340,354]. Moreover, there was a relation between the oxygen content and particle
mass: with increasing oxygen content in the
fuel, the particle mass decreased. This result
agrees with previous studies on the potential
of oxygenated fuels to reduce soot emissions
[257,357,358]. On average, the reduction of soot
was 47% compared to Diesel. At the highest
load (C75), the decrease in particle mass was
up to 62%.

Figure 68 (above). Analysis of rate of heat release and cylinder pressure.

New legislation (Euro VI) considers not only
the particle mass but also particle number. The
particle size distribution for all load cases is
depicted in Figure 70. The majority of particles
from Diesel combustion were within the range
for the agglomeration mode, with diameters
above 20 nm (depending on operation point).
For the blends, particle sizes corresponded to
the range for the nucleation mode, with peak
values of between 7 - 10 nm. With increasing
load, the total number of particulates increased.
Neat n-decanol and RME containing blends
show the highest particle numbers. However,
it should be noted that the values converged
toward the lower measurement limit for the
equipment.

Conclusions

It was found that the differences between C8 and C10 -alcohol HVO blends were minor. Due
to a slightly lower heating value, the specific
fuel consumption was increased by about 6%.
The indicated thermal efficiency for the blends
did not differ considerably from that for Diesel.
In addition, the engine performance regarding
the rate of heat release as well as cylinder pressure remained approximately constant. Exhaust
temperatures were reduced.
Decreasing the fossil Diesel fraction (20%,
10%) did not result in a linear decrease in
emission values. However, some deviations
compared to Diesel were detected for all the
blends. Whereas NOx and HC emissions did
not vary significantly from those for Diesel,
CO emissions decreased for all alcohol blends.
Figure 69. Particle mass concentration for different fuel blends.
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Alcohol-HVO blends have the potential to significantly reduce soot emissions owing to the
improved evaporation characteristics of alcohols. Use of HVO and RME can further reduce
soot emissions. Additionally, a higher oxygen
content in the fuel leads to a higher global temperature, enhancing soot oxidation. Fuel blends
without Diesel, thus without aromatic structures, generated the lowest soot emissions. A

substantial decrease of on average 47% in the
soot mass concentration was found. Moreover,
the alcohol blends produced smaller soot particle
sizes. The number of particles in the nucleation
mode dominated the particle size distribution.
For Diesel, particles tended to form agglomerates. Overall, the results suggested that longchain alcohol blends with vegetable oils are a
suitable alternative for Diesel combustion.

Figure 70. Particle size distribution.

Associated Projects
This section lists projects that are conducted within the Combustion Division but outside of
CERC, albeit often in close cooperation with CERC projects. The total research funding for these
projects is slightly larger than that for CERC.

Development of Predictive Models for Spray Breakup
Summary
This project aims to develop more predictive models for the primary breakup of sprays. It combines model development with detailed experiments. The experiments are performed using
transparent nozzles so that interior flows can be studied using high speed long distance microscopic shadowgraphy and micro-PIV. Primary breakup is studied using ballistic imaging (BI)*,
and a 3-pulse BI system has recently been developed and validated, enabling us to correlate two
separate images in order to extract the velocity of the liquid-gas interface. Three pulses will
give 2 velocity images, allowing us to extract acceleration vectors. In addition, software will
be developed to provide statistics on surface curvature, void size distributions, surface wave
amplitude vs. frequency, and so on.

To better understand primary breakup, we have partnered with colleagues working on direct
numerical simulation (DNS) of this process (Prof. H. Pitsch at U. Aachen in Germany, Prof.
M. Hermann at Arizona State U., Prof. Olivier Desjardins at Cornell University, and Prof. M.
Trujillo at U. Wisconsin). We choose to perform experiments under conditions appropriate for
DNS because DNS relies on certain assumptions and the experimental results will help confirm
their appropriateness. Such confirmation will make it possible to use DNS to greatly enhance our
understanding of breakup dynamics. We will then use that detailed understanding to extrapolate
results for higher Reynolds numbers than can be studied by ballistic imaging alone.

Principal investigators

Prof. M. Linne, Prof. M. Andersson,
Prof. M. Oevermann

Source of support

Knut and Alice Wallenberg
Foundation (KAW)

Award period covered
2013–2017 (5 years)

Seniors/students supported

M. Linne, M. Oevermann,
D. Sedarsky, B. Chen (PhD student
working on interior flows),
A. Movaghar (PhD student working
on breakup)

Droplet size distributions and velocities will be acquired using phase Doppler interferometry.
Overall images will be acquired using planar imaging techniques, and vaporizing sprays will
be studied using combined elastic scattering/laser induced fluorescence imaging. The sprays
will thus be characterized with a very high level of detail. Our collaborators help us design the
experiments to ensure that they will yield data that will be useful in the computational work. We
are currently studying steady flows in experiments that isolate one primary breakup mechanism
at a time (e.g. turbulent breakup, shear, cavitation, etc.). In future, we will investigate combined
breakup mechanisms and ultimately study a transient jet.
* For a description of ballistic imaging, see “Imaging in the Optically Dense Regions of a Spray: A Review of Developing Techniques”,
M. Linne, Progress in Energy and Combustion Science, Vol. 39, No. 5, 403 - 440, (2013).
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The modeling program will be based on several recent developments made by our collaborators.
Because interior flows are critical for the development of a breakup model, we will model them
using LES or URANS. For interior cavitation, we plan to adapt the dynamic models of Prof. D.
Arcoumanis and Prof. M. Gavaises at City College, London. The student working on cavitation
modeling will spend an extended period (3-6 months) in London, implementing these models in
OpenFOAM. During the cavitating spray studies we will reproduce a cavitation experiment in
London so that we can better use their proven models.
For a description of primary breakup of the jet after exiting the nozzle, it may be possible to correlate interior flows and use these correlations to more reliably set the tunable constants in existing
breakup models (we are working on this problem with Prof. D. Schmidt at U. Mass. Amherst).
We are also developing a one-dimensional turbulence (ODT) model for primary breakup based
on the work of Dr. A. Kerstein (recently retired from Sandia Labs; he is a collaborator and is
partially supported as a consultant). Finally, we will evaluate the stochastic breakup methods of
Prof. M. Gorokhovski at Ecole Central de Lyon.
Various full spray models under development at Chalmers will be coupled to breakup models.
This grant supports Professors Linne, Oevermann, and Sedarsky, and also pays for 2 computational
PhD students. Dr. Oevermann has an additional grant from the Swedish Energy Agency for a
related PhD student, and we support some consulting by Dr. Kerstein. The grant also paid/pays for:
• A third fs amplifier for 3 pulse ballistic imaging
• A spectroscopic YAG/dye system for species imaging in sprays (important for imaging, especially of transient fuel sprays later in the program)
• A new phase Doppler interferometer
• Several types of scientific camera systems (including a high speed camera)
Figure 71. The Wallenberg experimental setup.

Development of Predictive Models for Spray Breakup
– One-Dimensional Turbulence (ODT) Modeling of Primary Breakup
Principal investigator
Prof. M. Oevermann

Source of support
KAW

Award period covered
2013–2017

Seniors/students supported

M. Oevermann, A. Movaghar (PhD
student)
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Objectives
Models for primary breakup are among the weakest parts of spray simulations using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). They often rely on crude assumptions and phenomenological
modeling approaches, necessitating time-consuming parameter tuning to achieve good agreement
with experimental data. This project will use the one-dimensional turbulence (ODT) modeling
framework to simulate primary breakup of liquid jets. ODT is a low dimensional stochastic
model that resolves all scales (spatial and temporal) and produces results of similar quality to
direct numerical simulations (DNS) for topologically simple flows. Turbulent advection in ODT
is modeled via stochastic re-arrangement of all property profiles. Importantly, ODT can be used
to simulate Reynolds- and Weber number regimes that are not accessible by DNS. The model will
be validated against DNS results and experimental data. The project’s overall goal is to develop a
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model for primary breakup providing drop
size and velocity statistics that can be used
in CFD simulations (RANS and LES) of
engineering interest.
Results
We have extended ODT to capture Rayleigh,
bag/shear-driven and turbulence-induced
breakup of liquid jets. The model has been
validated against experimental data from
the literature for high density ratios. Figure
72 compares a regime breakup map for a
density ratio of 860 obtained with ODT to
experimental data. We are currently evaluating the model’s performance in the low
density ratio regime by comparing its output to DNS simulation results from Prof.
M. Herrmann (Arizona State University).
Figure 73 shows drop size distributions from
ODT and DNS simulations. In a joint project
with UCL Louvain and Lund University, we
are providing drop size and velocity statistics from ODT simulations of primary
breakup for ECN spray A, which are used
as inputs for a Lagrangian spray simulation
using LES turbulence modeling to evaluate the applicability of ODT as a predictive
model that can be used to provide primary
breakup statistics for practical spray simulations. Three journal papers and several
conference contributions describing this
work have been published, and another
journal publication has been submitted.
The PhD student A. Movaghar will visit
the group of Prof. O. Desjardins at Cornell
for four months to investigate fundamental turbulence-interface interactions using
ODT and DNS.

Figure 72 (above). Breakup regime map obtained with ODT compared to experimental data and
correlations from literature. “Onset” and “column length” refer to the location of the onset of breakup (i.e. the axial position of the first released droplet) and the length of the liquid core, respectively.

Figure 73. Drop size distributions from ODT and DNS simulations of primary breakup of a liquid jet in stagnant air. Density
ratio = 34, Re = 5000, We = 17000, Oh = 0.026.

Development of Predictive Models for Spray Breakup
– Cavitation Modeling in Fuel Injector Nozzles
Objectives
Cavitation in fuel injector nozzles can have a major impact on spray breakup and atomization.
Because of the destructive potential of cavitation erosion, designers of fuel injectors usually
try to avoid cavitation. However, there has been increasing interest in exploiting cavitation to
enhance spray atomization. To better understand the impact of cavitation on spray atomization
and facilitate the design of new fuel injectors, predictive cavitation models are required. The
purpose of this project is to develop a cavitation model using Eulerian Stochastic Fields (ESF) to
achieve a realistic representation of the cavitation bubble size distribution. The modeling approach
follows the well-established Sauer-Schnerr model. A large eddy simulation (LES) approach for
turbulence modeling will be applied. The model will be validated against standard test cases
from the literature and experimental data on cavitation in marine injectors obtained at Chalmers.
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Principal investigator
Prof. M. Oevermann

Source of support
KAW

Award period covered
2013–2017

Seniors/students supported
M. Oevermann, B. Chen (PhD
student)
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Figure 74. Steady state CDFs of
bubble radii at three probe locations.

Results
A Eulerian stochastic field method for cavitation simulations has been developed and implemented
in OpenFOAM Extend. The ESF model for the volume fraction has been combined with a pressurebased flow solver to avoid the high computational cost typically associated with density-based
solution. A high order accurate stochastic ODE solver for time integration has been implemented
to facilitate a Monte-Carlo type treatment of the non-linear terms associated with the cavitation
models. First tests simulating the cavitating flow inside a simple step-like contraction geometry
has been performed and good agreement with typical volume of fluid solver has been achieved.
Figure 74 shows the predicted cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of cavitation bubble
radii at three different locations inside a nozzle at a cavitation number of 0.53. The next steps
in this project will be to comprehensively validate and evaluate the ESF approach, and then use
it to study cavitation phenomena
in a marine diesel injector geometry. Preliminary results from ESF
simulations of such an injector are
shown in Figure 75.

Figure 75. Preliminary results for
cavitation inside a diesel marine
injector obtained using the ESF
approach.
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Turbulent Spray Breakup

Principal investigator

Summary
This project is coupled to the one described immediately above (Fundamental studies of transient
sprays).

Assoc. Prof. D. Sedarsky

Source of support

The Swedish Energy Agency
(Energimyndigheten)

Award period covered
2013–2017 (4.3 years)

Advanced Spray Research

Seniors/students supported

Summary
This grant supports a PhD student who is applying ballistic imaging to sprays and further developing the technique. Ballistic imaging enables the imaging of larger structures buried inside a
dense cloud of small drops (see “Imaging in the Optically Dense Regions of a Spray: A Review
of Developing Techniques”, M. Linne, Progress in Energy and Combustion Science, Vol. 39,
No. 5, 403 - 440, (2013)). The process is like that of creating a shadowgram if the drops were
not present. The method uses high energy pulses that are 100 fs long, emitted by a Ti:sapphire
amplifier system.

D. Sedarsky

Principal investigator
Assoc. Prof. M. Linne

Source of support

The Swedish Energy Agency
(Energimyndigheten)

Award period covered
2011–2016

Seniors/students supported

M. Linne, M. Rahm (PhD student)

The student presented his PhD thesis in May 2016 and the project is closed.

Initial Breakup of Transient Fuel Sprays
Summary
This grant supports a PhD student who is working in collaboration with the Engine Combustion
Network (ECN, http://www.sandia.gov/ecn/). The ECN evaluates standardized Bosch Diesel
fuel injectors (some single hole and some 3-hole) with the goal of creating a very comprehensive
Diesel injector database for use by model developers. The network has almost 50 partners around
the world who apply their expertise and measurement techniques to the same injectors. Chalmers
will contribute by using ballistic imaging to elucidate primary breakup, and ultimately we will
investigate correlations with interior flows as we have done in the HERCULES project.

Our studies in this area recently revealed that under the so-called “Spray A” conditions (corresponding to a gas pressure and temperature of 60 bar and 900K), the ECN injector generates
supercritical conditions when used with a pure fuel like dodecane but produces a normal spray
when used with a complex mixture such as real Diesel fuel.

Principal investigator
Prof. M. Linne

Source of support

The Swedish Energy Agency
(Energimyndigheten)

Award period covered
2011–2016

Seniors/students supported

M. Linne, Z. Falgout (PhD student)

The PhD student presented his PhD thesis in September 2016 and the project is closed.

Large-Eddy Simulation of Spray flames in Reciprocating Engines Using
Linear-Eddy Sub-Grid Modeling

Objectives
Most combustion models in use today rely on the assumption of i) fast chemistry leading to a
scale separation of turbulent and chemical time and length scales, and in many cases ii) a certain
combustion mode (premixed or non-premixed combustion). However, many advanced engine
concepts that may be important in the near future such as dual fuel combustion, low temperature
combustion, reactivity controlled compression ignition (RCCI) involve at least some degree of
turbulent combustion in unconventional mixed-mode regimes that are not adequately described
by many current combustion models. Further improvements in the efficiency and emissions output
of combustion engines will only be made with the assistance of models that are predictive under
all operating conditions. The purpose of this project is to assess a turbulent combustion model
with the potential to be truly predictive under classical combustion modes and regimes and, more
importantly, under conditions not covered by standard combustion models. The overall modeling
strategy used here is called LES-LEM and is based on large-eddy simulation (LES) of turbulent
flow combined with the linear-eddy model (LEM) as a sub-grid combustion model. The major
benefit of LES-LEM is that it enables mode- and regime-independent combustion modeling. The
project has close connections to the CERC-funded project “A representative linear-eddy model
for low temperature combustion” (RILEM) but focuses more on fundamental investigations
because LES-LEM is a computationally expensive model.

Principal investigator
Prof. M. Oevermann

Source of support

The Swedish Research Council
(Vetenskapsrådet)

Awarded period

2013–2015 (3 years), 2015–

Seniors/students supported
S. Arshad (PhD student)

Results
We have developed a new formulation of LES-LEM in a pressure-based flow solver and implemented it in OpenFOAM. Compared to previous implementations, we achieved several advantages:
i) efficient simulations of low Mach number combustion, ii) a new coupling between the flow
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solver and LEM using source terms, and iii) an implementation on arbitrary unstructured grids.
LES-LEM simulations were run on the Volvo Aero Validation rig, a standard test-case for turbulent premixed combustion. An instantaneous temperature field predicted in these simulations
is shown in Figure 76.
Figure 76. Instantaneous temperature map from LES-LEM simulations.

Figure 77. Mean vertical profiles
at different downstream locations
obtained with the PaSR model (red),
LES-LEM (blue), and by experiment
(black symbols).

Figure 77 shows mean velocity and temperature profiles at different downstream locations (i.e.
x/h, where h = 40mm). The top row shows mean stream-wise velocity profiles, the middle row
shows mean vertical velocity profiles and the bottom row shows mean temperature profiles. The
LES-LEM predictions are very close to the experimental results, especially for the upstream
locations, as can be seen by comparing the blue lines (LES-LEM) to the black symbols (experiments). The predictions of LES-LEM and the partially stirred reactor model (PaSR) are similar,
with both models offering approximately the same accuracy. The biggest difference between the
predictions and the experimental results occurs in the mean stream-wise velocity profiles at x/
h=9.40. This difference is due to use of a zero-gradient boundary condition at the outlet because
another PaSR simulation using an inlet-outlet boundary condition (green line in Figure 77)
achieved better agreement with experiment. Future work in this project will include the implementation of boundary conditions, chemistry acceleration techniques (ISAT), and application
of the code to engine combustion.

Principal investigator

Assoc. Prof. A. Lipatnikov

Source of support

Chalmers E-science center

Award period covered

2012–2013 (6 months)

Seniors/students supported
A. Lipatnikov

A DNS Data Base for Modeling Turbulent Flames
Summary
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is widely recognized as the most advanced computational
tool for numerical studies of turbulent reactive flows. The present pilot project is our group’s
first work in this area, and involves processing a DNS database created by leading experts in
the DNS field at the Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan. The database contains 3D fields of
density, velocity, energy, and fuel mass fraction, computed at different instants, for a statistically
stationary, planar, one-dimensional premixed turbulent flame. Three cases characterized by three
substantially different density ratios were simulated.

During 2016 we continued our analysis of the Nagoya DNS database. In particular, by processing
the DNS data, we investigated variation in the mean Flame Surface Density (FSD) within premixed
turbulent flames, the behavior of various terms in the transport equation for the mean FSD, the
role played by local perturbations of the instantaneous flame structure, and the performance of
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models that have been proposed for modeling such perturbations. The most important result of
this work was a straightforward demonstration that perturbations play pivotal roles even in weakly
turbulent flames, contradicting the common assumption that perturbations are only important
during intense turbulence. A paper presenting these results has been accepted for publication in
Combustion Theory and Modelling.

Turbulent Combustion of Alternative Fuels
Summary
To satisfy stringent requirements for ultra-low emissions and highly efficient energy conversion
and to secure the sustainable growth of the postindustrial society under the conditions of the
increasing instability in the oil market, new solutions are urgently required in the field of internal
combustion engines. One promising solution that is being strongly prioritized in Sweden involves
making a transition from fossil to alternative fuels, and research into the burning of such fuels
is very important for the development of clean energy conversion technologies.

Although the burning of alternative fuels is being studied intensively all around the world,
several important issues remain to be resolved. In particular, alternative fuels such as syngas
contain H2, which has a very large molecular diffusivity; this peculiarity of the fuel strongly
affects its turbulent burning rate. However, a model capable of predicting this very important
effect has not yet been well elaborated. This basic gap significantly impedes the application of
CFD techniques in studies on the turbulent burning of alternative fuels that contain H2. Close
collaborations between leading research groups with expertise in such burning processes should
expedite the discovery of solutions to problems like this one. For example, our group has played
a substantial role in the development of an advanced model of premixed and stratified turbulent
burning of H2, while the Georgia Tech group led by Prof. Lieuwen recently compiled a huge
database on turbulent burning velocities of syngas surrogates such as H 2/CO/air mixtures. These
data were acquired under a wide range of conditions, including elevated pressures associated
with combustion in gas turbines. Moreover, the Georgia Tech group assessed our modeling ideas
against their database and found our approach to be very promising.

Principal investigator

Assoc. Prof. A. Lipatnikov

Source of support

Chalmers Energy Area of Advance

Award period covered

Dec. 2015–Jun. 2016 (7 months)

Seniors/students supported
A. Lipatnikov

The main goals of this pilot project are to (i) increase the internalization of our research by establishing close collaboration with a leading university in energy research, i.e. Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, USA, (ii) gain access to the widely recognized Georgia Tech experimental
database on turbulent burning velocities of alternative fuels, and (iii) to further develop the
Chalmers models of premixed and stratified turbulent burning in internal combustion engines.
Analysis of the Georgia Tech experimental database and discussions with colleagues from that
university resulted in the identification of a new direction for further model development that
will be explored in future studies.

Catalytic Aftertreatment of Particulate Matter
Summary
Emissions from ICE are of the utmost importance because of their effects on the human health
and the environment. Consequently, emission levels have long been key performance indicators
together with engine performance. Increasingly stringent laws limiting emissions make it necessary for vehicle manufacturers to simultaneously consider the engine and the aftertreatment
system’s performance to achieve regulatory compliance, and this is also a growing activity
within CERC and the division of combustion. A collaboration between CERC and the Chalmers
competence centre for catalysis (KCK) in this area has been begun, focusing on the catalytic
oxidation of soot (the main component of PM) and the influence of other substances in the combustion chamber (NOx, H2O, etc.).

Principal investigator
Assoc. Prof. J. Sjöblom

Source of support

FFI, Swedish Energy Agency, Volvo
technology, Volvo Car Corporation
and Haldor Topsoe, award period
covered 2013-2017

Seniors/students supported

J. Sjöblom, P.-A. Carlsson,
M. Andersson, M. Englund (PhD
student)

Kinetic models play a central role in understanding soot oxidation. However, the rate constants
for soot oxidation that have been reported in the literature vary substantially. A pulse-experiment
method has been developed to address this issue [359] and used to study both synthetic soot and
engine PM emissions. To highlight differences in the characteristics of PM generated under various conditions, an experimental campaign was performed using mini-DPFs. A factorial design
was created with varying amounts of PM, upstream DOC (or without), and different DPF coatings. PM was collected from a HD diesel engine (Volvo D13, transient test cycle), in which the
mini-DPFs were mounted in parallel to the normal aftertreatment system. In these experiments,
variation in derived quantities such as apparent activation energies reveal cases where standard
global rate expressions are insufficient and model refinement is required.
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Figure 78. Representative Arrhenius
plots from PM oxidation experiments
using different amounts of oxidant.
Left figure: Only O2 as oxidant.
Right figure: 4000 ppm O2 and
varying amounts of NO2. Reaction
rates are normalized with respect
to conversion, assuming a shrinking core model.

As shown in the figure above, the apparent activation energy (obtained from the slope of the line)
varies over the studied temperature interval (400-600 °C), so a more detailed reaction mechanism
is needed. The objective is to obtain detailed knowledge (a kinetic rate expression and information
on the effects of pre-treatment, oxidation history, catalytic components and exhaust composition)
to facilitate transfer of the improved models to full scale systems.

Characterization of Particulate Matter Emissions Using Alternative Fuels
Principal investigator
Assoc. Prof. J. Sjöblom

Source of support

Area of Advance Transport

Award period covered
2015–2016

Seniors/students supported

J. Sjöblom, K. Salo, M. Zetterdahl
(PhD student).

Summary
PM emissions are increasingly important, especially for marine applications. Regulatory efforts
to reduce PM emissions initially focused on restricting the sulfur content of fuel sold in the SECA
region, but attention is now being turned to the effects of aromatics. Aromatic compounds in fuel
are generally believed to increase PM emissions. However, in our experiments, adding aromatics
to fuel in a multi-cylinder marine diesel engine reduced its PM emissions. To clarify the interplay
between fuel properties and engine operation, experiments were performed using a single cylinder
diesel engine (2 dm3). A representative result for a low load case (A25) is shown in Figure 79.
Diesel Fuel (DF) was compared to blends containing varying amounts of aromatics (Caromax
28, with aromatic contents of 20% and 30%), with and without an ignition improver (2EHN).

Figure 79. Results from a low load
experiment (1200rpm, 78Nm).
Injection pressure 1800 bar, SOI=
4.5 CADbTDC, EGR=30%. Left panel:
Rate of heat release (and overlaying injector signals). Right panel:
Particle size distributions (PSD) from
a DMS500.

Adding aromatics increases the ignition delay and reduces the PSD by enhancing pre-mixing
and increasing the rate of combustion. This explains the reduction in PM emissions upon adding
aromatics in the multi-cylinder engine experiments [360]. Adding an ignition improver makes
the RoHR almost identical to the reference case but does not affect the reduction in PSD. The
reduced soot emissions are therefore due to soot formation (local process in the burning flame)
because soot oxidation (a global process in the cylinder during the down stroke) occurs at roughly
the same rate under all tested conditions. This was further demonstrated by varying the injection pressure. Reducing the rail pressure had no effect on the RoHR for aromatic fuel (using an
ignition improver), but adding aromatics increased PM emissions at more traditional injection
pressures (below 1000bar) [361].
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High Efficiency Otto Engine with Diluted Combustion
Objectives
Pressure from both legislators and public opinion has obliged car manufacturers to develop vehicles
that consume less fuel and emit fewer harmful substances. Gasoline engines have an advantage
over Diesel engines in that their after-treatment systems are much simpler and highly efficient,
but they have the disadvantage of appreciably higher fuel consumption. This project seeks to
improve the fuel efficiency of gasoline engines by developing the concept of lean homogeneous
combustion, whereby a regular spark ignition (SI) engine is operated under normal stoichiometric
conditions but more air is admitted to the cylinder than is needed to fully oxidize the present
fuel. This concept has several advantages. First, the higher oxygen content in the combustion
chamber increases the combustion efficiency. Furthermore, the extra mass in the cylinder reduces
pump losses and heat losses to the surroundings by reducing the in-cylinder temperature. This
temperature reduction also reduces NOx formation via the Zeldovich mechanism. However, lean
homogenous combustion also has drawbacks. The high content of air in the cylinder reduces
combustion stability: when the air content becomes too high, the engine’s operation becomes
unstable, which is inconvenient for the driver and increases fuel consumption. A second drawback
relates to the aftertreatment system: a standard three-way catalyst (TWC) cannot reduce NOx
in the presence of excess oxygen. Therefore, a new aftertreatment system must be developed.

Principal investigator
Prof. I. Denbratt

Source of support

FFI, Swedish Energy Agency, Volvo
Car Corporation and Haldor Topsøe

Award period covered
2012–2017

Seniors/students supported

I. Denbratt, S. Hemdal, G. Doornbos
(PhD student)

This project is split into two tracks. The first is concerned with the combustion process and aims
to extend the ‘lean-limit’, i.e. to find ways of increasing the amount of air in the cylinder without
reducing combustion stability. This research is being conducted at Chalmers in collaboration
with Volvo Cars. The second track focuses on reducing engine-out NOx emissions formed in the
presence of excess oxygen to comply with existing and future regulations. This research is being
conducted at Chalmers KCK in collaboration with Volvo Cars and Haldor Topsøe (Denmark).
Results
The efficiency of an SI-engine is largely determined by its compression ratio. A higher compression ratio theoretically improves efficiency but also enhances the tendency for auto-ignition or
knock to occur. In the worst case, knock can cause substantial damage to the engine. Currently
knock is suppressed by enriching the air:fuel mixture and retarding the spark timing, both contributing to substantial losses in fuel efficiency.

Previous engine tests indicated that lean combustion suppresses the tendency to knock, which
increases fuel efficiency in two ways: it avoids the need to enrich the air:fuel mixture, and the
spark timing can be more aggressively optimized.
Figure 80 shows the knock intensity for various lambda values over a range of timings for 50%
mass fraction burned. As can be seen, the knock tendency is substantially lower when lambda
is above 1.4.
Figure 80. Knock intensity versus
50% mass fraction burned (CA 50) for
five different air:fuel ratios (lambda
values). The engine was operated
at 1500 rpm/11 bar IMEP, and the
intake air temperature was 40 °C.
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To take advantage of the lower knock tendency under lean conditions, a series of tests was performed at higher compression ratios. Various published reports indicated that a higher compression
ratio should increase the lean limit and further enhance the engine’s efficiency. The compression
ratio was varied between 9 and 12.6 by changing the design of the piston (see Figure 81), and the
three compression ratios were tested at eight different load points each to determine their lean
limit. Figure 82 shows the resulting lean limits for the three different set-ups. Unfortunately,
the results were not as expected. This was attributed to the increased surface area of the pistons
through which heat can escape, and distorted air motion in the combustion chamber. The results
are currently under further investigation.
Future work will focus on understanding flame development under lean conditions and further
extending the lean limit. This will be done by performing measurements on an optically accessible single-cylinder engine. High-speed video recordings and possibly PIV measurements will
be used to better understand flame development and the influence of lean conditions on flame
development.
Figure 81. Pistons for alternative
compression ratios. The left and right
pistons yield ratios of 12.6 and 11.3,
respectively.

Figure 82. Lean limit for three different compression ratios at eight different load points. The lean
limit was defined as the lambda value at which
the CoV in IMEP reached 3%.
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Optimization of a Range Extender drivetrain, VCloud FFI
Summary
An Engine Operating Strategy during Sustained Operation is being investigated to optimize fuel
consumption measured according to ECE-R101 Annex 8. Range extender vehicles are interesting from a control perspective because their Engine Operating points are not explicitly defined
by the vehicle’s speed and fixed gear ratios and shift points. Vehicles with drivetrains of this
sort such as the BMW i3 are already on the market. Other drivetrains with similar properties
include CVT hybridized drivetrains such as that used in the GM Volt. The control strategies
used in these vehicles depend strongly on the available energy in the battery and the sizes of
their different components. For instance, the BMW i3 inherited an electric car drivetrain and is
mainly operated with the Range Extender during Charge Sustaining mode. Previous publications have shown that for small batteries, optimal fuel consumption is achieved using a load
following strategy in which engine operation follows a theoretical optimum efficiency line that
depends on the requested generator power and speed. For vehicles with larger batteries, previous publications showed that it is optimum to propel the engine at a stationary optimum point.
Work package 1 of this project investigated the practical relevance of these assumptions and
varied the level of feed-forward propulsion power to the generator. To sustain control, parallel
changes were made to other parameters such as the hysteresis level for state of charge and the
proportion of battery power used during sustained operation. This was done by observing and
analysing effects on consumption and emissions under certain conditions, such as how the load
transients from standstill to the best engine operating point affect emissions as a function of
catalyst performance during a cold start.

Principal investigator
Prof. I. Denbratt

Source of support

FFI (Swedish Energy Agency and
Volvo Car Corp)

Seniors/students supported

T. McKelvey, I. Denbratt,
R. Arvidsson (Industrial PhD student
from Volvo Cars)

Figure 83. A load following strategy
for sustained operation and the corresponding Engine Load Histogram.

Figure 83 shows the engine load histogram and operating points for the control strategy providing best consumption performance during sustained operation. The best results were achieved
by combining a heuristic parameterization of following road load and forcing the engine to the
optimum operating point. This operating strategy also provides low battery cycling losses and
lower resistive losses than running the engine at optimum efficiency. Combining these two
strategies also reduced the variation in the engine speed of the combustion engine. It should
be noted that the certification method specified in EVE-R101 Annex 8 penalizes charging the
battery during engine operation; real consumption metrics would yield different results because
the drivetrain must remain neutral with respect to state of charge during engine running states.
Another interesting finding is that engine load reduction at a higher speed was more efficient than
charging the battery with additional electric energy (See Figure 83 for results
obtained at 2500 rpm and low load). At this point, the engine’s inertia can be
utilized to provide generator power for speed reduction. This also relates to the
way consumption is determined in ECE R101. Figure 84 shows the effects of
varying selected parameter settings during the sustained operation tests. The
results are normalized for all strategies, so all the tests are considered SOC
neutral over the drive cycle. To this end, a constant consumption equivalent
was used for g/kWh electricity conversion.

Figure 84. Fuel consumption as a
function of battery usage for all parameter variations.

As shown in Figure 84, depending on the parameter settings, the consumption
ranged from 7.4 to 9 l/100 km in sustained operation. The figure shows the
fuel consumption as a function of the energy stored in the battery. Overall, the
results obtained in this project indicated that a load following strategy with
piecewise constant load operation gives the best fuel consumption according to
the ECE R101, Annex 8 certification method while maintaining low hysteresis
in the SOC.
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Design and Modeling of Hybrid Vehicles – Interdisciplinary Post-Doc
Cluster
Principal investigator
Prof. I. Denbratt

Source of support

Area of Transport, Chalmers

Seniors/students supported
Dr. J. Andric

Objectives
This is a collaborative project involving three excellence centers within Transport Chalmers
Area of Advance: CERC (Combustion Engine Research Center), SHC (Swedish Hybrid Research
Centre), and KCK (Competence Centre for Catalysis). Its aim is to develop a concept for the future
using hybridization approaches. The work is performed by three postdoctoral researchers, one
representing each center. There is good communication and intense collaboration between the
team members, and the group holds regular weekly meetings.

The post-doc at the Department of Signals and Systems (Adrian Ilka) is working on an optimization and control strategy for the drivetrain. The post-doc at the Department of Chemical
and Biological Engineering (Alina Moscu, started 1st of February 2016) is focusing on catalytic
exhaust aftertreatment. The post-doc at the Department of Applied Mechanics (Jelena Andric)
is responsible for combustion engine and transmission modeling.
The work conducted at the Department of Applied Mechanics is primarily focused on improving
powertrain efficiency and reducing gas and particulate emissions during a defined cycle. Since
a large fraction of the emissions are discharged during the period between the engine’s start and
reaching the optimal operating temperature (catalyst light-off), thermally transient phenomena
during both cold start and re-starts are taken into account. A full one-dimensional (1-D) engine
model is used and in-cylinder conditions such as the cylinder wall temperature are accounted for.
This improves the accuracy of the predicted fuel consumption and emissions. The simulations
are mainly performed using the GT-Suite and AVL Cruise M platforms, which makes it possible
to integrate subsystem models to accurately predict engine performance.

High-EGR Combustion System
Principal investigator
Prof. I. Denbratt

Source of support
FFI and Volvo ATR

Award period covered
2014–2017

Seniors/students supported

I. Denbratt, A. Karlsson, J. Eismark
(Volvo ATR)

Figure 85. Volvo ATR single-cylinder
engine test results comparing a Volvo
Wave-piston (blue) to a reference piston (black) with the same compression ratio. The left figure shows fuel
specific soot emissions, with the NOx
level being changed by using EGR.
The right figure shows representative
aRoHR curves. The red curve (ratio)
shows that using the wave-geometry
yields a stronger aRoHR after the end
of injection.

Objectives
In this industrial PhD project, which is associated to CERC, the main objective is to investigate
low emissions combustion in a heavy-duty low-swirl Diesel engine. High levels of exhaust gas
re-circulation (EGR) are used to reduce nitrogen emissions (NOx), which leads to lower excess
air/fuel ratios and thus increased soot emissions. Further research is therefore motivated to find
new methods to control soot emissions.

Previous studies [362-364] showed that the tail-pipe soot emissions can be reduced by increasing
the late-cycle soot oxidation rate. The rate of late-cycle soot oxidation was found to be sensitive
to the interactions of flames with the piston and combustion chamber walls, and with adjacent
flames. The development of stagnation zones in interaction areas was identified as important for
late-cycle mixing and hence for the final combustion of remaining soot-containing combustion
zones. Based on these observations, the project initially focused on experimental and computational investigations into flame-interactions that could affect late-cycle soot oxidation.
In addition to our published results, during the year 2016 the project has incorporated observations from experiments and simulations using Volvo’s “Wave-piston” concept [366], in which a
special piston bowl shape is used to create a smoother flows in the region where adjacent flames
collide along the piston bowl wall (a flow stagnation zone). The Wave-piston geometry was shown
to strongly reduce engine-out soot emissions and improve efficiency by reducing flow-losses in
the flame-flame interaction areas. An apparent
rate of heat release analysis (aRoHR) revealed
that this geometry had no effect during the
early phases of combustion, indicating that it
enhances late-cycle oxidation (Figure 85).
The project’s main achievements during 2016
related to the procurement and testing of new
heavy-duty fuel-injection and piston-shape
hardware. Experiments were performed in the
high-temperature/high-pressure spray-chamber
(SC) using nozzles with two holes and different
wall setups including the wave-piston geometry.
High-speed video cameras were used to capture
flame luminosity, OH radical formation, and
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perform laser soot extinction imaging at fuel pressures ranging from 500 to 2500 bar.
Preliminary evaluations indicate that the new 2-hole nozzle and piston-wall interaction setups
accurately reproduce the flame-flame interactions in a real engine. This will allow us to study
flow patterns in the flame-flame interaction zone in detail with different wall geometries and
fuel injection strategies.
Interesting research questions include how stagnation zones are formed in the flame-wall and
flame-flame interaction zones, how the stagnation zones affect the formation of side-vortices on
each side of the main jet [362], and how they thereby contribute to improving late cycle mixing.
Methods used to observe OH and soot signals will include edge-tracking for observing the
development of the leading edge, determining the location of maximal pixel intensity, using
the camera’s frame-rate range (here up to 128 000 frames/s) to investigate highly time-resolved
intensity variations, and finally probing pixel data along the symmetry axis between two sprays
(indicated by a white dot-dashed line in the figures). Experiments using these methods will be
supported by CFD simulations.
Figure 86 shows conventional and wave-type wall profiles at an injection pressure of 500 bar,
determined using the soot laser extinction method. The results show that the wave profile yields
a faster burn-out of soot.
The left-hand side of Figure 87 shows a typical mean OH field just after the end of injection.
The maximal intensity is indicated by contours and a red dot. The behaviour of the region with
maximal intensity will be studied in future. The figure’s right-hand image shows a soot luminosity field at a moment when two adjacent flames are starting to interact.
We recently studied a high-EGR system using
five fuels with different soot forming properties [366]. Side-vortex formation was observed
with all of the fuels, and the results suggested
that measures to enhance side-vortices should
improve late-cycle oxidation for low-sooting
fuels.

Figure 86. Spray-chamber results
with a 2-hole nozzle and interacting
walls showing a snapshot of 500
bar injection pressure, soot laser
extinction images during late-cycle
oxidation after end of injection. The
wave-profile (right) creates a more effective oxidation resulting in a faster
burn-out. Red lines are iso-contours
of a fixed soot shadow pixel threshold
value. White line is symmetry axis between the two sprays.

During 2017, unpublished experimental and
simulation results from this project will be
reported in a final paper discussing the role of
flow stagnation zones and piston bowl shapes
that support efficient late cycle soot oxidation.
The Swedish Energy Agency and Volvo
Technology Corp are acknowledged for funding the project [367,368]. Since June 2016, the
project has been referred to as “Volvo Detailed
Flame”.
Figure 87. Left: False-colour OH. Right: Zoom in of soot intensity along symmetry-axis using 75000 frames/s. Right: probing along symmetry-axis.
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The Use of Butanol and Octanol Isomers in Diesel Engines
Principal investigator
Prof. I. Denbratt

Source of support

FFI, Chalmers, Perstorp, Scania,
Statoil, Volvo Car Corporation and
Volvo GTT

Award period covered
2013–2016

Seniors/students supported
I. Denbratt, K. Munch, T. Zhang
(PhD student)

Objectives
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from fossil fuel burning are a major global concern because
of their effects on health and the climate. In 2013, the transport sector generated 19.2% of the
EU’s total GHG emissions and 27% of those in the US. Moreover, the share of GHG emissions
from transport in both the EU and US is still rising.

The use of bio-alcohols as alternative fuels to reduce GHG emissions is attracting growing
interest, especially because alcohols can be derived from non-food biomass. Replacing fossil
fuels with ethanol produced from wheat straw or waste wood can reduce well-to-wheels (WTW)
GHG emissions by 80-87%. Methanol and butanol produced from inedible feedstocks can also
be used as fuels, allowing dramatic reductions of 94% and 70% - 90%, respectively, in life cycle
GHG emissions.
The main objective of this project is to assess the scope for using alcohol/Diesel blends in both
conventional combustion and partially premixed combustion in Diesel engines. Conventional
combustion engine tests were performed using alcohol/Diesel blends with the same cetane
number (CN) as conventional Diesel fuel. Two kinds of CN improvers were added to the blends
to compensate for the low CN of the alcohols. Engine performance, cold start behaviour, and
emissions were investigated under production engine settings. In partially premixed combustion
tests, alcohols were mixed with Diesel without any CN improvers. Low CN fuels were used to
extend the ignition delay to achieve partially premixed combustion.
A single-cylinder light duty (LD) engine, a single-cylinder heavy duty (HD) engine and a fourcylinder light duty engine were tested to compare the engine performance, cold start behaviours
and emissions of alcohol/Diesel blends and diesel fuel. n-butanol, iso-butanol, n-octanol and
2-ethylhexanol were blended with diesel fuel to serve as oxygenated additives. Hydrotreated
vegetable oil and Di-tertiary-butyl peroxide were utilized as CN improvers.
Results
The results indicate that when their CN values were similar, alcohol/Diesel blends and reference
Diesel fuel exhibited almost the same start of combustion and coincident heat release profiles in
both the LD and HD engines. The tested blends burned slightly faster than Diesel fuel, especially
during diffusion combustion. Consequently, the blends gave slightly higher indicated thermal
efficiency values than Diesel under most tested operating conditions. Soot emissions generated by
the alcohol/Diesel blends were much lower than those for Diesel fuel in both engines. The blends’
oxygen content was found to play a key role in reducing soot emissions. In the single cylinder
LD engine, the use of alcohol/Diesel blends reduced total PM emissions and the diameter of the
emitted PM appeared to decrease as the fuel’s oxygen content increased. In cold start tests with
a four-cylinder LD engine, nBu20H and 2EH30H satisfied the EN590 winter fuel standard and
could be ignited normally at temperatures as low as 30 °C.

Figure 88 shows the rate of heat release as a function of the crank angle for Diesel fuel and alcohol/Diesel blends. Under the tested conditions, the lower CN fuels (nBu30 and n Octanol), yield
more premixed combustion than Diesel fuel. Further reductions in the CN strengthen premixed
combustion because the longer ignition delay allows better fuel-air mixing. This is clearly demonstrated by the results for nBu60, 2EH90 and iBu50.
Figure 88. The rate of heat release
as a function of the crank angle
for Diesel fuel and alcohol/Diesel
blends.
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Fuel Flexible Engine Platform
Objectives
Studies have shown that increasing combustion efficiency to reduce CO2 emissions from transportation will not by itself be enough to achieve the goals for action against global warming. High
combustion efficiencies must therefore be combined with the use of renewable fuels. AB Volvo
together with Loge and Chalmers are working on a Fuel Flexible Engine Platform (F-Flex) that will
enable the development of HD internal combustion engines that can satisfy the coming requirements. A dual fuel direct injection HD engine using ethanol/methanol as its main fuel and a pilot
diesel injection for ignition is currently being studied. The engine largely relies on components
that are already in commercial production, and deviates from the design of commercial engines as
little as possible. The aim is to combine the known advantages of the diesel engine, such as high
fuel efficiency, with the advantages of burning alcohol fuels, such as lower NOx and particulate
emissions. The adoption of dual fuel concepts may also have other benefits, including better
controllability, lower emissions of unburned hydrocarbons, and higher combustion efficiencies.

Principal investigator
Prof. I. Denbratt

Source of support
FFI and Volvo ATR

Seniors/students supported

I. Denbratt, A. Karlsson, M. Sacullo
(PhD student), A. Nygren (PhD
student)

Two PhD students are working on this project at Chalmers, conducting spray experiments with
high pressure ethanol/methanol injection under diesel-like conditions, single cylinder engine tests,
CFD simulations of the alcohol sprays, and simulations of dual fuel combustion as a whole. The
computational and experimental results will facilitate the refinement of the CFD model and the
optimization of dual fuel combustion in the engine.
Results
During an experimental campaign, using Chalmers high pressure / high temperature spray
chamber, it was shown that a HD diesel fuel injection system can deliver injection pressures of
up to 2200 bar. Furthermore, initial results have been used to create a spray library comprising liquid length and liquid spray cone angle data for validation purposes. Figure 89 shows the
measured liquid and vapor penetration of an ethanol/toluene blend, where the fuel is injected at
a pressure of 1000 bar into a chamber at 60 bar
and 550 °C. The results from the experimental
campaign together with a complete analysis will
be presented at the SAE World Congress 2017
in Detroit.

Modeling work is being performed in parallel to
the experiments. Ethanol sprays have successfully been modeled using the in-house spray
model VSB2 (which was previously validated
for n-dodecane and n-heptane) and compared to
experimental data from the high pressure/high
temperature spray chamber. The results of the
spray chamber experiments were used to tune
the spray model for ethanol to allow future use
in CFD modeling of a dual fuel combustion
engine. Figure 90 shows the liquid and vapor
penetration for a simulated ethanol spray injection; the predicted liquid penetration agrees well
with experimental results.

Figure 89. Mean Liquid and vapor
penetration over ten injections of an
Ethanol/Toluene mixture at 1000
bar injection pressure into an ambient pressure of 60 bar and ambient
temperature of 550 °C.

Figure 90. Simulation of an ethanol
injection at 1000 bar injection pressure. The spray is injected into an ambient pressure of 60 bar and ambient
temperature of 550 °C. The predicted liquid penetration is compared to
experimental data for pure ethanol.

As of the time of writing, the single cylinder
engine is being prepared for testing using a new
cylinder head designed by Volvo. CFD modeling will be conducted in parallel with engine
experiments to better understand the results and
further develop the engine platform.

One-Dimensional Turbulence (ODT) SGS Modeling of Spray-Turbulence
Interactions
Objectives
The development of fuel injection equipment (FIE) able to reduce pollutant emissions from
liquid-fueled transportation and power generation systems is a top industrial priority because
of the need to comply with the forthcoming EU 2020 emission regulations. However, the design
of new FIE is constrained by the incomplete physical understanding of complex micro-scale
processes such as in-nozzle cavitation and primary and secondary atomization. The EU funded
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Principal investigator
Prof. M. Oevermann

Source of support

EU Marie Curie program HAoS

Award period covered
2016–2018

Seniors/students supported
M. Fistler
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Marie-Curie Innovative Training Networks (ITN) program HAoS aims to develop a large eddy
simulation (LES) CFD model that will account for the influence of unresolved sub-grid-scale
(SGS) processes at engineering scales on affordable computing time scales. The objective of this
Chalmers project within HaOS is to develop, validate and implement a one-dimensional turbulence
(ODT) model of turbulent liquid-gas interactions during atomization. ODT is a stochastic, lowdimensional modeling tool for simulating and investigating turbulent flows with high temporal
and spatial resolution. The main advantage of ODT over direct numerical simulations (DNS) is
computational efficiency, which permits the investigation of liquid surface/turbulence interactions and provides important statistical sub-grid scale information while being able to simulate
practically relevant Reynolds- and Weber number regimes that are not accessible by DNS. After
model development and validation, a tabulation strategy for statistical data on turbulence-droplet
interaction will be developed and implemented in the common LES code.
Results
We have implemented an existing approach for simulating particle-turbulence interaction into
ODT 2.0 and extended the model to a spatial ODT framework, which has proven to yield better
agreement with experimental and DNS results for statistically stationary jets. Figure 91 shows
particle trajectories and turbulent eddy locations for a typical ODT simulation. Figure 92 compares our summarized results for the radial dispersion of particles with a diameter of 60μm
to experimental results derived using a one-way coupling approach. The next steps will be to
investigate two-way coupling between particles and the gas phase, and extensions to extend the
model towards liquid droplets.
Figure 91. Particle trajectories
and eddy locations during an ODT
simulation.

Figure 92. Radial dispersion of
particles.
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Large Eddy Simulation of Mixture Formation in Engines
Objectives
Many advanced combustion concepts for internal combustion engines rely on a proper fuel-air
distribution within the cylinder to achieve both high combustion efficiencies and low emissions.
To develop engines that comply with future stringent emission and efficiency standards, it is
necessary to have predictive computational methods to support development work. It is generally agreed that the next generation of turbulence modeling in CFD for engine applications will
be based on large-eddy simulation (LES). This project aims to develop a predictive LES-based
modeling strategy for simulating fuel-air mixing in engines. It considers the impact of the fuel
injector’s internal nozzle flow on primary breakup and uses a Lagrangian modeling approach
to describe secondary breakup. Simulation results will be compared to results from the engine
combustion network (ECN) and experimental data obtained in the spray rig of Chalmers Division
of Combustion.

Principal investigator
Prof. M. Oevermann

Source of support
Energimyndigheten

Award period covered
2016–2019

Seniors/students supported
M. Oevermann, M. Pütz (PhD
student)

Results
The project began in June 2016. When simulating spray breakup, we will adopt a Eulerian modeling approach based on quadrature methods developed in Prof. C. Hasse’s group at TU Freiberg,
Germany. To enable close collaboration with that group, we have agreed to use OpenFOAM
Extend as the simulation platform. As a first step, spray G from the ECN (gasoline spray) will be
investigated using both standard Lagrangian spray models and the quadrature-based approach.
The case setup for the Lagrangian spray simulations has been completed in OpenFOAM Extend.
As a next step, the student working on the project will visit Prof. Hasse’s group in Freiberg to
learn and get familiar with their modeling framework, and to perform comparative simulations
of ECN spray G.

Modelling of a Parallel Hybrid Vehicle with an Electrified Dual Clutch
Transmission
Summary
The improvements in efficiency and lower cost potential offered by parallel hybrids make these
powertrains a strong candidate for future automotive applications. Due to the flexibility in power
distribution between an internal combustion engine and an electric motor, careful optimization
of controller strategies is essential for maximizing the efficiency, performance and drivability
of these vehicles. However, the use of various driving cycles in official and real emissions tests
imposes additional challenges during vehicle optimization and makes predictions difficult.
Therefore, the aim of this project is to create a flexible model that can accurately predict energy
consumption, emissions and drivability under different driving scenarios, which will be used for
product development and control strategy optimization. The project is a joint venture between
China Euro Vehicle Technology AB, the Department of Applied Mechanics, and the Department
of Signals and Systems at Chalmers University.

Principal investigator

Assoc. Prof. P. Dahlander

Source of support

Energimyndigheten (FFI) and CEVT

Award period covered
2016–2019

Seniors/students supported

P. Dahlander, S. Mamikoglu (PhD
student)

Model development is already underway and a full vehicle model with map-based engine data
has been completed in GT-Suite. The model was assessed by using it to analyze the performance
of various powertrain types under different driving cycles. Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions

Figure 93. Well to wheel CO2 emissions of different powertrain configurations in various driving cycles. From
left to right: naturally aspirated spark
ignition engine (NA SI), NA SI engine
with start-stop (S&S), turbocharged
downsized engine (TURBO), Miller
engine (MILLER), Miller engine with
cylinder deactivation and start-stop
(MIL.D.), turbocharged downsized
Miller engine with start-stop (MIL.T.),
HEV powertrain (HEV), and an EV
powertrain based on the EU average electricity generation of 452g/
kWh (EV EU).
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for a compact class passenger car model incorporating eight different powertrain configurations,
including the parallel hybrid powertrain, were simulated under seven driving cycles with different characteristics. The simulation results are consistent with official data for a similar sized
compact class passenger car that incorporates some of the simulated powertrain options. Well
to wheel equivalent CO2 emissions (Figure 93) were estimated to compare the benefits of the
tested powertrains under different driving conditions. The results of this study will be published
at SAE World Congress.
The model will be further developed and refined to increase its flexibility with respect to engine,
gearbox and controller parameters. An initial production version of an electrified seven speed
dual clutch gearbox connected to a three-cylinder SI engine will be tested at the newly commissioned hybrid test cell at the Division of Combustion in Chalmers University. The test data will
be used for additional validation and refinement of the model. The vehicle model will also be
revised by incorporating a dynamic 1D engine model to better predict emissions and transient
behavior. There are also plans to create a second dynamic model in the 0D AVL Cruise platform
for comparison and additional validation. As the models are further developed, additional studies
will be conducted on the optimization of the engine, gearbox and controllers to minimize fuel
consumption, emissions, and costs.

Internal Combustion Engine for a Parallel Hybrid
Principal investigator
Prof. I. Denbratt

Source of support
Energimyndigheten

Award period covered
2012–2016

Seniors/students supported

I. Denbratt, S. Hemdal, L. C. RiisJohansen (PhD student)

Summary
Between the years 2012 and 2015, the EU will introduce legislation limiting vehicles’ carbon
dioxide emissions to a fleet average of 130 g/km. For individual car manufacturers, the limit is a
function of the vehicles’ weights. After 2021, the fleet average limit will be reduced to 95 g/km,
and then possibly again to 75 g/km in 2025. Similar legislation will be introduced in several other
countries including the U.S., China, and Japan.

Hybridization provides opportunities to significantly reduce fuel consumption and will therefore
be a key technology for reducing carbon emissions. Two main kinds of hybrid design exist: series
and parallel. Because series hybrids require greater battery capacities, manufacturers currently
prefer parallel hybrids or combinations of the two (known as power-split hybrids). The degree
of hybridization can vary from a simple integrated starter / generator (with low battery capacity
requirements) to a “mild hybrid” (intermediate battery capacity) or a full hybrid (high battery
capacity). So-called plug-in hybrids can help to facilitate the transition from fossil fuel-powered
vehicles to electric vehicles. The batteries of plug-in hybrids are charged from the grid at night
when electricity is cheap or alternatively the vehicles may be electric with limited battery capacity and equipped with a range extender. The engine can also be used to charge the battery where
infrastructure for charging is missing.
The combination of a combustion engine with an electrical power system presents new possibilities for optimizing fuel consumption and emissions because of the potential to avoid operating
the combustion engine under conditions where its efficiency is low. A potential problem with
this “intermittent” operation strategy is that the vehicle’s exhaust emissions must not exceed the
Euro 6 or SULEV limitations. Intermittent operation involves repeated cold or hot starts, which
can be detrimental to catalyst activity. To ensure that the catalyst rapidly attains a high activity
level, an optimized starting and heating strategy must be developed and the engine-out emissions
should be minimized. In addition, hybrid vehicles’ engines should ideally be able to use alternative fuels of the future such as methanol, ethanol, butanol, or biogas because the EU requires that
25% of all transportation fuel consumed in the EU should come from renewable sources by 2030.
This project will study a small direct-injection engine in a plug-in hybrid system. The project
aims to optimize the engine’s fuel consumption and emissions while maintaining acceptable
levels of noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) during a driving cycle.
The most obvious way to operate an internal combustion engine in a plug-in hybrid or battery
electric vehicle (BEV) equipped with a range extender is to operate the engine at a constant
power level during the cycle, i.e. to ensure that the engine power is equal to the vehicle’s average
power consumption during the test cycle, minus the recovered braking energy. An alternative
method is to operate the engine intermittently at its maximum efficiency point (start / stop) and
let the battery charge status vary over the cycle between predefined minimum and maximum
values. One problem with intermittent starts and stops is maintaining a high enough catalyst
temperature (i.e. an active catalyst) to avoid “emission spikes” at engine start, especially at low
catalyst temperatures. Another potential problem is NVH during periods of high engine load
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and low vehicle speed. A better strategy may be to combine the two approaches, i.e. to have the
combustion engine and electric motor operating together so that electric assistance is used during transients that often generate high emissions. Because hybrid vehicles must be able to run
on alternative fuels, the engine studied in the project will be fueled with E85.
The emissions from a parallel hybrid combustion engine and electric powertrain operated on a
modified New European Drive Cycle (NEDC) were investigated to determine how the road and
engine load profile affect emissions. The effect of simulated electric motor assistance during
acceleration on emissions was investigated to assess its potential to reduce particulate and gaseous
emissions. Simulated electric motor assistance during acceleration reduced fuel consumption
and, by extension, CO2 emissions. In addition, it reduced NOx emissions but increased particulate
and HC emissions.
Experimental studies were conducted using the hybrid rig at Chalmers (see Figure 94), which
features a turbocharged three cylinder direct injected gasoline engine paired with a 7-speed dual
clutch automatic transmission with an integrated electric motor. The engine and transmission
together constitute a hybrid gasoline and electric power unit. The transmission was limited to
vehicle speeds of 100km/h during the investigation and therefore the driving cycle used for the
tests was a modified NEDC cycle with a maximum vehicle speed of 100 instead of 120 km/h.
Figure 94. Chalmers hybrid test
cell with dynamometers and engine
stand.

Electric motor assistance during acceleration was simulated by reducing the vehicle’s mass,
which reduced engine load during accelerations. This made it possible to adjust the engine load
during acceleration while maintaining the same engine load when the vehicle was moving at
constant speed. In this way we were able to study how reducing the engine load during acceleration affected emissions in a controlled fashion because the reduction in weight (and thus load)
was well defined with no complications arising from the effects of gear changes on the electric
motor (which was not included in the simulations for precisely this reason).
Time-resolved drive cycle emissions were investigated for vehicles with masses of 1600 kg and
800 kg. This difference in mass corresponds to a reduction in the maximum power required
for acceleration from 12.8kW to 6.1kW. An electric motor with a maximum power output of at
least 6.7 kW would thus be required to provide equivalent assistance. The vehicle speed, engine
load, time-resolved measured lambda and gaseous emissions over the modified NEDC cycle for
the two vehicle masses are shown in Figure 95. The time-resolved particulate number and size
distribution were also measured and are showed in Figure 96.
At constant vehicle speeds, the engine operated with a stoichiometric air to fuel ratio. Air to
fuel ratio transients occurred during accelerations and decelerations under fuel rich conditions,
independently of the application of simulated motor assistance; air-to-fuel ratios as low as 0.85
79
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were observed during accelerations. Simulated electric motor assistance increased the duration
of these transients during decelerations.
During the low load ECE 15 segments of the NEDC, NOx emission occurred predominantly
during accelerations. The majority of NOx emissions both with and without electric acceleration assistance occurred during the final high load EUDC segment. Total NOx emissions per
kilometer and per unit mass of fuel were reduced during accelerations with electric assistance
due to the lower engine load.
CO emissions were less clearly dependent on engine load than those of NOx, and occurred primarily during accelerations and the final segment of the NEDC in both tests. CO emissions were
attributed to the occurrence of fuel-rich engine transients during accelerations and the fuel-rich
operating conditions during the final segment of the NEDC. The CO emissions per unit mass of
fuel with electric acceleration assistance were approximately equal to those without. HC emissions
occurred during decelerations and downshifts with fuel shutoff and fuel rich engine transients.
Due to the longer air to fuel transients during downshifts with simulated electric motor assistance,
the total HC emissions per unit mass of fuel and per kilometer increased.
Particulate matter emissions in terms of both number and mass occurred predominantly during
acceleration for both vehicle masses, as shown in Figure 96. The particulate mass (PM) emissions
in particular occurred during accelerations that coincided with transient fuel rich conditions as
shown in Figure 95. The instantaneous PM emissions in tests with pure gasoline operation differed minimally from those observed with simulated electric motor assistance, suggesting that
engine load reduction during accelerations had little effect on PM emissions.
The particulate number (PN) was calculated based on the number and size distributions of particles larger than 23 nm. PN emissions occurred primarily during accelerations in both tests and
coincided with the PM emissions as shown in Figure 96. However, in both tests PN emissions

Figure 95. NEDC results for vehicles
with masses of 1600 kg and 800
kg. The NOx concentration, soot content, and temperature were measured before the three-way catalyst.
v is the vehicle speed, λ is air to fuel
ratio relative to the stoichiometric
ratio and HC is the CH4 equivalent
hydrocarbon mass flow. All emissions were sampled between the
turbocharger turbine and the catalyst
(pre-catalyst).
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Figure 96. Soot particle number and
size distributions for vehicles with
masses of 1600 kg and 800 kg. Dp
is the particle diameter, Np is the
particle number flow rate and mp is
the particle mass flow rate. All emissions were sampled between the
turbocharger turbine and the catalyst
(pre-catalyst).The dashed lines show
the accumulated emission levels
over the whole driving cycle.

spiked at the beginnings of decelerations as well as during accelerations in the ECE 15 segments.
As discussed previously, fuel rich transients coincided with both accelerations and decelerations,
the latter of which were also associated with gear shifts. This is consistent with laboratory and
on-road measurements of PN emissions from commercial light duty vehicles. Interestingly, PN
emissions during accelerations with simulated electric assistance were significantly greater than
those observed during accelerations with pure gasoline operation.
Because the spikes in PM and PN emissions coincided with fuel-rich transients and fuel-rich
conditions favor soot formation, the particulate emissions were assumed to consist of soot. To
verify this hypothesis, homogeneous combustion of a λ=0.85 mixture was visualized in a spark
ignited, direct injected optical engine with the same injector type and injection timing as the
drive cycle engine. The combustion was viewed through an optical piston crown and images
were recorded during a single combustion cycle with a high frame rate color camera. Figure 97
shows a sequence of the resulting images acquired at selected CAD aTDC values. The yellow
incandescence visible in these images is due to thermal radiation from soot particles formed
under the fuel-rich conditions.
It was suggested that the greater PN emissions observed with electric motor assistance were partly
due to the reduction in engine load, which would have reduced the combustion temperature and
thus the efficiency of in-cylinder soot oxidation. It should be noted that in both tests, the total
PN emissions were dominated by emissions occurring during accelerations. The PN emissions
during the EUDC segment were equal in both tests and occur during the fuel rich final constant

Figure 97. High speed images of soot
formation during rich homogeneous
gasoline combustion in an optical
engine with IMEP = 3:6 bar and λ=
0.85. The injector used in the optical
engine was of the same type as that
in the drive cycle engine tests. The
start of injection was at -310 CAD
and the spark discharge occurred at
-31 CAD, with 50% of the fuel mass
burned at 7 CAD. The white circle
demarcates the edges of the piston
crown window. The crank angle (CAD
aTDC) is shown in the upper right corner of each image.
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speed segment, where the engine load and λ were also equal in both tests. This would seem to lend
further weight to the hypothesis that soot oxidation depends on the engine load at a given λ value.
The relative size distributions of the particulate matter formed in the two tests were similar, as
shown in Figure 96. In both cases, the particle size distributions during accelerations were centered
around 100 nm. While the particle size distributions during acceleration in the simulated electric
motor assist test was similar to the pure gasoline operation size distributions, the magnitude of
the distribution was greater, consistent with the greater PN emissions. This indicates that the
particulate matter in both tests originated in the same manner.
The PhD student defended his PhD thesis in December 2016 and the project is closed.

Modeling and Simulation of Hybrid Electric Powertrain Systems
Principal investigator
Assist. Prof. J. Andric

Source of support

Chalmers Area of Advance
Transportation

Award period covered
2015–2016

Seniors/students supported
J. Andric

Objectives
The automotive industry is facing great challenges due to mounting environmental threats. Highly
efficient vehicles with alternative powertrain systems are needed to limit fossil fuel dependence
and reduce emissions of greenhouse gasses (GHG) such as carbon dioxide, which is a major contributor to global warming. Electrified powertrains have emerged as a powerful technology for
complying with stringent CO2 emissions standards and fuel economy requirements. In particular,
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) that combine an internal combustion engine (using conventional
or alternative fuel) and an electric motor (using energy stored in a battery) can offer significant
improvements in fuel economy and emissions output while still benefiting from the power and
long driving range of conventional vehicles. Notably, HEVs include additional powertrain components that complicate the analysis of new designs because of the dynamic interactions between
subsystems. This complex vehicle architecture requires testing extensive prototype testing, which
is cumbersome, time consuming and costly. Therefore, modeling and simulation techniques are
becoming increasingly important for vehicle design and development.

The aim of this project is to create high fidelity electrified powertrain system models for simulating real-life driving conditions and to acquire knowledge in the following areas: evaluating
the powertrain’s energy efficiency and that of its components, modeling vehicle performance,
predicting and optimizing fuel economy, and predicting exhaust emissions.
Results
This section briefly summarizes the results of the computational study on the impact of driving
style on fuel economy in HEVs.

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) typically offer better fuel economy than their conventional
counterparts. Sensitivity to fuel economy is very important for HEVs and must be accounted for
when identifying an optimal powertrain design. Fuel economy sensitivity is especially important
during testing and certification for standard drive cycles, although real-world driving patterns
differ substantially from the standard cycle. In particular, specific driving behaviors have significant effects on powertrain performance. This work numerically analyzes the fuel economy
of a mid-sized parallel HEV by addressing differences in driving style. Vehicle simulations are
performed using GT-SUITE, a vehicle and powertrain simulation software package. Several different driving patterns are considered, representing various traffic conditions (city and highway
driving) and driving styles (from conservative to aggressive). The following four standard drive
cycles are considered: the Highway Fuel Economy Test (HWFET) representing free-flowing
highway traffic, the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) exemplifying city driving
conditions, the Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Cycles (WLTC) Class 3 representing
one average vehicle journey worldwide, and the New York City Cycle (NYCC) featuring low
speed stop-and-go traffic conditions. To account for different levels of driving aggressiveness,
the speed traces of the standard drive cycles are modified using the multiplier method to account
for various velocity characteristics and acceleration levels. To characterize the impact of driving aggressiveness on fuel consumption, the relationship between the vehicle wheel work and
the fuel consumption averaged over the distance travelled is considered. Wheel work represents
the positive energy required at the wheels expressed per unit distance and depends on a number
of parameters that reflect drive cycle aggressiveness such as the average and maximum vehicle
speed and the average and maximum acceleration to name a few. The fuel consumption sensitivity
is defined as the ratio of the wheel work to the distance-averaged fuel consumption. Figure 98
shows the fuel consumption sensitivity of the HEV for the four drive cycles and modified drive
cycles using aggression multipliers of 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2. There are significant differences
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in the fuel consumption sensitivity (the slope of the corresponding straight line) for different
drive cycles: the sensitivity is greatest for the UDDS and lowest for the HWFET. The WLTC
shows the average sensitivity of the city and highway driving. The NYCC is less sensitive to
driver aggressiveness compared to UDDS and WLTC. These trends can be explained in relation
to engine operating regions and engine energy losses. The average engine efficiency is shown
in Figure 99. Higher efficiency reduces the effects of more aggressive driving and consequently
the fuel consumption sensitivity for the HWFET, UDDS and WLTC cycles. The NYCC has the
lowest engine efficiency, but in this case the fuel consumption sensitivity is affected by the fact
that at low speeds the electric motor supplies all the driving torque. The engine energy losses
(see Figure 100) increase substantially with vehicle load on UDDS and WLTC because the engine
efficiency does not vary significantly in these cycles. For HWFET, the engine efficiency increases
enough to limit the increase in energy losses. Finally, a rapid increase in engine losses is observed
for NYCC at higher vehicle loads as the engine starts being used more heavily.
Figure 98. Fuel consumption sensitivity for multiplier modified speed
traces of four different drive cycles:
HWFET, UDDS, WLTC and NYCC.

Figure 99. Average engine efficiency
for multiplier-modified speed traces
of four different drive cycles: HWFET,
UDDS, WLTC and NYCC.

Figure 100. Engine energy losses
for multiplier-modified speed traces
of four different drive cycles: HWFET,
UDDS, WLTC and NYCC.
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Human resources
During 2016, twelve PhD students and eleven senior researchers from Applied Mechanics, Signals and Systems
and Volvo Advanced Research and Technology were engaged in the various CERC research projects.
Personnel researching and working at CERC in 2016 include:

Senior Staff
Ingemar Denbratt *
Professor/Director
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

Michael Oevermann
Professor
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

* Involved in management.

Tomas McKelvey
Professor
Signals and Systems

Andrei Lipatnikov
Assoc. Prof.
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

Sven Andersson
Professor
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

Mats Andersson
Assoc. Prof.
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

Petter Dahlander
Assoc. Prof.
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

David Sedarsky
Assoc. Prof.
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

Stina Hemdal
Assist. Prof.
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

Karin Munch
Senior Lecturer
Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

Anders Karlsson
Adj. Prof.
Volvo ART

Elenor Norberg
Administration and Finance
Applied Mechanics/Administration
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PhD students

Chengjun Du						Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion
Zhiqin Jia							Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion
Anders Johansson				 Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion
Tim Lackmann					 Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion
Jonathan Lock					Signals and Systems
Vignesh Muthuramalingam Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion
Josefine Preuss					 Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion
Jelmer J. Rijpkema				 Applied Mechanics/Div. of Combustion

Industrial PhD students

Joop Somhorst 					 Volvo Car Corporation
Domenico Crescenzo			Scania
Reto Balz							Winterthur Gas and Diesel
Jon-Anders Bäckar				AB Volvo

Research Engineers and Technicians

Alf Magnusson					Ph.D.			Applied Mechanics/ Div. of Combustion
Timothy Benham				 Ph.D.			 Applied Mechanics/ Div. of Combustion
Eugenio De Benito Sienes M.Sc.		 Applied Mechanics/ Div. of Combustion
Daniel Härensten				 M.Sc.		 Applied Mechanics/ Div. of Combustion
Anders Mattsson				 Eng.			 Applied Mechanics/ Div. of Combustion
Patrik Wåhlin						M.Sc.		Applied Mechanics/ Div. of Combustion
A number of representatives from the member industries are also indirectly involved in CERC
activities working with the project leaders as part of expert groups within each project.

Management of CERC

CERC is an independent unit with its own budget and accounting, within the Department of Applied
Mechanics at Chalmers University of Technology. CERC’s activities are guided by a program advisory
board that is appointed by the Chalmers’ Rector in consultation with the member companies. Formal
decisions are made by a delegated representative of the Rector. In the case of CERC the Rector’s
Delegate is Per Lövsund, Head of the Department of Applied Mechanics.
The program advisory board consists of the chairman, two academic members, three representatives from the member companies, and a representative of the Swedish Energy Agency.
Sören Udd
Chairman of the Board for the Swedish Internal Combustion Engine Consortium (SICEC), including:
CERC at Chalmers University of Technology, KCFP at the University of Lund, and CCGEx at the Royal
Institute of Technology
Lucien Koopmans
Volvo Car Corporation AB
Per Stålhammar
Scania CV AB
Johan Wallesten
Volvo Group Truck Technologies
Anders Johansson
Swedish Energy Agency
Tomas McKelvey and Maria Grahn
Chalmers University of Technology
Research at CERC is pursued as described in this annual report within working groups, and project
results are presented directly to the CERC board.
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Finances during the period 2014 – 2017
For the period 2014-2017 the budget following the agreement between the three parties Energy
Agency/Industry/Chalmers, given in Table 1, was established.
In the summary of the budget some of the revenues from the participating companies are efforts
in kind.
Table 2 shows actual input of cash respectively efforts in kind for the participating companies
during the year 2016.
In Table 3, the cost of activities at Chalmers during 2016 are given, distributed by cost categories.
Table 4 shows a summary of the project expenses for the year 2016.
Table 1. Total Incomes for 2014–
2017 period (KSEK).

Revenues

2014

2015

2016

2017

TOTAL

Energy Agency

8 000

8 000

8 000

8 000

32 000

Scania CV AB

1 700

1 700

1 700

1 700

6 800

Volvo Lastvagnar AB

1 700

1 700

1 700

1 700

6 800

Volvo Car Corporation AB

1 700

1 700

1 700

1 700

6 800

Industry, KAW *

2 900

2 900

2 900

2 900

11 600

Chalmers University of Technology

8 000

8 000

8 000

8 000

32 000

24 000

24 000

24 000

24 000

96 000

TOTAL

* KAW denotes the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation. KAW supports CERC directly via funding for
new research equipment. Their fund is non-government and non-university and are used as in-kind.
KAW are not formal members of CERC as they do not join compentence centers.

Table 2. Actual contributions from
members 2016 (KSEK).

Revenues

Total

Cash

In-kind

Energy Agency

8 000

8 000

Scania CV AB

2 088

800

1 288

***

Volvo Lastvagnar AB

2 835

800

2 035

*

Volvo Car Corporation AB

2 611

600

2 011

****

Win G&D

1 138

0

1 138

**

Ansys (Reaction Design)

597

0

597

*****

Dantec

240

0

240

**

Loge

300

0

300

*****

Chalmers University of Technology

9 120

2 100

7 020

Transfer from previous year

6 930

6 930

TOTAL

33 860

19 230

14 630

BUDGET

24 000

11 700

12 300

Comments on in-kind distributions:
*		
**		
***
****
*****
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Consultations
Equipment for projects and consultations
Industrial PhD student and consultations
Industrial PhD student, equipment for projects and consultations
Software licenses

Salaries

7 598

Lab costs

332

Equipment and supplies

1 146

Travels

400

Miscellaneous; IT, premises, overhead

3 955

TOTAL

13 431

Contribution from members

19 230

Transfer to next year

5 800

Table 3. Expenses at Chalmers 2016 (KSEK).

Chalmers
Project
Spray-guided Gasoline Direct Injection

Salaries Lab cost Equipm.
1 215
55

In-kind

Travels

Misc.

Total

Cash

Budget Chalmers Industry

Total

312

95

525

2 147

2 147

2 330

735

47

2 929

108

16

276

1 079

1 079

970

735

390

2 204

Advanced Laser-based Methods

624

LEM for LTC

788

1

102

348

1 239

1 239

1 247

274

107

1 620

Modeling DISI Engines

270

1

17

122

410

410

470

274

107

791

Spray Turbulence Interaction

544

241

785

785

885

274

404

1 463

Spray Fundamentals

799

30

352

1 363

1 363

1 485

847

23

2 233

Reducing Heat Transfer in IC Engines

245

10

257

512

512

755

274

2 020

2 806

Support Model Development

604

1

258

872

872

815

274

50

1 196

Spray Formation Dynamics

212

129

57

207

605

605

705

718

1 290

2 613

Marine Engine Fuel Injection

158

148

187

194

687

687

855

662

1 140

2 489

Emission Aware Mgmt

428

190

639

639

1 415

1 017

20

64

64

75

274

1 158

1 496

408

1 580

1 580

1 299

662

874

3 116

182

9

16

5

Prediction of Heat Transfer

44

Duel Fuel RCCI Combustion

1 071

101

596

172

124

557

1 449

1 449

1 100

1 146

400

3 955

13 431

13 431

14 406

Administration
TOTAL

7 598

332

1 656

1 449
7 020

7 610

28 061

Table 4. Summary of project expenses 2016 (KSEK).
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CERC
The Combustion Engine Research Center (CERC)
is a Swedish public/private Competence Center
funded by the Swedish Energy Agency, Chalmers
University, and industry in roughly equal parts.The
aim of the center is to organize and focus relevant
basic research on Internal Combustion Engines.
CERC goals are to reduce both of fuel consumption
and engine exhaust emissions, with a view towards
direct fuel injection, new combustion modes and
new engine architectures. The center includes
experimental theoretical projects. Activities
include spark and compression ignited engine
concepts, basic fuel spray combustion research,
advanced control of engines, and evaluation of
alternative fuels. Areas of strength in modeling
and advanced diagnostics are brought to bear on
these problems to advance the center’s research.
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